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NEWS ANALYSIS 

Radio: 'We 
Already Do 
Localism' 
Proposed Regulations 

Are Seen By Broadcasters 

As Simply Turning 

Back the Clock 

by Randy J. Stine 

WASHINGTON Radio broadcasters 
and broadcast advocates claim that some 
of the FCC's localism proposals are oner-
ous, particularly for smaller broadcasters, 
and in some cases could force stations off 
the air in overnight periods. 

The commission's Report on Broadcast 
Localism touches on nine broad issues, 
including some recommendations to 
address what the commission believes are 
"deficiencies" of many broadcasters in 
serving their local communities. 
The recommendations include requir-

ing stations to establish permanent adviso-
ry boards and to carry a mandatory 
amount of public service programming. 

Specifically troubling to broadcasters 
are the tentative conclusions that radio sta-
tions be attended 24/7 and that main stu-

See LOCALISM, page 6 

FIRST PERSON 

Let's Go Shopping: 
HD Radio in Cincy 
One Man's Buying Experience in Ohio Suggests 

The Receiver Push Is Having Mixed Success 

by Thom Moon 

There has been any number of stories 
in the trades about the lack of HD Radios 
at retailers and retail people who know 

little or nothing about the technology. 
Radio World suggested that I see if 

that had changed any recently. 
So I made the rounds of stores that sell 

See RECEIVER, page 10 

Another retailer sent me to Best Buy but I left a bit disappointed that the 
person in an Alliance-featured retailer knew less about HD-R than I do. 

." Need Afore HD Tower? 'We can do that. 
3-figh-Tower Anarog/HD 
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(800)733-5011 / www.contelec.com 
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Clear Channel 

Corp. Engineers 

To Skip NAB Show 
SAN ANTONIO Clear Channel's cor-
porate radio engineering team will not 
attend the NAB Show this spring. 

Executive Vice President of Distribution 
Development Jeff Littlejohn said he made 
the decision to trim costs as the company's 
first quarter did not meet expectations. 

"It's a short-term reaction to what we 
hope to be a short-term problem," he said. 
Roughly 20 to 60 engineers have attended 

in years past, according to Littlejohn. 
The decision affects corporate engi-

neering managers, though the cost-cut-
ting emphasis at Clear Channel is likely 
to limit attendance by local station engi-
neers as well. 
The NAB Show is in Las Vegas in 

mid-April. 

CCR Okays 

$22 Million 

Fire Settlement 
PROVIDENCE, R.I. Clear Channel 

Radio tentatively approved a $22 million 
settlement with survivors and victims of a 
2003 nightclub fire. The deal is one of 
several related to the fire in West 
Warwick, R.I., that killed 100 people and 
injured 200 others. 

All the plaintiffs and the federal judge 
overseeing the case need to approve the 
settlement for it to become effective. 

Victims' attorneys said in court papers 
that Clear Channel Providence station 
WHJY(FM) promoted the Great White 
concert and gave away free tickets, the 
Associated Press reported. They also 
alleged that station personality Mike 
Gonsalves — who died in the fire — 
could have stopped or delayed the con-
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audio frame can behave just like a stand-
alone console, with your controls in the 
console surface and your ins, outs and 
mixing in a studio frame. 
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cert for safety reasons but did not do so. 
AP reported the fire began when fire-
works used by the rock band ignited 
flammable foam used as soundproofing 
on the club's walls and ceiling. 

"While Clear Channel had no role in 
causing or contributing to this fire, we are 
pleased to resolve these claims and, 
hopefully, contribute in some way to a 
sense of resolution for the affected vic-
tims and their families," said the broad-
caster in a statement. 

Maryland 

Courts NPR 
SILVER SPRING, Md. Maryland's 
Montgomery County is trying to entice 
NPR to move there. 

NPR, which has outgrown its present 
space in the District of Columbia, is look-
ing for some 400,000 square feet for stu-
dio and office space and is considering 
several sites. 
The Montgomery County Gazette 

reports the county made an offer to NPR 
and quotes an official as saying when the 
network might make a decision is unclear. 
NPR wants to consolidate its offices, 

now spread over two buildings. The net-
work is also considering two sites in 
D.C., one in Northwest and the other in 
Southeast, the Gazette quoted a spokes-
woman as saying. 
The county offered NPR a site in 

downtown Silver Spring. 
Montgomery is the county north and 

west of the District of Columbia. 
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In Small-Town Pa., a Long Road for HD-R 
Survey Finds Small-Market Stations 

Aren't Planning Conversions Soon 

MANSFIELD, Pa. A study of radio sta-
tions in Pennsylvania suggests HD Radio 
isn't going to be saturating smaller markets 
anytime soon. 

Gary McIntyre, a broadcasting/mass 
communications instructor at Mansfield 
University of Pennsylvania in the north-
central portion of the commonwealth, has 
been tracking conversions for three years. 

He mailed 100 questionnaires to small-
town stations in Pennsylvania, those in 
Arbitron markets No. 150 and below well 
as the non-rated markets. The survey con-
sisted of 15 questions asked of station 
GMs, ops managers and CEs. 

McIntyre is a member of the Penn-
sylvania Association of Broadcasters, 
which provided him with contact infor-
mation. 

"This study examines the question of 
whether smaller-market radio operators 
will be part of what NAB President 
David Rehr calls 'the new radio revolu-
tion," McIntyre wrote. 
He asked broadcasters last summer 

whether they intended to convert their 
facilities in the next 12 months; he also 
made queries about multicasting, HD-R 
receiver availability and station promo-
tion of IBOC. He only recently released 
the report. 

Of the 100, he received 50 surveys back. 

Worth the Cost to Convert to HD-R? 

Strongly agree 
Agree 
Neutral 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree 

0% 
6% 
36% 
22% 
36% 

Small-market station responses to 
survey in summer 2007 

Of those, he said, only one station had con-
verted to HD-R. 

"Eighty-six percent of the remaining 
respondents indicated it would be highly 
unlikely or somewhat unlikely" they would 
convert their stations by this coming sum-
mer, according to his report. Six percent 
indicated it would be neither likely nor 
unlikely, and only 6 percent indicated it 
would be likely, he said in an interview. 

McIntyre identifies several factors as so-
called "gating" items for HD Radio's suc-
cess in small markets. 

Most respondents cited cost as the main 
factor prohibiting conversion; others felt 
the technology had been "overhyped" and 
that FM analog is good enough in listeners' 
minds, McIntyre said. 

He also feels station managers in small-
er markets do not feel compelled to convert 

their stations because their neighbors have 
not, whereas in larger areas, he believes 
there is a more competitive mindset that 
compels competitors in a market to go dig-
ital once a neighbor has. 

He noted that results could be different 
in states where small markets are more 
influenced by larger ones; he thinks an 
independent national survey of small mar-
kets should be planned to learn more, as 
should another survey in a state that has a 
lot of small markets, like Pennsylvania. 

"There is a possibility of more small-
market stations converting in those areas 
where retail stores offer more HD Radio 
product choices," he concluded. "The 
Pennsylvania small markets are often 
very isolated from more urban areas and 
may not be influenced from larger mar-
kets such as Pittsburgh, Philadelphia and 
Scranton/Wilkes-Barre." 

While the instructor cautions that this 
is only one survey in one state, McIntyre 
believes Pennsylvania's large size and 
numerous smaller markets made for a 
good case study. 
Some respondents predicted it would 

take several years before stations in small-
er markets converted their facilities. 
Seventy-four percent of respondents also 
said they don't want the FCC to force sta-
tions to use HD Radio, as TV is mandated 
to go digital. 

— Leslie Stimson 

Lowest Prices and Largest Inventory on EVERYTHING For Broadcast 

BSWUSA.COM 800-426-8434 

What They Said: 

Here's sample of responses from radio stations to McIntyre 's Pennsylvania survey: 

• "I can not think of even one area that needs two or three 
times the amount of radio stations than it has now. Most 
markets can't support all the AM and FM stations on the air 
now." 

• "HD-R, while having many benefits, is being over-
hyped. We'll go HD-R in three to five years. But (it's) very 
expensive for smaller-market stations." 

• "[The company isi on record as saying all 25 of our sta-
tions will convert to HD-R. Some already have. Our smaller-
market stations which I oversee will probably be converted in 
the final phase. How soon, I can't say, but likely not in the 
next 12 months." 

• "Our feeling is that HD-R's viability is many years down 
the road. Still too early." 

• "What few stations have converted, we regret it already. 
Currently in radio, there is no revenue stream to justify 
[HD-R]." 

• "AM IBOC is still a mess. I am aghast that HD-R is not 
an open standard. This is counterproductive." 

• "It is nearly impossible to get bank financing for this 
new technology since it can not yet be heard in small rural 
markets because there are few, if any places these radios can 
be purchased." 

• "If approximately 50 percent of receivers in our area 
become HD-R, we would expect to convert by that time." 

• "Multicasting is the only benefit I see. HD-R is irrelevant 
by itself. 'Quality' of audio [is] not very important to rural 
listeners, but having additional channels to listen to is the real 
benefit." 

• "We have done exploratory studies for HD-R and have 
plans to convert, but will not implement until HD receivers 
are easily available and implementation costs are under 
control." 

• "Eventually, I think HD-R will ... have an impact. I 
don't see that happening in this market in the next five years, 
however." 

• "Cost-to-benefit ratio too high. Licensing fees stopped 
project at this school. Station employs very good equipment. 
Air sound is already good." 
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Radio Where the Listeners Are 
Radio needs not only better content, it 

needs better salespeople. 
I mean not the gal or guy on the street, 

but national spokespeople for our industry. 
Perhaps Jeff Haley will be that person. 

Haley is the president/CEO of the Radio 
Advertising Bureau, a job he took a little 
over a year ago. 

Haley wants our industry to send "bold 
signals." Well, radio certainly needs those, 
because "bold" is not an adjective that 
describes most of what U.S. commercial 
radio has done for the past few decades. 
I appreciate the tone he took at the 

recent RAB conference, his second as the 
organization's leader after replacing Gary 
Fries, an industry stalwart. 

Multi-channel 
Most dramatically, Haley called on our 

owners and sales executives to embrace 
new technology. 

"Let's agree here and now that our 
goal will be to have radio on every 
mobile phone, PDA and MP3 player in 
the next five years. On-air; online; on-
site; and on-demand — radio must be 
anywhere and everywhere there is a 
speaker or headphones." 

Haley could have been writing the script 
for RW's next special supplement (look for 
it in a few weeks) when he reminded his 
radio sales flock that we no longer distrib-
ute our content via a single pathway. 

"We've become multi-channel distrib-
utors. Radio provides easy and personal 
consumer interaction through numerous 
audience touch points and on a variety of 
platforms." 

I'm all for that, although Haley didn't 
specify what strategies he or other indus-
try leaders will follow to make that hap-
pen. But he did effectively demonstrate 
his point about a blossoming number of 
devices that allow consumers to access 
our content. All of these would be famil-
iar to RW readers. 
He showed off an IP radio from Asus 

that lets him listen to a local station and 
he cited statistics that 25 million 
Americans listen to radio via the Net, 
equivalent to an incremental increase to 
radio's national average quarter hour of 1 
million people. 

He brought along the gizmo that 
allows FM listening on iPods, "the most 
popular accessory that Apple sells." He 
also said almost half of Microsoft Zune 
owners listen to their built-in FM radio at 
least once a week. 

Haley believes the success of the MP3 
player format "requires that users contin-
ue to source and use new music. ... What 
would it mean for our business if all of 
those players featured access to radio 
content, and every MP3 owner listened to 
the radio feature for even a half an hour a 
week?" 

Well worth thinking about. 

Billions in potential 
Revenue generation via new streams is 

key. 
Haley said nearly 4,000 stations now 

have a streaming component — "that's 
one in every three radio stations in 
America reaching consumers on a plat-
form that didn't even exist 10 years ago" 
— and he noted recent double-digit 
increases in radio's non-air revenue. He 
believes off-air revenue could approach 
$2 billion by the end of next year. 
He believes text messaging is coming 

on strong as an ad category, "quickly 
moving beyond artist and title informa-
tion and ... poised to deliver advertiser 
content, including location-based mes-
sages and GPS services." 
He showed off a Dual radio with MSN 

Direct HD that provides personalized, 
localized text content. 

"Traffic information, typically broadcast 
at regular intervals over the radio station 
airwaves, is now delivered by the station to 
MSN and shows up on your dashboard 
screen as text. Local movie times, gas 
prices and nearby fast-food locations can 
also be transmitted to individuals in specif-
ic markets and at specific times." 

He's encouraged by HD multicasting, 
the growing number of digital receivers 
and iTunes tagging. He mentioned condi-
tional access, noting a planned radio by 
Dice Electronics. 

"Here's an ESPN HD2 channel that 
anyone with an HD Radio can receive. 
But the HD3 channel is set up as an on-
demand basis, available only to registered 

users, allowing stations to capture valu-
able insights about their listeners and 
their clients' customers." 

And, he said, cellular phones have 
opened the way to mobile marketing pro-
grams through two-way e-mail and text 
messaging communications. These 
include opt- in campaigns, text- to-win 
contests and tune-in alerts for special pro-
gramming. 

"It is a natural next step to deliver part-
nerships to advertisers that want more 
than just a gateway to the consumer and 
are seeking contextual engagement." He 
demonstrated a Nokia mobile phone that 
comes with a built-in FM receiver. 

Haley said if half of all Americans 
take advantage of radio functionality on 
their mobile phones or MP3 players for 
a half hour a day, it would translate to 
3.5 million incremental AQH, a 10 per-
cent increase, and perhaps $3 billion 
new revenue. 

'Uniquely positioned' 
He says radio is exploring how to posi-

tion itself across these channels in ways 
that are attractive to advertisers. 
No surprise there; but he also empha-

sized that it is "uniquely positioned to do 
this because it is the only medium that 
does not change its form from channel to 
channel. Print and video are different expe-
riences when they move to digital; radio is 
not. The Rolling Stones sound like The 
Rolling Stones no matter the channel." 

The RAB head also made reference, 
too briefly, to the negative vibes that sur-
round radio, saying one goal of the new 
Radio 2020 campaign is to address per-
ceived challenges head on. "We will 
directly respond to growing concerns 
about stale content and technology." 

But Haley, a former senior VP of 
global marketing for Time Warner, thinks 
radio is often its own toughest critic. 

"When I hear or read one broadcaster 
denigrating another, or witness a very pub-
lic airing of our dirty laundry, I cringe at 
the damage we do to ourselves," he said. 
"We are the number two most-con-

sumed medium in America. We com-
mand an annual investment from adver-
tisers of over $20 billion, and that 
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From the Editor 

Paul J. McLane 
investment moves billions more in con-
sumer purchases. The capital investment 
in radio by manufacturers, technology 
companies and the automotive industry 
has never been higher." 

I've made similar points about keeping 
our strengths in view as well as our weak-
nesses; and I'm happy to hear this upbeat 
message coming from Haley. I don't buy 
into the many doomsday scenarios about 
radio. But I certainly do my share of wor-
rying, and I feel we're hungry for more 
upbeat, assertive national voices to preach 
what's good about our medium. That's 
what an effective salesperson does. 

However, I also hope Jeff Haley means 
what he says about addressing "perceived 
challenges" and that he realizes that some 
problems are not merely perceptual. 

It's well and good to be out there in 
front, pitching what's best about radio 
and talking about new ways to dissemi-
nate what we already do. 
I hope he will be equally vocal about 

saying back to the industry, "We can also 
do a better job of creating content that 
consumers want to hear," and "If you 
want to profit by these tools, you need to 
invest in them. Explore them. Try them. 
Sell them." 

Radio has often sat back and taken the 
"rote route," overly automated, bland and 
personality-less. You need look no further 
than most of the early HD2 channels for 
what I'm talking about. 

These new tools give us a chance not 
just to reach more people, but to rethink 
what and how we do our job. 

Comment on this or any article. Write 
to radioworld@nbmedia.com. • 
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• NEWSWATCH• 

Emmis, CBS Radio 

Cut Jobs 
Emmis and CBS Radio cut jobs in the 

first quarter to stem losses. 
MediaWeek reported Emmis cut posi-

tions in New York, Los Angeles, St. 
Louis, Chicago and Austin, Texas. Other 
employees had their hours reduced. 

In January, Emmis posted a loss in its 
third quarter as domestic revenue 
-dropped due to continuing weakness in 
its New York and Los Angeles clusters, 
according to AP. 

Meanwhile, while the number of total 
job cuts at CBS Radio was unclear, at 
least some engineers were affected. 

Paul Sakrison, chief at KNX(AM) and 
KFWB(AM) in Los Angeles, is looking 
for work. Taking over that responsibility 
is Julian Vega, CE of KROQ(FM) and 
KCBS(FM) in Los Angeles. 

Scott Mason, regional director of engi-
neering for the West Coast, added Vega's 
old CE duties. Mason was KROQ chief in 
the 1980s and ' 90s. 
CBS Radio senior vice president of 

Broadcast Engineering Glynn Walden 
adds chief engineer duties at KYW(AM), 
Philadelphia, with Wes Spencer taking 
over some of the DOE administrative 
duties with the regional engineers. That's 
a return to familiar turf for Walden, who 
was chief at KYW in the mid-' 80s. He 

moved his office to KYW in February. 
CBS Radio spokeswoman Karen 

Mateo verified that staff cuts have been 
completed. In past months, the broadcast-
er has streamlined its corporate manage-
ment staff, and installed market managers 
and directors of sales in all of its markets. 

In a statement, CBS Radio said it con-
tinues to build on a strategy of deploying 
assets to best grow ratings and monetize 
the results. It said changes in operating 
structure have simplified the process of 
buying and selling ads, sped up the deci-
sion-making process and are "allowing us 
to more effectively monetize the aggre-
gate number of listeners who hear us on 
the radio and the Internet." 
CBS said it has also made program-

ming improvements and strengthened its 
digital assets in order to distribute its con-
tent on various emerging platforms. 

News Roundup 
SPECTRUM: In recent meetings with 
staff for Commissioners Robert 
McDowell, Michael Copps and Jonathan 
Adelstein, a Media Access Project lobby-
ist said if approved, the satellite merger 
deal should be conditioned on the entity 
giving up 12.5 MHz of its S-band spec-
trum. According to an FCC filing, MAP 
says the FCC should create a set-aside for 
NCE programming, require the combined 
entity to lease capacity to unaffiliated 

commercial programmers or require the 
excess capacity to be returned for auction. 
MAP also suggested the merged company 
adopt an "open device" principal. 

RADIO'S POSSIBILITIES: RAB pres-
ident/CEO Jeff Haley wants radio to be 
on every mobile phone, PDA and MP3 
player in the next five years. At the RAB 
convention in Atlanta, Haley showed off 
devices to demonstrate how consumers 
can get radio content via non-broadcast 
channels, and said radio could possibly 
see $3 billion in incremental revenue if a 
radio tuner were available on every 
device ( see page 4). Haley also 
announced a marketing alliance with 
Katz and Interep to help give certain 
clients one point of contact for radio; and 
called on the industry to get together and 
"speak with one voice" on audience 
measurement. 

HD2 SPOTS: Verizon Wireless will 
begin running the first ads on HD2 sta-
tions in New York, according to Crain's 
New York Business. Four 10-second spots 
will run hourly on the multicast feed of 
Clear Channel station WH'TZ(FM). 

CLEAR CHANNEL: After a slow Q4, 
Clear Channel's radio revenue ended flat 
for the previous year. Radio revenue was 
down 3 percent in the fourth quarter; for 
the year, Clear Channel Radio brought in 
$3.4 billion. The parent company brought 

in $ 1.84 billion in the final quarter, up 4 
percent over the same period a year earli-
er. Of 448 radio stations it set out to sell 
beginning in late 2006, it sold 160 with 
purchase agreements for another 73 as of 
the end of December 2007; of those 73, it 
has since completed the sale of 57. 

AUDEMAT: Audemat-Aztec has 
changed its named to Audemat. The 
French company says it has grown rapid-
ly, having recently acquired TV and FM 
transmitter manufacturer Ecreso and 
Nortek, which makes TV monitoring, test 
and measurement equipment. 

DOJ: The Department of Justice will 
require Clear Channel to divest six sta-
tions in four cities as a condition to 
approve the company's acquisition by a 
group of private equity investors led by 
Bain Capital and Thomas H. Lee 
Partners. The DOJ said the $ 19.5 billion 
deal, as originally proposed, likely would 
have resulted in higher prices to pur-
chasers of radio advertising in Cincinnati, 
Houston, Las Vegas and San Francisco 
because Bain and THL already have sub-
stantial ownership interests in two firms 
that compete with Clear Channel in those 
cities, Univision and Cumulus. Clear 
Channel believes the deal will close on or 
about March 15. The proposed settlement 
will be published in the Federal Register. 
Publication triggers a 60-day public com-
ment period to the DOJ. 
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dios must be located in the designated 
community of license (see story, page 8). 

Radio proponents say some small- and 
medium-market radio stations are unstaffed 
during overnight hours because of budget 
constraints; and in many instances main 
studios, in small and large markets, are 
located outside the city of license. 

Survival 
Broadcaster support for any part of the 

FCC's report is hard to find. 
Some broadcasters feel the call for 

local advisory boards is a good idea; but 
others claim the FCC's wording is vague 
on what broadcasters will have to do with 

board recommendations. 
"Small-market broadcasters already 

reach out to the community," said Jon 
Yinger, owner of Broadcast Properties 
LLC, which owns nine radio stations. 

"To survive in today's market you 
must localize your radio stations. My fear 
is that we will be required to follow the 
advisory board's recommendations." 

Yinger's stations offer religious pro-
gramming; he says advisory board recom-
mendations could force him to offer pro-
gramming that would be at odds with 
Christian faith. 

The FCC specifically mentions "the 
development of balanced and community 
responsive programming that includes all 
significant groups with specials interests 
and needs" in its report. 

So opposed is Yuiger to the FCC's local-
ism reform that he, with help from law firm 

Jay Mitchell speaks at an 
NAB Radio Show in 2004. 
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digital console This versatile, flexible control surface for our 
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Mosaic consoles are available in a variety of frame sizes to 

accommodate studios of all dimensions. and useful interfaces are 

available for guest stations and simple router control 

Logitek 
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Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, has launched 
Web sites www.helpradionow.com and 
www.savechristianradio.com. The sites list 
reasons the FCC wants more regulation and 
how broadcasters can make reply comments 
on the Notice of Proposed Rule Making. 
The NAB wrote a strongly worded 

response to the FCC's localism proposal 
when it was issued late last year. In it the 
broadcast trade association claimed the 
"proceeding carries grave First 
Amendment implications" and that in 
fact, "onerous regulations can have unin-
tended consequence of reducing program-
ming quality." 

Dennis Wharton, NAB's executive 
vice president of communications, said, 
"There seems to be a disconnect between 
policymakers and how radio stations 
serve their communities. The one-size-
fits-all regulation that sometimes comes 
from Washington doesn't always accom-
plish what they hope it will." 

No more overnights? 
The commission stated in its recom-

mendations that many commenters, 
including some consumer groups, inferred 
it is increasingly difficult to get emergency 
information to the public late at night 
because many radio stations are unmanned 
and controlled from a remote location. 

The FCC's proceedings reaffirmed the 
importance the public places on timely 
and accurate emergency information on 
broadcast stations. 

However, several small-market broad-
casters told Radio World the FCC's move 
to require radio stations be manned 24/7 
ultimately could backfire on the commis-
sion by forcing some off the air overnight. 

The FCC is 

considering options 

that would actually 

cut services in 

smaller markets. 

—Jay Mitchell 

"I think that is what will happen rather 
than broadcasters paying for someone to 
be in the studio around the clock," said Jay 
Mitchell, who until recently owned several 
small-market stations and is publisher of 
the Small-Market Radio Newsletter. 
Many broadcasters have stringent 

emergency protocols and the technology 
to allow emergency alert messages to be 
broadcast instantaneously during off-
hours, Mitchell said. 

"You really don't need someone in the 
studio 24/7. I'm afraid many small 
broadcasters would simply cut broadcast 
hours and be unable to afford to keep 
their stations on the air overnight if 
forced to hire additional manpower. 
Therefore, the FCC is considering 
options that would actually cut services 
in smaller markets," Mitchell said. 
Some wonder if the localism proposals 

are something of a trial balloon by the 
commission, intended to be a demonstra-
tion of what the commission could do if 
broadcasters don't improve, said Womble 
Carlyle Sandridge & Rice communica-
tions attorney Peter Gutmann. 

"Is this just a function of the bully 
See LOGUJSM, page 8 



Shark, shown interviewing BERT MCCRACKEN, 
lead singer for THE USED, says: "When Comrex 
told me that their internal code name for ACCESS 
was "THE NEXT BIG THING" I got it right away. 

This IS EIG — I was live, on the air, in places I could 
NEVER have gone with regular old technology. 
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Impossible Remote? 
Nah, You've Got ACCESS. 
Meet Another Real-World Super Hero... 

Live coverage of Next Big Thing 7, Tampa's 15-band, two-stage, 20,000 

screaming fan concert, seemed daunting. But it couldn't have gone smoother 

for Shark, Cox Radio's 97X Program Director and afternoon host. When 

covering an event like this, Shark would normally be battling for a frequency 

with all the wireless mics, and getting back stage to interview all 15 bands 

with a live wired mic was just impossible. ACCESS pulled it off without a hitch. 

Shark went live with the push of a button and not a care in the world. 

Covering even the gnarliest live event is a natural for ACCESS. 

ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular, satellite, 

POTS (yep, ACCESS is a full featured POTS codec and works seamlessly 

with Matrix, Vector and Bluebox)—plus some services you may not have even 

heard of. Given the challenges of the public Internet, it's no small boast to say 

that ACCESS will perform in real time over most available IP connections. 

Contact Comrex today and find out how ACCESS can make you become a 

Real-World Super Hero—wherever you are! 

See Us at NAB Booth # N2125 

Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: info@comrex.com 
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA • Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717 

Put Comrex On The Line. 
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pulpit, or are they serious about regulat-
ing some of these areas, and is there seri-
ous congressional pressure to get it 
done?" he asked. 

Gutmann believes there is an apprecia-
tion among FCC commissioners for what 
radio broadcasters do day-to-day. But he 
senses the agency's frustration with some 
broadcasters who do little local news and 
public affairs programming. 

The FCC also has tentatively conclud-
ed it should introduce broadcast license 
renewal programming guidelines; broad-
casters would be obligated to carry a cer-
tain number of hours of local public 
affairs programming to meet renewal cri-
teria. Stations not meeting the require-
ments would then have their license 
renewals reviewed by the full commis-
sion, Gutmann said. 

"That's scary for broadcasters and cer-
tainly a big move toward re-regulation. 
The possibility of subjectiveness in the 
process is threatening to broadcasters," 
Gutmann added. 

VVhat's next? 
Will the localism proposals be enacted? 
Gutmann expects some or all of the 

proposals to be diluted before the FCC's 
final rulemaking is issued. 

Ownership diversity could also suffer 
from the added expense of additional regu-
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The FCC is considering espenswe and expansive rule changes that Could (Orto radio stebons in smaller markets. and StetronS serving 

specialized audiences, to either cut back or shut dotent 

The FCC wants to force stations to nee more staff and possibly relocate facilities - two very expensive items in a small station's limited 

budget 

if these proposals are adopted, it would be a blow not only to true local radio, but also to new entrepreneurs - often from groutss not 

traditionally found among radio station owners 

Smeller markets have traclinakally been a gateway to media ownership because the costs of entry are more reasonable But at the same 

now, the margins can be slimmer - and anything that needlessly drives up costs will slam shut an important portal of economic opportunity. 

The idea behind these proposals Is to born better serve local communities and Increase economic opportunity But however much the 
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lation, Yinger of Broadcast Properties said. 
"This would hurt women and minori-

ties who want to enter broadcasting. It 
increases the cost of entry by increasing 
the cost of operating a radio station." 

Proponents of the FCC's localism ini-
tiative contend the commission is right in 
taking broadcasters to task for their lack 
of local commitment. 

"Commercial radio has largely ceded 
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news and public affairs to non-commer-
cial radio," wrote Media Access Project 
President/CEO Andy Schwartzman in 
comments filed to the FCC. Media 
Access Project is a non-profit, public 
interest law firm based in Washington. 

Free Press, which describes itself as a 

Washington-based nonpartisan organiza-
tion working to reform media, supports 
the FCC's localism mission, though the 
group thinks the recommendations should 
have gone farther. 
"We think the FCC downplayed testi-

mony from the public hearings regarding 
localism, which showed a major wave of 
consumer discontentment of media," said 
Research Director Derek Turner. 

"There needs to be major reform to 
ensure broadcasters take seriously their 
promise to reflect the views and address 
the concerns of their local communities 
in return for being granted a license to 
use the public airwaves." 

Turner said Free Press is pleased with 
the FCC's recommendation to require radio 
stations post the majority of their public 
files on their Web sites, much the same as 
TV stations are now required to do. 

"However, the license renewal process 
right now is broken. It will remain so 
until there is meaningful punishment for 
those stations that fail to meet localism 
obligations." 

Other consumer groups, like the 
Consumer Federation of America and 
Consumers Union, have filed hundreds of 
comments, mostly supporting the FCC's 
actions on localism. 

Broadcasters and interested parties can 
file comments regarding the FCC's Notice 
of Proposed Rulemaking (MB Docket 04-
233). Comments are due March 14. e 

Main Studio, 24/7 Staffing 

Raise Concerns 
Radio engineering executives say they would be left scrambling if the FCC were 

to again require broadcasters to locate main studios in their community of license. 
As part of the FCC's Report on Broadcast Localism and subsequent Notice of 

Proposed Rule Making, the commission is revisiting its 1987 decree that allowed a 
station to locate its main studio anywhere within the station's principal community 
contour. 

The FCC's tentative conclusion could be devastating to radio broadcasters who 
have spent millions of dollars building new facilities to house clusters of radio sta-
tions, which are often licensed to surrounding communities, engineers tell RW. 

"Fewer than a half of our properties actually have main studios physically located in 
the designated community of license," said Milford Smith, vice president of radio engi-
neering for Greater Media. "Many of these facilities contain multiple radio stations and 
offices licensed to multiple communities and cost millions of dollars to construct." 

However, Smith finds it unlikely broadcasters would move entire studio opera-
tions if or when the FCC issues final rules requiring it. 

"I suspect that we and many others in similar circumstances would establish a 
minimal 'official' studio where it physically needed to be to fulfill the requirements," 
Smith said. 

Sheridan Broadcasting Director of Engineering Bob Sharkey said, "This is not on 
our radar just yet, but if it does happen we would have to conform, which would 
amount to considerable expense." 

Sheridan Broadcasting owns six radio stations, none of which are housed in their 
city of license, Sharkey said. 

Steve Davis, senior vice president, engineering and capital management for Clear 
Channel Radio, said the current rule regarding main studios has it right, calling the 
new proceedings "anti-localism." 

"It recognizes that the area a station serves is defined by that station's city-grade 
signal contour. The rule allows for stations to locate studios in population centers:' 
Davis said. 

In addition to costing broadcasters millions of dollars to relocate studio facilities, 
the FCC's recommendations would also be a hardship for the majority of most sta-
tions' listeners, Davis added. 

"Locating in the population center makes it easier for listeners to interact with 
radio stations. Locating stations in sometimes remote, far-flung communities will 
reduce the contact most listeners have with a particular radio station," Davis said. 
As for 24/7 staffing, he feels the change would affect smaller broadcasters much 

more than a large radio group like Clear Channel. 
"In most cases with multi-station clusters, there is at least one person on duty 

within our facilities at all times. But smaller broadcasters would certainly be faced 
with additional costs to have someone baby sit the radio station at all times." 

Greater Media's Smith added, "I have a hard time understanding how employing a 
minimum wage person merely to establish a presence would contribute anything what-
soever over and above a proper functioning EAS system in an emergency situation." 

— Randy J. Stine 
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Record Mode key; when you press it, Clement 

is instantly ready to record off air phone bits, 

interviews with guest cal(ers, or remote talent 

drop- ins. One button press starts your record device, 

configures an off-air mix . minus and sends a split feed 

(host on one sicle, guest on the other) to the record bus. 

Like nearly everything about Element, Record Mode is 

completely configurable its behavior can even be 

customized for individual jocks. Sweeeet. 

Great Phones • With Element, jocks never have 

to take their eyes or hands off the board to use the phones. 

Element works with any phone system, but really clicks with 

the Telos Series 2101, TWOx12, and new NX-12 that connects 

four hybrids plus control with a single Ethernet cable. 

StatusSymbols' (cool little information icons) tell talent at 

a glance whether a line is in use, busy, pre-screened, locked 

on-air, etc. Even dial out with the built in keypad. 
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electronics in the Cincinnati area. What I 
found was some improvement; but a lot is 
yet needed. 

First stop: a store of the regional H.H. 
Gregg chain. I was met practically at the 
door by "Dan," who asked how he might 
direct me. I told him I had heard about 
this HD Radio and was interested in audi-
tioning one. 
He knew a bit about the technology — 

and mentioned that "you hear about it on 
the radio all the time." He turned me over 
to one of Gregg's "specialists" (their 
term) who bluntly stated, "We don't carry 
them" and suggested I try RadioShack or 
Best Buy. 

At a Best Buy store just across the 
way, I made my way to the car stereo 
department in a back corner of the show-
room and sure enough, there were two on 
display: the house-brand Insignia NS-
05112 and the JVC KD-HDR1. 

The lone salesperson was tied up with 
a couple intent on deafening themselves, 
so I walked over and found the micro 
sound systems mixed in with clock radios 
and boomboxes neatly hidden in the mid-
dle of the store. 

External antenna 
On display, next to one another, were 

the Sony XDR-53HD table unit and 
another house-brand Insignia product, 
their NS-HD2114 HD radio/DVD player 
with matching speakers. Even though 
both were connected to an external anten-
na, neither unit received enough RF input 
to lock onto the HD-R stream. 

Another problem was, I never did fig-
ure out how to tune the Insignia unit, and 
a Best Buy employee who wandered by 
and offered to help was just as puzzled as 
I. Another disappointment was the 
Insignia was tuned to 107.1, home of 
Class B1 WKFS(FM). 

That should have been fine, as the sta-
tion's antenna is less than 10 miles from 
the store. But the radio wasn't receiving 
any signal at all. That's not a strong rec-
ommendation of the unit. 
When I returned to the car stereo dis-

play area, the salesperson was alone so I 
asked him about which units had HD 
Radio. At first he had a puzzled look on 
his face, but he quickly recovered and 
said, "Oh, yes — HD Radio," and pointed 
to the JVC KD-HDR1, which was sur-
rounded by a sign that said, "Hear the 
difference of HD Radio!" 

He also located without too much trou-
ble the Insignia unit, which he attempted 
to demonstrate. He said, "That's HD 
Radio," even though the radio obviously 
couldn't link to the HD signal; the "HD" 
symbol on the radio's readout just 
blinked. 
When I mentioned that to him, he 

sounded surprised and suggested we try 
the JVC. Finally, there was a radio in the 
store that could link to the digital stream 
and I could hear the difference — not 
well (brother, are Best Buy stores noisy!) 
but well enough. 
I walked away a bit disappointed that 

the person in an HD Radio Alliance-fea-
tured retailer knew less about HD-R than 
I do. 
I decided to take a break in the chain 

action to visit a local audio/video store, 
Alamo Electronics. They specialize in 
flat-screen TV but have enough interest 
in audio to carry some very fine lines. 

I was pleased to find located centrally 
in the modestly sized store a display of 
high-end home radios: a complete selec-
tion of the Kloss radios from Tivoli and 
three HD-R units: the Sony I first 
encountered at Best Buy, the recently dis-
continued Boston Acoustics Receptor HD 
and the relatively new Denon S-52 net-
worked unit. 
The sales associate was moderately 

knowledgeable about the process. He 

Thom Moon 

knew that HD-R was digital but he didn't 
know how the digital stream was inserted 
into the signal. 

At a store such as Alamo, I expect 
their people to know more than the folks 
at Best Buy. He did, and the store gets a 
gold star because I could actually audi-
tion an HD Radio without several other 
audio sources blasting at me. 

Next stop: Circuit City. 
It's a good thing they have a suspended 

sign that says "Home Audio" over the 
section because otherwise I don't think I 
would have found it, hidden in a far back 
corner behind a barricade of portable 
audio gimcracks. As I expected, their 
selection of home HD Radios was under-
whelming: just the Sony XDR-53HD. 
Of course, it wasn't connected to an 

antenna, so it wouldn't link with HD-R, 
even though I was only about six miles 
from the WKRC(TV) tower, home to all 
of Clear Channel's local FM's and 
Entercom's WKRQ(FM). 

Over in the Car Electronics department 
in the opposite back corner, the selection 
was equally slim — just the JVC KD-
HDR I . 

Gold star 
The kid keeping an eye on the section 

knew all about XM and Sirius but next to 
nothing about HD-R. He demonstrated 
the JVC unit and it was receiving enough 
signal for it to link, but one couldn't tell 
much about the sound because it was 
being played so loudly to compete with 
the boom-barn-bang of big-screen TVs. 
A Target is just across the street, so I 

sauntered over and looked around their 
home electronics section, located about 
as far as possible from the front door and 
against an outside wall. HD Radio? Nada. 
Zero. Zip. 

Talked to the gentleman who appeared 
to be in charge and he said, "Nope, we 
don't sell those." When I said I had found 
Target mentioned on the HD Radio Web 
site, he just said, "Oh — it must be 
Internet only." And, indeed, the Target 
Web site lists three HD units: the Sony, 
the Sangean HDT-1 tuner and Sangean's 
HDR-1 radio. All are available now. 

hhgregg WOO 

One retailer said We don't carry them' and suggested 
I try RadioShack or Best Buy. 

Then it was onto Wal-Mart. I checked 
the home electronics department from top 
to bottom and nothing. No one was 
around except in the photo department 
next door, but the guys there knew noth-
ing about HD Radio. 
I asked if HD Radios might just be Web 

site items and they both said that could be. 
On the Wal-Mart Web site, after looking at 
clock radios, mini-systems and receivers, I 
gave up and searched on "HD Radio." 

No tag 
There I realized I hadn't checked the 

auto accessories section of the store, 
because all three HD units that appeared 
are car units: the JVC KD-HDW10 (which 
looks like a re-labeled version of the KD-
HDR 1) and the Visteon HDZ300 in-car 
and Visteon "Jump" portable tuners. 

It's bad when you're trying to sell an 
expensive unit and the prospect can't hear 
the main selling points of the technology: 
better sound and the "stations between 
the stations." 

As it looks to me, broadcasters have 
been insistent in trying to create demand 
for HD Radio, and despite the naysayers, 
I know people who are intrigued enough 
at least to ask me about it. But brick-and-
mortar retailers make it difficult (if not 
impossible) for consumers to make an 
informed decision. Right now, the con-
sumer's smart move is to troll the Internet. 

It occurs to me that the radio industry's 
best bet is to encourage local audio retail-
ers to play up HD Radio — and to help 
them make sure the radios they have on 
display can lock onto the HD signals. 

Stations might even tag HD Radio 

He said 'That's HD Radio' even though 

the radio obviously couldn't link to 

the HD signal: the 'HD' symbol on the 

radio's readout just blinked. 

My final stops were at the local mall. I 
went because that's where my local 
RadioShack is located — on the lower 
level, below ground. 
When I got there, all that was dis-

played was a lonely- looking Boston 
Acoustics Recepter HD. It wasn't 
plugged in and had no price tag. 
I asked the attendant if they had any 

others. He looked at me with his mouth 
half-opened and said he didn't even know 
they had that one. Recognizing I would 
get no farther there, I backtracked to a 
discovery I had made entering the mall: a 
Sony Style store. 

The gentleman there was fairly knowl-
edgeable but when I tried the XDR-
53HD, it wouldn't even show a blinking 
HD-R symbol. I asked if they could put 
an antenna on it. He said it had one 
attached but they couldn't even pick up 
HD-R with it. 

He then mentioned they had a 30-day 
money-back return policy so if I wanted 
to take one home and try it, I could. He 
was the best person I'd encountered in all 
of my search. But even he couldn't 
demonstrate the radio to me. 

The problem with getting HD Radios 
into the hands of consumers strikes me as 
not that retail people know nothing about 
HD Radio; it's that the few HD Radios dis-
played aren't able to receive an HD signal. 

spots with "Hear HD Radio now at (local 
retailer's name and address)." Do it as a 
trade of sorts; the store gets the plug if 
you know its HD Radios work properly. 

My . 02 
We're in a critical period. For too long, 

there were stations transmitting an IBOC 
signal alongside their analog but no HD 
Radios. Now the radios are in the market-
place, but they require a bit of extra effort 
— effort a big-box store probably can't 
give them. 

Retailers want to move merchandise 
and won't stock it if it doesn't move, but 
with HD Radio, they may need some 
help. Goodness knows, radio can move 
merchandise. 

The industry already has made huge 
investments in capital equipment, pro-
gramming and promotion. But people 
won't buy it if they can't hear the differ-
ences. Let's go that extra step and make 
certain they know where they can hear 
HD Radio. 

Radio World welcomes other points of 
view. 
Moon has spent more than 30 years in 

radio, mostly developing and analyzing 
audience research; he describes himself 
as an even longer- term, all-around 
radio geek. Reach him at tsmoon@ 
zoomtown.com. 
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"The first time out 
with the Tieline was 
a brilliantly simple 
experience for 
everyone involved. 
For lack of a 
better phrase, the 
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- Christian Vang 

Chief Engineer 

Clear Channel St. Louis 
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"The remote was a 
spectacular success, in no 
small part thanks to the 
flawless sound which the 
Tieline G3 provided over the 
public Internet" 

- Mike Rabey 
Chief Engineer 

Entercom Indianapolis 
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Greenies Stick, and Greenlee's Fish Stix 
by John Bisset 

John Corbin used to be in the "biz" in Fort Wayne, 
Ind. He read with interest the tales of Paul Sagi and 
pulling wire down walls filled with insulation. 
He worked in both television and radio and is also a 

former home theater man, so he knows wires, walls and 
insulation. 

John's recommendation? If you have a lot of wire to 
pull, or do it frequently, you should look into 
Greenlee's Fish Stix. The set consists of either 
three fiberglass rods, 3 feet long, that thread 
together, or three rods that are 4 feet long and 
glow in the dark. 

The rods flex nicely, and the set comes with a 
tip for tying on a pull string or a hook for blind 
fishing down walls. John has used them fre-
quently in insulated walls; with a little twisting 
and persuasion, they'll match any insulated wall. 

You can get Fish Stix at Home Depot. The 
12-foot set is around $35, the 15-foot set is $45. 
They'll probably pay for themselves in labor 
savings the first time you use them. 

If your budget won't permit a Fish Stix 
investment, another way to get wires up and 
down a wall — if there's nothing in the wall to 
get in the way — is ball chain. 

This is like the chain you find on a pen at the 
bank or post office. Combine the ball chain with a 
retracting pick-up magnet and you're in business. 

Most Ace Hardware stores carry ball chain in 
several diameters, but John says the medium 
sizes work best. This procedure also works best where 
you need to put a wire through a small hole, say behind 
baseboards or behind a speaker. You use the ball chain 
down the wall and sweep the magnet through the hole to 
grab the chain. 
MCM Electronics (www.mcmelectronics.com) sells a 

lot of parts for this purpose under the Labor Saving 
Devices brand. Enter "Labor Saving Devices" in their 
search window and have fun with the solutions dis-
played. You'll find a flex magnet that John says is excel-
lent (if you don't flex the magnet off the end!). By the 
way, MCM also has single six-foot green and luminous 
push/pull rods for under $30. 

Using these techniques saves the GM from hollering 
about "all the darn holes in the wall" if you have to run 
wires in public areas around the station. So, not only are 
these techniques more efficient for you, but there's an 
esthetic improvement, too. 

John Corbin can be reached at jwcorbin@juno.com. 

Fig. 1: A clip used 
to secure wires 
keeps a 'greenie' 

handy 

* * * 

Broadcast engineer Joe Stack is 
between contracts; while he's looking 
for his next assignment (contact him at 
wilhamjstack@comcast.net), he took a 
moment to drop off a couple of great 
tips for Workbench readers. 
The first uses a small adhesive-

backed mini wire clip that will attach to 
the side of a rack or directly onto the 
front of a rack panel to hold a tweaker, 
also known as a greenie. I've known 
engineers who buy these by the handful, 
because they always disappear. These 
are a "must have" both in the studio and 
at the transmitter site. See Fig. 1. 

Having the tweaker nearby makes for 
quick adjustments — and if they have a 
resting place, they won't get lost. This 
also means you don't have to worry 
about having one on your person at each 
site you service. 

These mini-clips are available at 

electronic parts stores like RadioShack. Some clips are 
large enough to hold both a standard greenie and an 
insulated tool. 

Now, here's a solution to a common problem. Have 
you ever lost or broken off the screw-on tip from a tele-
scoping radio antenna? The sharp barb that's left is not 
only dangerous. but if the end gets pushed down into the 
next antenna section, it's almost impossible to get it out. 

Enter the wire nut cap. As seen in Fig. 2, this nut cap 
See CAP, page 14 

Fig. 2: This wire nut on the end of a broken 
antenna prevents the end from collapsing. 

Fig. 3: Springtime in New England? 
With an outhouse by the tower? 
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An all-digital Stereo "Utility Processor" for leveling and peak control 

Inovonics' 261 is the ideal, low-cost solution for "whatever 

ails you" around the broadcast plant. It combines gated, 
gain-riding AGC, platform-based average level 

compression and tight 'look-ahead' peak control. Use it to 

tame a mic channel, to normalize levels between music 

and voice tracks, to protect an SIL or for streaming. 
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Menu-driven setup is quick and easy. Processing 

functions may be enabled independently or combined for 

a comprehensive leveling system. Basic parameters are 

adjustable, but not to an extent to ever get you into 

trouble. Front-panel alarms and rear-panel 'tallies' signal 

dead air and out-of- limits conditions. 
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The 261 accepts analog or digital inputs and gives analog 

and digital outputs simultaneously. Its DSP-based design 

is simple, straightforward and sonically colorless. 

Model 261 - $1150 

For full technical details, visit 
• 

www.inovon.com 
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Avoiding the Audio LCD, Part 2 
Radio Is Becoming the Lowest Common 

Denominator for Audio Service — 

Generally Not an Enviable Position 

Last time we discussed how radio is 
assuming the "fast food" position among 
competitive services, and how that might 
hurt its status in the future. This time 
we'll consider some other ways to keep 
this problem at bay. 

The focus in the March 1 column was 
on music formats, and how difficult it is 
for local radio to compete with "new 
media services" (i.e., satellite radio and 
Internet-only radio streams), which are 
produced on a national level and often 
with more narrowly defined, highly tar-
geted formatics. 

These formats are clearly the most 
vulnerable local radio services in this 
respect, and we looked at some ways for 
music stations to avoid falling to the bot-
tom of the food chain. Consider also, 
however, that other formats are less sus-
ceptible to becoming bottom feeders, 
because they can rise above their new 
competition — if there even is any. 

News, sports, talk — particularly of a 
localized variety — along with weather 
and traffic information (which are inher-
ently localized), are all content types that 
are generally not duplicated by new 
media, since the latter typically are nation-
al in scope, or perhaps even purposefully 
"de-localized," such that they appear to be 
coming from nowhere in particular. 

Those spoken-word formats are there-
fore helpful to local radio in competing 
with new entrants, even if they are not 
featured as a station's full-time format 
but just occasionally intertwined into the 
rotation of a format that is otherwise 
duplicated by new media services. 
One analysis of this approach is that 

new media are doing to FM what FM did 
to AM, and perhaps that is just the way 
of the world for media maturation. 
Another way to look at this is that the 

FCC's approval of satellite radio was in 
part a tacit method of encouraging terres-
trial radio stations to restore their local-
ism (which had been notoriously on the 
wane since the commission's earlier 
approval of the ownership deregulation 
that &Tabled large-scale national consoli-
dation_of station groups). 

suggestions for sets, SMS voting yea or 
nay for a new release, and so on. 

Other elements may leverage different 
interactive concepts, but in all cases they 
are focused on input from the local audi-
ence, and responsiveness of the station's 
output to it. Of course, there's also the 
ongoing need to assess emerging service 
platforms as possible additional delivery 
mechanisms for a station's content. (RW 
will present a special supplement focus-
ing on that subject shortly.) 
New methods of applying these basic 

The onslaught of new competitive services 

is unlikely to be a temporary phenomenon. 

Radio was into social networking before 

social networking was cool. 

However you look at it, a movement 
away from entertainment (at least of a 
musical form) and toward information 
services (including recreational content 
such as sports) is one solid way for local 
radio to stay out of the cellar in terms of 
perceived content value. 

Know your adversary 
(and your ally) 

Another weapon in the fight against 
LCD-ness for local radio — including 
music formats — is a continuous attempt 
to stay intensely locally responsive. 

Here stations can fight fire with fire by 
using various new technologies like the 
Web (including wireless access), e-mail, 
114 and SMS to do this. 
Numerous ideas have been put into 

practice here, many of which are newfan-
gled updates of the old request line — 
such as listener voting for the next song, 
listeners submitting short playlists as 

concepts seem to arise almost every day, so 
it's critical for stations to pay attention to 
what colleagues throughout the industry are 
doing, and determine if any of this creativi-
ty can be applied in the local shop. Signing 
up for industry listservs that consider these 
topics is a good way to probe these issues 
and learn even more about them. 

Stations should also develop a process 
in which they can test these new "interac-
tive" services on a small scale first, using 
just station staff as test listeners, or a 
small group of identified listeners from 
whom honest feedback can be solicited. 
(This is equivalent to "beta-testing" in the 
software environment.) 

Once a new service seems viable, it 
can be scaled up and offered to the audi-
ence at large. This so-called "incugra-
tion" process for new services should 
become part of the standard fabric of dai-
ly life at the station going forward. The 
onslaught of new competitive services is 

Don't take a chance with your timing 
needs. Trust the name broadcasters ha 
counted on for precision master clocks 
and timing- related products for over 

35 years—ESE. Our products accurately 
synchronize broadcast operations using 
a choice of GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal 
or line frequency for affordable, reliable, 
perfect time. 

Visit wvAv.ese-web.com to witness 
world-class timing systems that are 
designed for easy installation, 
set-up and operation. 

142 Sierra Street 
El Segundo, CA 90245 USA 
Tel: (310) 322-2138 
Fax: (310) 322-8127 
www.ese-vieb.com 

The Big Picture 

by Skip IPIzzl 

unlikely to be a temporary phenomenon. 
Better get used to it. 

Meanwhile it's just as important to 
know what the new media are doing, too, 
and in a timely fashion. For this reason 
it's a good idea for someone at each sta-
tion to be a user (even a subscriber, if 
necessary) to each remotely competitive 
service that can be identified. 
As good as Radio World and other 

publications may be at covering these 
issues, there's no substitute for the expe-
rience that putting yourself in the con-
sumer's seat provides. Armed with this 
knowledge makes you far better equipped 
to fight in the new media trenches. 

Staying relevant 
All of this is becoming part of the 

landscape that radio now lives within. 
This should not be so intimidating, 

because — if I may borrow a well-overused 
phrase — radio was into social networking 
before social networking was cool. 
The local audience, particularly one 

that shares the interest in a particular 
audio content type, is a classic case of 
social networking. It aligns two axes of 
interest — one geographic, and one stylis-
tic — to create a perfect interest group 
that can be uniquely served by local radio. 

All that's required is the additional of 
an interactive path for the listeners to talk 
back to the station and to one other, 
something that's easily and relatively 
inexpensively done today. 

See LCD, page 18 

Cap 
Continued from page 12 

screwed onto the end of the telescoping 
antenna will not only protect you from the 
sharp edge but also keep the antenna from 
collapsing down into the next barrel. 

* * * 

Spring is right around the corner. As 
you study Fig. 3, could that be an AM 
tower amidst the flora? Perhaps the big-
ger question is who would build an out-
house next to the tower? 
Maybe it has something to do with 

improved ground conductivity. 
Thanks to our anonymous roving con-

tract engineer for sharing a site where his 
work is cut out for him. 
John Bisset has worked as a chief 

engineer and contract engineer for 39 
years. He is the northeast regional sales 
manager for Broadcast Electronics and 
in 2007 received the SBE's Educator of 
the Year Award. Reach him at (571) 217-
9386 or jbissetebdcast.com. Faxed sub-
missions can be sent to (603)472-4944. 

Submissions for this column are 
encouraged and qualify for SBE recertifi-
cation credit. e 

See ESE at NAB Booth N3121 
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>0 studios already? 

Time flies when you're having fun! 

loo 
Hard to believe, but we passed the)815 studio mark recently. 

We're told that it's a major milestone, but we prefer to call it 

a good start. 

In fact, our clients have made Axia the fastest growing con-

sole company in radio. To you, we say "thanks" for your trust 

and enthusiasm. And to those of you who aren't yet clients: 

we're ready when you are. 

Okay, back to work now. (Consoles don't build themselves, 

you know.) 

. A "T" C.8 COMPANY' 

vneed.AxlaAudio.com 

C 20116-2008 TLS Corp. All rights recerPed Axia is a trademark of TLS Corp. 
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RadioTime: An EPG/PVR for Web Radio 
by James Careless 

Long ago, before television roamed 
the earth, local newspapers printed the 
program schedules of radio stations. You 
could check the paper to see what was on 
which network and when, just as you do 
today for TV. 

Most such listings perished once tele-
vision grabbed hold of the American 
public's imaginations. But the idea still 
has merit, especially on the Web where 
conventional broadcasters find them-
selves up against thousands of Internet-
only stations. 

Then imagine if such program listings 
could be used to help you schedule and 
record your favorite shows, for later lis-
tening on your desktop PC, home enter-
tainment system, or iPod. 

This capability exists at www. 
RadioTime.com. Its RadioGuide is a 
searchable directory that lets you find 
programming by genre, station, network 
or location, drawn from 36,000 sources 
worldwide. 

For instance, say you wanted to hear 
the return of Don Imus to the airwaves 
and didn't live close to one of his syndi-
cated stations. Just put his name into the 
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Or Browse Stations by Location 

RadioGuide search engine, and it will not 
only direct you to a radio station that 
streams his show, but you'll be told when 
it's due to come on next. 

Similarly, you can select a city and 
instantly he presented with a list of its 

Engineers Working Together 
When WINS(AM) needed a 

Broadway vantage point for its 
coverage of a parade honoring the 
Giants football team after the 
Super Bowl, WOR(AM) helped 
out. "We were going live from the 
street in front of the building. We 
lent them a window, patched them 

through our Axia system 
and everyone was happy," 
said Tom Ray, shown at 
right with WINS Chief 
Engineer Chris Tobin. At 
the front of the parade 
float, as seen from the 
Broadway perch: Michael 
Strahan, Tom Coughlin 
with the Vince Lombardi 
trophy and Eli Manning. 

radio stations and links to their audio 
streams. Just click on a stream, and the 
station comes direct to your desktop. 
As for recording, RadioGuide can be 

used to record audio from the Web, using 
a downloadable feature call RedButton. 
That feature is free for 14 days, then you 
have to pay $29 to keep it activated. 

RedButton allows you to set your com-
puter to pick up the desired stream when 
it occurs, and record it as MP3 files. Later 
on, you can play those files back on your 
PC, port them to your home entertainment 
system via WiFi or take them with you on 
an iPod or other MP3 player. 

Early adopter 
As with many products, RadioTime 

was inspired by someone's dissatisfaction 
with the way things are. 

In this case, RadioTime CEO and 
inventor Bill Moore was tired of not being 
able to hear the shows he liked when he 
wanted to hear them, and was envious of 
the capability TV viewers have to find 
and record their favorite programs. 

"I wanted to have a TiVo that would 
record audio from radio, like a PVR does 
video," says Moore. 

"I also was one of those early adopters 
who bought a device to listen to Internet 
radio through my home entertainment 
system, and realized that the station infor-
mation was scattered all over the place. 
So it made sense to create something that 

allowed people to timeshift/record their 
favorite radio programs, and to be able to 
search easily for these shows using an 
electronic programming guide." 

It was this yearning that motivated 
Moore to create RadioTime. Developing 
the RadioGuide was only part of the 
process; he also had to track down and 
log the thousands of streaming audio sites 
on the Web, a process that never ends due 
to the ever-changing state of the Internet. 
"We monitor more than 50,000 pro-

grams, 100 networks and 800 sports 
teams," says Moore. "It's a big job." 

Response 
Will people use a "TV Guide for Web 

radio"? 
"We're getting about 55,000 visitors a 

day, and over 1 million unique visitors a 
month," Moore said. 

"Our usage mirrors the general popula-
tion's radio references. There's more 
interest in spoken word than music. There 
are also some niches that are more popu-
lar through our site than on-air, such as 
ethnic broadcasters such as Tamil radio." 

RadioTime's RadioGuide is free to all 
who visit the site, so how does Moore 
make money from radio program list-
ings? One way is by selling the 
RedButton recording software. Another 
is by selling front-page space to radio 
organizations; you might see ads for The 
End 107.7 FM Seattle or the Nebraska 
Public Radio Network. 

People who come to RadioTime are 
looking for audio content, so why not 
ensure that your station catches their eyes 
first? 
RadioTime also works deals with 

companies that buy online ad space, and 
licenses its radio programming data to 
third parties "just like Gemstar licenses 
its TV Guide information," says Moore. 
The service is useful for AM/FM 

broadcasters, he feels. "RadioTime helps 
make broadcast radio more competitive 
with other forms of media on the Web, by 
putting radio front and center for surfers 
wanting audio. As well, our RadioGuide 
allows stations to promote their popular 
shows to a global audience; again boost-
ing potential listenership." 
Over 95 percent of adults listen to 

radio, on average 20 hours a week, 
Moore said. "RadioTime helps them find 
what they want to listen to, and for 
broadcasters who use us to grab their 
attention, helps us to direct them to on-air 
broadcaster Web sites." 

James Careless wrote about Radioshift 
software in the Feb. 13 issue. e 
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You know, it was getting 
pretty dull around here 
before you arrived. 
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FACILITY PROFILE 

CC Asheville Builds Beyond 
Tucked Into the Mountains, Cluster Employs 

IP Audio and Other Innovative Studio Solutions 

by Chris Karb 

Clear Channel Asheville, N.C., oper-
ates six radio stations in the market area. 
Our studios and business offices were 
spread between two locations about two 
miles apart, just enough to make manag-
ing a chore for sales, programming and 
engineering. 
GM Ken Salyer had been working to 

get the staff all in one place for years. 
A new building finally was approved 

in the spring of 2005. We would build on 
the 61 acre grounds of our legacy AM, 
WWNC, adjacent to the original trans-
mitter, studio and office building. It was 
to house the studios, programming and 
engineering offices and include the main 
reception area. 
Of course, the most favorable location 

for the building was about 300 feet from 
the high-power ND tower, carrying 5 kW 
of 570 KHz. 

IP Audio system 
Hidden in the North Carolina moun-

tains and mostly off the corporate radar, 
we could deploy engineering technology 
and utilize systems and software which 
were beyond what was generally avail-
able at the time. We would be the devel-
opment mule, as it were, with our staff 

willing to invest the time and effort to 
develop those systems fully. 

As it turned out, the project was an 
exciting one and marvelously successful. 
A broken leg (don't ask) in the sum-

mer of 2005 provided several weeks to 
research available digital studio systems. 
The Axia IP Audio system emerged as 
the winner. Its ability to route 32,000+ 
channels in a Cisco 3950, coupled with 
redundant hot-standby router controllers, 
seemed to be the direction in which the 
world would eventually move, and pre-
sented a good opportunity for us to get in 
front of the parade. 

Luckett and Farley of Louisville, Ky., 
were chosen as the architects. Veterans of 
many CC projects, they provided a basic 
initial layout, which we refined into 
8,000 square feet including 10 studios 
and a news production area, rack room 
and shop, multimedia conference room 
and kitchen, programming and engineer-
ing offices. 

McCarroll Construction of Fletcher, 
N.C., was chosen as the general contractor 
and ground was broken on Jan 7, 2006. 

RF control 
To control some of the AM RF, 4-inch 

copper strap was brazed with bronze rod 
to the steel roof-support columns, then sil-

Don't Let a Little Lightning Keep You in the Dark! 

We'll Keep You On the Air. 

COMET, the world leader for HV Vacuum Capacitors, supports short-wave 

and AM broadcasters with replacement capacitors when you need 

them most. During the upcoming storm season, we can 

provide you with replacement vacuum capacitors, 

including glass. We can cross reference most other 

manufacturers part numbers to have you back on 

the air in no time. 

Not a COMET customer? No problem! 

Let us show you what we can do - call us today. 

Since 1965, COMET has been manufacturing high 

quality fixed and variable vacuum capacitors for broadcast 

applications. Our commitment to superior product quality and customer 

service has enabled close cooperation with leading international companies 

in the RF industry. 

VI 

1111111.111.111101011 

The X-perts for security, inspection, electronics and communication. 

COMET North America Inc., 76 Progress Drive, Stamford, CT 06902, USA 
T +1 203 969 2161, F +1 203 969 2162, usarcomet.ch, www.comet.ch 

the Familiar 
ver-soldered to strap circling the building 
and connected to the tower ground radials. 
A strap was brought from each studio 

junction box to the perimeter strap, and 
insulated from corrosion by the concrete 
slab with roofing felt. The tower ground 

used with each automation server and 
digital recorders. 

Software Authority's Dan Bays, devel-
oper of the Pathfinder software router for 
Axia, created a software bridge from the 
Prophet Systems (now RCS) NexGen 
automation audio servers to the router. 
The bridge emulates the hardware audio 
source switch to the server through its 
standard control port using the server's 

Operator's position in VVKSF's studio. 

radials, all electrical service entrance 
devices and the metal stud track in the 
outside wall were grounded every 15 feet 
with 4-inch strap connected to the 
perimeter strap. 

The RF field of 20 volts per meter is 
reduced to about 1 volt per meter inside 
the building. No screening or other RF 
suppression methods were needed. 

The technical center contains 12 racks, 
two of which are accessible from the hall-
way for access to EAS encoders, ISDN 
codecs and the like. A distributed UPS 
system is used, with 2 KW Liebert unit in 
each rack and individually sized units for 
each studio and office. AC entry is at the 
top of the racks, eliminating the usual 
dusty clutter of AC cables at the bottom. 

Fifty satellite channels are used in cre-
ating the programming for our two news-
talkers, WWNC (conservative) and 
WPEK (progressive). A few are used by 
the music FMs, WKSF, WQNS and 
WQNQ. Audio from the satellite chan-
nels or other rack-room equipment is 
wired directly to analog or digital nodes 
in the rack room. Corresponding GPIO 
nodes accept contact closures to start 
breaks or play liners of IDs. 
One of our bleeding-edge desires was 

to eliminate the hardware source switch 

own comport. The routine then commu-
nicates over IP from a second NIC card 
to the router. 

This allows NexGen to switch sources 
through the router rather than the usual 
hardware switch. This is an elegant solu-
tion, saving $ 10,000 or more in equip-
ment and cabling costs. The switching 
now takes place in virtual mix busses in 
each studio's respective mix engine. 

Soundcards are eliminated with Axia's 
IP Audio driver software. A second NIC 
card in each PC or server is used to cre-
ate the IP stream and to separate the Axia 
network completely from the automation 
and business LANs. 

PCs running Adobe Audition are used 
for editing phone calls and production 
work in all studios. Those PCs also run a 
Pathfinder application which uses soft-
ware buttons for emergency control room 
switching, emergency air chain routing, 
editing source switching and so forth. 
Gone are the hard-wired pushbuttons 
carved into the consoles. 

Stacked events 
Our treatment of the EAS system is 

worth mentioning. 
Alerts activate an air-chain route 

See ASHEVILLE, page 20 

LCD 
Continued from page 14 

Yes, some metrics may change in the 
process, such as reduced TSL, but cume 
can remain high (and even grow) if these 
techniques are implemented properly. 
(The introduction of the PPM will likely 
cause far more massive shifts in the enu-
meration and interpretation of audience 
ratings soon, anyway.) 

This is becoming a broad industry 
mandate, as well, as both NAB and RAB 
mobilize for radio's inclusion on a variety 
of new platforms, particularly handheld 
form factors. Interestingly, this includes 

both digital and analog forms of radio 
receivers, but with emphasis on metadata 
in either case. 

That initiative makes good sense, as 
consumers move a growing number of 
functions from fixed devices to portable 
ones. Radio service already is available in 
the "unplugged" environment, so why not 
include the ability to receive it on all these 
new and increasingly capable devices? 

Radio is a medium that has weathered 
many changes, but perhaps none so daunt-
ing as those it faces today. Keeping radio 
service both available and of high value to 
audiences young and old is a sound for-
mula for continued future success. 

Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of 
Radio World.. 
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SUPPLY SIDE 

BSW Enhances 

Offerings With 

Wheatstone 

Consoles 
BSW is now a full-line Wheatstone 

console dealer. The company called it 
a "strategic alliance" and says it has 
begun by offering the new Evolution 
Series Digital Consoles. BSW also 
carries the Audioarts and Vorsis 
lines, owned by Wheatstone. 

The manufacturer called BSW "the 
first-ever authorized distributor of 
our digital audio control surfaces 
and digital networks." RW asked 
BSW's Steve Kawasaki about the 
announcement. 

RW: What was your previous rela-
tionship with Wheatstone, and what 
changes now? 

Kawasaki: BSW has been dealers 
for Wheatstone's Audioarts line since 
... well ... it's been so long that no one 
here can recall exactly what year we 
started. We've always had great rela-
tionship with Wheatstone, and this 
means we'll be working even more 
closely, especially on larger projects. 

RW: Why is this notable for BSW? 
Kawasaki: With the addition of the 

Wheatstone line, BSW now offers 
complete studio solutions for stations 
of all sizes. This greatly increases the 
scope of business BSW does with 
mid- and large-market stations. 

RW: How did the decision come 
about, who made the decision to 
add/expand the line? 

Kawasaki: This came about almost 
by happenstance. Apparently, our two 
companies had been having similar 
thoughts — but completely independ-
ently — for some time. BSW has 
been keenly interested in acquiring a 
digital, networkable console line for 
awhile now. 

Unbeknownst to us, Wheatstone 
had been working on the new 
Evolution series during this same 
period. It offers a breakthrough com-
bination of very sophisticated feature 
set, robust network technology, and 
competitive price — and it is aston-
ishingly easy to install. 

It seemed to dawn on us all 
simultaneously that joining forces 
would be great for both companies. 

RW: What line(s) does this replace? 
Kawasaki: We've represented net-

workable console lines in the past, 
but none recently. This is new 
growth for us. 

RW: Any special training involved 
for your people? 

Kawasaki: Every one of our sales, 
marketing and technical staff was 
required to complete the Wheatstone 
Evolution Series Training and is now 
certified by Wheatstone. 

BSW 
800-426-8434 
E-mail: sales@bswusa.com 
Web: www.bswusa.com 

MARKET PLACE 

Dialight Has 48 V Version of 

LED Flashing Red Beacon 
Dialight Corp. offers a 48 VDC version of the D264 series of medium-intensity LED red 

beacons. 
The beacons are intended for marking broadcast towers and other obstacles that could pose 

hazards to aircraft navigation. The beacons had been available only in 120/240 VAC fixtures. 
They are designed to replace 300 mm incandescent obstruction lighting fixtures. The bea-

con mounts onto standard bolt patterns. The company says it requires no additional wiring, 
controllers or monitors and allows simple replacement of the light engine. 

Dialight says the high-flux LEDs last longer than incandescent lights, extending replace-
ment intervals and reducing maintenance costs; and use 90 percent less energy than incan-
descent lights, so the beacon can be operated in flashing or steady-burning mode. 

Highlights include a cast aluminum base, stainless steel hardware and UV-resistant 
acrylic dome. 

For more information, call the company in New Jersey at ( 732) 991-2837 or visit 
www.dialight.com. 

BROADCASTERS HELP SAVE LIVES. 
44 ALERT FM's idea of utilizing FM Radio Data System technology to send out 

weather and emergency alerts provides an invaluable community service. 

- Bob Holladay 
President of Holladay Broadcasting, LLC • NAB Radio Board of Directors 

ADDITIONAL RDS BENEFITS 

• Ability to provide song titles to your listeners. 

• Compatibility with HD and all subcarriers 

- even works in mono. 

• Capability to issue mass alert notifications. 

• Ability to constantly repeat your station's slogan. 

• Easy installation and operation. 

• Off-the-shelf monitoring through car radios, 

Zune players, and our ALERT FM USB stick. 

• No performance or modulation loss. 

• Added advertiser value. 

• PTY format search ability. 

With OUR TECHNOLOGY and YOUR FM SIGNAL and NO INVESTMENT, you can: 

aNV'E 
TRANSMIT LIFESA 

MP3. 

STATE/LOCAL 
EMERGENCY 
MANAGERS 

ALLIa 1.1%/t. 

TRADITIONAL FM SIGNAL 

MeNer 

14« Rd; L LL AY TO ADVERTISE 

HANDHELD DEYKES 

Discover the NEW WAY to FM. CALL 601.709.4240 or visit www.olertfm.com 
With the ALERT FM system, the trusted and reliable FM infrastructure communicates vital life saving information when other mediums can't. 
Integrate your existing FM signal into the local and national consciousness of safety. 

With ALERT FM, listeners will be able to see information on the song and artist currently playing on the radio, buy the ring tone of the song currently 
playing, and immediately download the song to their device. ALERT FM also provides the opportunity for additional advertising dollars by allowing 
ad messages to be sent to multiple receiving devices equipped with an FM chip, such as ALERT FM receivers, cell phones, iPods, or other PDAs. 

- SECURITY SYSTEMS 

Global Security Systems, LLC • 308 East Pearl Street, Suite 202 • Jackson, MS 39201 • 866.869.518 
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Asheville 
Continued from page 18 

change in the router for each station 
rather than physically switching the audio 
in a relay box. The changes are config-
ured as stacking events in the Pathfinder 
router and are triggered whenever the 
Sage receives an alert. 
Audio from the Sage boxes goes 

directly to air for the duration of the alert. 
Three separate Sage boxes are used to 
compliment the counties covered by each 
of the five stations. 

Configurable system logs in the 
Pathfinder Router allow us to track audio 
route changes and contact closure activa-
tions through the entire plant, which is a 
tremendous troubleshooting aid. Every 
router channel has silence and clipping 
threshold detection. Key channels are 

'All the wiring for 1 1 studios,' Karb said. 'Not much with an Axia system.' 

Tech Center Backboard. GPIO cross-connects for satellite 
receivers are in foreground. 

configured to export a closure through a 
GPIO interface to a Viking K-2000 DVA 
security dialer. This dials the PDs or 
engineers and plays a specific message 
for each alarm. 

Another desire was to eliminate the 
usual KVM switches and cabling. 

With 43 servers and PCs in the rack 
room alone, cabling would just be a 
mess. We found a software KVM, 
Kavoom, which allows remote access 
from any PC through the network with a 
low-overhead application. Another 

$10,000 saved. And the engineering 
department can access any server or PC 
through the CC VPN from anywhere 
there is an Internet connection. Power 
and network connections are all that hook 
to each PC or server, making for an 
extremely un-cluttered view. 

In the studios, Mager Kizziah of 
Mager Systems in Phoenix, Ariz., helped 
us design a clean and open layout for the 
studio furniture, with no above-counter 
rack turrets and only two under-counter 
cabinets per studio. Since the studios are 

spaces for ease of troubleshooting, 
cabling and staying cool. Wires and 
cables are held to the undersurface of the 
countertops with strips of Velcro, forming 
a backbone which holds the wires tightly 
to the bottom surface. It's a snap to add 
or replace cables and wires. 
Much of the old studio equipment was 

reused to lessen costs, such as the Telos 
1X6 studio phone systems, monitor 
speakers, amplifiers, microphones and so 
forth. Old program DAs were reworked 
for use as headphone amps, and computer 
speaker sets became cue amps. 
A local Asheville provider, ISS 

Technologies, outfitted us with an NEC 
Elite IPK system that includes VoIP to 
allow for expansion into that realm as it 
is needed. Completely configurable via a 
Web interface, it's easy to make routine 
changes like moving salespeople's desks. 

Surprisingly, the system cost many 
thousands of dollars less than the major 

An open furniture design allows easy PC access and adds spaciousness. 

on the small side, the floating countertops 
create the illusion of a much larger space. 

The cost saving allowed us to use sol-
id-surface counters and still remain with-
in the budget. The open design permitted 
the usual PCs to be out of heat-confining 

PEOPLE NEWS 

ABC Radio Networks promoted industry veterans Christine 

lanuzzi to senior vice president, broadcasting technology, engineer-
ing and operations; Ken Mayer to senior vice president, finance and 

strategic development; and Omar Thompson 

to senior vice president, marketing and com-
munications. 

lanuzzi joined ABC Radio Networks in 2000 
as vice president, broadcasting technology, 

engineering and operations after coming from 
ABC Television, where she began her career in 

1987. She leads the engineering and operating 
areas in New York, Dallas, Chicago and Los 

Angeles. lanuzzi sets the technical standards 
and strategies for ABC Radio Networks and ini-

tiates planning for technical systems and infra-

structure. She also is accountable for radio con-
tent distribution to 4,400 affiliates. 

Mayer has been with ABC Radio Networks since 1997 when he 
joined as director of finance. Thompson joined ABC Radio Networks 

in 2005 as VP, marketing and communications. 
Chapter 28 of the SBE awarded its 

Wulliman Award to Chris Tarr, director of 
engineering for Entercom radio stations in 

Milwaukee and Madison. The Wulliman Award 
is presented to a member of the Milwaukee 

chapter who has contributed exceptional service 

to the chapter and the broadcasting community 

of southeastern Wisconsin. 

Christine 
lanuzzi 

Chris Tarr 

SBE officials said he earned it by becoming a primary host for 
chapter meetings, making chapter technical presentations and creat-

ing and helping to run a Web site that helps engineers exchange 
ideas. Tarr also is now on the SBE national board. The award is 
named for retired engineer James Wulliman. 

Longtime ABC News Radio Editor John 
"Woody" Witmer passed away at the age of 
74. He had been been with ABC News for near-

ly five decades. 

Jones Radio Networks promoted Eric Wiler 
to vice president of technology. Wiler, in his sec-

ond stint with JRN, came to the company in the 
early 1990s as a part-time engineer, eventually 

working his way to director of engineering. He 
left in 1998 to work for Clear Channel's Premiere 

Radio Networks, but returned in 2001 to supervise the launch of JRN's 
Starguide platform and manage projects including the conversion of the 

JDAS receiver platform. Wiler directs the efforts of technical depart-
ments within JRN, including Broadcast Engineering, Distribution 
Services and Information Technology. 

Glenn W. Ferguson, who served as the third president of the 
merged RFFIRL Inc. from 1978 to 1982, passed away on Dec. 

20. A former ambassador to Kenya who also had served as the 

first director of Volunteers in Service to America (VISTA), 

Ferguson headed three universities before succeeding Sig 

Mickelson as head of RFE/RL Inc. After leaving the "Radios," 
he served as president of the Lincoln Center for the Performing 

Arts in New York, and as president of the American University 
of Paris. 

John -Woody" 
Witmer 

corporate phone entities. And the local 
ISS team is knowledgeable and happy to 
answer the phone. 

Card access, intrusion alarm and video 
surveillance systems were part of the ini-
tial buildout. We added wireless infrared 
security cameras at each of the four tower 
houses after a round or two with the local 
vandals. All of these are accessible 
remotely on the business LAN. 

Key to the success of our project were 
the excellent cooperation and support 
from Axia Audio, RCS/NexGen and 
Software Authority. All went well 
beyond the norm to assist us in develop-
ing our system. 

Clear Channel's Regional VPE, Ben 
Brinitzer, allowed us the freedom to 
design and develop the systems we needed 
to implement the project, which was done 
within budget. Jim Hibbard and local engi-
neers Mike Dwinell and Bill Boyd helped 
complete the wiring and configuration. 
Mitch Ensley, Ken Ray and Jason Reed of 
our engineering and IT staff put in long 
hours to complete the project. 
When we began, we hoped to provide 

CC Asheville with a versatile and reliable 
studio system, maybe a bit more. It 
turned out that we achieved much more 
than that, and moved CC Asheville to the 
head of the line in innovative studio sys-
tem design. 

Chris Karb is the Electron Shepherd 
for Clear Channel Radio's Asheville, 
N.C. cluster Also sometime Keeper of the 
Ones and Zeroes, he can be reached at 
(828) 257-2700. e 
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• Based on Suprima: Includes 
many of the same features 

• 4-channel input mixer 

with line/mit levels 

and phantom power 

• Lightweight & rugged design 

$141114/14A/t 
UP TO 14 IP AUDIO CODECS IN A 3U RACK 

in RFD Copelemitr--

• Includes LAN, ISDN U & Sri", 

and X.21 interfaces standard 

• Auto backup to ISDN from 
IP or X.21 

• Built-in Web Browser for 

control and monitor from 

remote locations 

• Comes fully loaded with every 

available algorithm included 

Weet/voi, 
PORTABLE IP & ISBN COMIC 

d5uriMA/t-lu 
UP TO 4 IP AUDIO CODECS IN A 1U RACK 

• ISDN/X.21 modules available for automatic back-up 

• Each module is hot-swappable 

• Redundant Power Supplies 

• Fully loaded with every available algorithm included 

• No additional components or options are required to 

meet your needs 

CCS 
MUSICAM USA 

670 North Beers Street, Bldg. #4 
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA 
732-739-5600 
732-739-1818 fax 
email: sales@musicamusa.com 
web: www.musicamusa.com 
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Making Sense of Metadata 
Managers Must Find Ways to Deliver 

High-Quality PAD While Limiting Cost 

by Daniel Mansergh 

One of the most compelling features of 
digital radio systems is the ability to 
complement audio programming with 
real-time delivery of text and other infor-
mation on a receiver display. 

This programmatic metadata, general-
ly known as Program Associated Data, 
can range from basic song title and artist 
information to news headlines, detailed 
background information and even album 
art or other images, if the receiver display 
supports it. 

That's the promise. Realizing the full 
potential of this capability, however, will 
require a rethinking of broadcasters' role 
as information providers. 

Not just audio 
Until now, radio has essentially been 

an audio-only medium. Aside from some 
limited experimentation with RBDS and 
Internet streaming, most radio broadcast-
ers in the United States haven't had much 
experience in managing data for end-user 
distribution. 

With the advent of satellite radio, 
¡Tunes and other digital audio services, 
however, users have come to expect 
metadata as an integral part of the listen-
ing experience. Receiver manufacturers 
have responded by incorporating 
enhanced data display capabilities into 
many of their home and automotive prod-
ucts. 

As this trend continues, radio broad-
casts that lack data services will be per-
ceived less favorably by users choosing 
between audio programming on display-
centric devices. 

The challenge for radio in this compet-
itive environment is to find ways to deliv-

er high-quality PAD alongside one or 
more audio channels, while keeping costs 
low by integrating data management 
tasks within existing production and dis-
tribution workflows. 

systems to forward current song title and 
artist information. 

They accomplish this either through 
RDS/RBDS features included in the sys-
tems, add-on data management packages, 
custom data utilities, or by piggybacking 
onto data services designed to forward 
information to their station Web site. 
News and talk stations have used the 

Refine your source data to resolve or alleviate problems caused 
by the constraints of receiver displays. 'Symphony in Bb' may 

need to be changed to 'Symphony in B-flat' to ensure 
that listeners do not see 'SYMPHONY IN BB.' 

For the chief engineer or operations 
manager charged with implementing his 
or her station's PAD strategy, the simple 
goal of getting text onto a display can 
seem both simple and complex at the 
same time. A few fundamental principles 
will help to guide this process. 

1. Do the Best With What You Have 
Pick the low-hanging fruit first. Most 

music stations on the air with HD Radio 
PAD have figured out quick and inexpen-
sive ways to tap into their automation 

same methods to deliver program title 
and host metadata from automation play-
out schedules or simple tabular data files. 
Stations that play music directly from 
CDs and vinyl have re-purposed their 
logging or Web site playlist tools. 

The advantage of this approach is that 
it's an easy and fairly inexpensive way to 
get text onto receiver displays; the disad-
vantage is that you're often tapping a data 
source that was never intended to be used 
by anyone outside the station, so data 
quality and consistency can be a problem. 

It's wise to review your data source for 
any obvious misspellings, errors or miss-
ing fields in the metadata before you 
begin to broadcast PAD. 

2. Focus on the User Experience 
Once you have a basic data service run-

ning, assemble a sampling of several 
common HD and RBDS-capable receivers 
from different manufacturers to monitor 
the results from a listener's point of view. 

Over the course of a few days, you 
should be able to identify patterns of any 
discrepancies or unexpected display 
behavior across the various models. 

At this point, you'll have to refine your 
source data to resolve or alleviate any 
problems caused by the constraints of 
current receiver displays. For example, 
"Symphony in Bb" may need to be 
changed to "Symphony in B-flat" to 
ensure that listeners do not see "SYM-
PHONY IN BB" on receivers that can 
only display uppercase letters. 

Balancing the requirements of PAD 
display with the needs of system users in 
the station can be tricky, however. Artist 

15 or song title fields may have been format-
]ted to speed searches for specific cuts in 

alphabetical lists, so you may not be able 
5. 

to change "Beatles, The" even though it's 
t not ideal on a receiver display. 
• If your system allows you the flexibili-

ty, you could resolve this conflict by 
adding or repurposing additional data 
fields for each title to use for display-only 
artist or title information and export those 
fields for PAD use, leaving your primary 
fields unchanged for station users. 

3. Build From the Basics 
Once you've successfully launched a 

working data service, it's time to review 
your data requirements and begin to build 
out the capabilities to deliver consistent 
PAD across your program schedule and 
to support the metadata requirements of 
other forms of digital media. 

As you determine what data you'd like 
to display during morning shows, talk 

See METADATA, page 25 
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Dual's HD-R Tuner Packs a Punch 
HD-R Functionality Integrated 
Into CD Head Units 
by Amanda Alexander 

For the past couple of years, I have 
had a Kenwood KDC-MP428 with KTC-
HR1OOMC HD Radio tuner, which pulls 
in the multicast signals in my 2006 Ford 
Escape. That radio served its purpose, 
allowing me to listen to our Denver mar-
ket HD Radio stations. 
When I read online that Dual Elec-

tronics was coming out with an aftermar-
ket automobile radio with integral HD 
Radio tuner for just $ 129, I jumped at the 

chance and 
bought one. 
(In the first 
quarter of 
2008, Crutch-
field Electron-
ics lists that unit at just under $ 100 after a 
$30 price break.) 
I received my Dual XHD6420 within a 

week of ordering it from Crutchfield. The 
vehicle- specific wiring harness and 
instructions provided by Crutchfield 
made the installation easy. I put together 

the harness as the instructions indicated, 
pulled out the Kenwood and plugged in 
the Dual radio. It was a piece of cake. 

This radio features a removable face-
plate, a CD/WMA/MP3 player as well as 
an auxiliary input on the front panel for 
personal MP3 players, etc. There are 18 

DIGILINK »11.11010 automation from A 

If you think that you can't afford new Automati 
then you should think again! 

Internet Radio  
Ideal for hard disk 
audio radio stations, 
internet or broadcast 

S50/month 

Xtreme-PC... live B automation software 
for a Windows PC 6 Windows sound cards 

PC enabled Console 
includes PC 
software for 
Live On Air 

S1,999 

ARC-10UP the console has a built in sound 
card with logic B a LISB connection to the PC 

Instant Audio Jingles  

only one feature of 
free Xtreme-
studios 

FREE!!!  

Xtreme-Jingles... 300 file jingle box plays 
up to 3 carts at a time... 

Satellite Automation  
Digilink is the #1 
satellite automa-
tion system 

S100/month 

Xtreme-Rridge... handle up to IG source 
channels with Bridge hardware 

Automation for the ARC-I0  
combine the 
ARC- I06 PC 
for automation 

S75/mmti 

XTREME-ARC automation software for use 
with the ARC- console 

Digital Cart Machine 

only one feature of 
free Xtreme-
studios 

Xtreme-Carts... 500 file cart player 
replaces cart machines 

AKIS 

Complete System  
ready to go 
out of the box 
and on the air 

S5,000 
Xtreme-Complete... Dell PC. softwar 
and Bridge switcher for a complete sys 

Music Libraries 

buy an Xtreme 
system with music 
ready to go 

$500 per library 

Highest quality MP2 song libraries 
Pop. Rock. Country, Xmas... 

Radio Production  

a powerful free 
production tool for 
Radia 

FREE!!! 

X- edit- pro... record, edit, and mix Sp 
Promos. News, and more... 

ots. 

For less than the monthly cost of most cells phone programs... you can join the hundreds of others on air with Xtrem 
the Solutions program. With the Solutions Program you receive the Xtreme product of your choice PLUS training, phone support. or 

upgrades for a low monthly cost. Xtreme is the best automation system in Radio today and yet there is no contract with the Solutior 

Program. So you are not locked into a product if your station's needs change. Download Xtreme software and try it out. Go to the A 

website now for more information about these exciting products and order today !!! 

www.arrakis-systems.com/zrwx-1.html 970 - 461- 0730 
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Product Capsule: 
Dual XHD6420 
HD Radio tuner 

Thumbs Up 

./ Easy display menu access 

=  ,/ Easy install 

Easy switching access between 

displays/modes/bandsipresets 

•••• 

Thumbs Down 

One item is shown when 
displaying title/artist/album 

PRICE: $ I 29; 
reviewer's model was $ 99 after 
$30 price break from Crutchfield. 

CONTACT: Available at national chain 
retailers and certain independent 
specialists. See www.dualay.com. 

FM and 12 AM presets. 1 am happy with 
the number of presets on this particular 
radio, although on the FM side I have a 
problem filling all the presets: on AM, I 
can finally add all of my favorite AM sta-
tions that I previously did not have room 
for in the Kenwood, purchased in 2005. 

Switching between preset banks is 
simple. Just a touch of a button will take 
you to FMI, FM2, FM3, AMI and AM2. 
The display on the radio is easy to 

read, no matter the light conditions. The 
PAD display will only show one thing at 
a time, but a single front-panel button 
rotates the display between time, fre-
quency, title, album, artist etc. 

Control differences 
One of the biggest differences I noticed 

is that the controls are not as sensitive as 
on the Kenwood. I can switch to the dif-
ferent displays without any problems. If I 
hit a bump while trying to change the dis-
play, it doesn't go somewhere I don't 
want to as the Kenwood did. It will allow 
me to find the display I want. 
I have enjoyed this radio so far. The 

sound quality is great (50 watts peak/chan-
nel). The radio does not require turning the 
volume up to 20 to get good sound. A vol-
ume level of 5 or 6 is more than sufficient. 

The HD reception is great. I don't have 
to worry about the warmth from the 
engine or outside air causing the unit to 
overheat and make it lose its HD-R con-
nection, as the KTC HR- 100 occasionally 
did. Everything is easy to use. I don't have 
to worry about looking at the radio while 
I'm driving because everything is just a 
button away, not several menus deep. 

I'm also happy with the removable face-
plate; I am able to take it off when I leave 
my car and know that the radio will not 
work without it. The auxiliary input has 
become a very much used part of the radio 
because I can plug in my MP3 player and 
have 500 songs at my fingertips instead of 
having to search through my stack of CDs. 

The only thing I don't like about the 
Dual XHD6420 is that the display only 
shows one thing at a time. This is some-

Radio World's HD Radio Scoreboard is published 
in alternating issues Selected data is from BlAfns MEDIA Access 
Pro', the scoreboard also 

uses information supplied 
by sources including 
iBiquity Digital Carp, the 
HD Digital Radio Alliance 
and RW s own research 

BIA 
network 

See us at NAB Booth #N6129 

www.bia.com 
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thing the Kenwood does that the Dual 
does not: If you select to display the title, 
it will scroll the title, then the artist. I like 
having both on the same screen instead 
of having to flip to the artist then back to 
the title to find out what I'm listening to. 
I bought the radio from Crutchfield. 

This was a good experience because of 
the customer service. Every person that I 
spoke to from Crutchfield was helpful. 
They did everything in a timely manner. I 
never had to wait more than a minute on 
hold and the people were friendly. 

Swapped out 
I had to return the first unit because of 

a defective CD mechanism. I called 
Crutchfield and the man I spoke to was 
apologetic and quickly sent me another 
unit. I received the second unit within a 
week of this and it seemed to work fine. 

After a while, I noticed the auxiliary 
input was not working properly; it would 
only work on the right channel. I tested my 
MP3 player in a different car with the 
same radio and it worked perfectly. I called 
Crutchfield again and the man was helpful 
as before. He sent me another radio. 

Despite my few problems with the radio, 
I do recommend it. I know of one other 
person with the same unit and he has had 
no problems. If you want a good aftermar-
ket radio with a built in HD Radio tuner, I 
suggest the Dual XHD6420 or the 
XHD6425 listed at just under $ 150 from 
Crutchfield. The main difference between 
the two units is the XHD6425 includes a 
USB port as well as Bluetooth capability. 

The author is an engineer for 
Cranford Broadcasting in Denver e 

Metadata 
Continued from page 22 

shows, newscasts, network programs and 
during commercial breaks, the complexi-
ty of ingesting, managing and distribut-
ing all of the information required may 
seem a bit daunting. 

The good news is that the raw material 
for a rich data service already exists. 
Show prep material, production notes, 
scripts, guest bios, promo copy and 
detailed broadcast schedule information 
from traffic or automation systems are 
valuable and easily accessible sources of 
metadata. The problem is that it's most 
likely spread throughout the facility, in 
many different formats, and with huge 
variation in quality. 

Ideplly, the tools to manage these dis-
parate sources of information would be 
built into our production, scheduling and 
automation software, but since this hasn't 
been a high priority for most U.S. broad-
casters, manufacturers haven't included 
such features into their products. 

This means that to implement your 
requirements, you may need to link sev-
eral systems together or even do some 
custom development in-house. 

Information architecture and manage-
ment are not traditionally core areas of 
experience for broadcast engineers, so 
you may want to partner with your in-
house or contracted Web developers, 
since they are particularly skilled in 
deploying flexible, high-availability data 
management systems. 

4. Become a Workflow Guru 
The technical challenges of building a 

robust and scalable metadata system are 
fairly straightforward; it's the organiza-
tional and workflow changes that are 
required to make such systems work well 
that are far more difficult. 

Since programmatic metadata essen-
tially is a "new" service for broadcasters, 
we simply haven't built into our internal 
information processes the editorial, quali-
ty control and management structures 
that are required to ensure a consistently 
high-quality data service for end users. 

There's no easy answer for this; 
changing the inertia of long-established 
processes takes a lot of energy, and it's 
most difficult when the reason for the 
change is perceived as a new external 
requirement. 

As you start to dig into your station's 
existing information management work-
flows to determine how to best capture 
and distribute metadata, look for ways to 
partner with internal users to make their 
jobs easier as you introduce changes. 

Conclusion 
For example, installing a new news-

room management system with enhanced 
data management capabilities as well as 
more powerful assignment and schedul-
ing tools will allow editors and reporters 
to see tangible improvements in their 
day-to-day work, reducing resistance to 
changes in established procedures. 

The process of workflow improvement 
is by its nature iterative. A constant loop 
of tests, review and refinement is 
required to develop systems that match 

Best Practices 
For Data System 

Design 
• Measure progress through frequent 
monitoring of data services on mul-
tiple devices 
• Agree on house standards for con-

tent, style, and presentation 
• Build quality control into the work-
flow; not just at the end 
• Keep it simple for users 
• Assume nothing is given; ask 
"Why?" 
• Build in "value adds" that reward 
users for adopting change 
• Make it scalable 
• Test, retest and refine 

the service requirements, resources and 
capabilities of your station. 

Although developing and implement-
ing a comprehensive metadata manage-
ment system to support digital broadcast-
ing and other metadata-rich distribution 
technologies do require a significant 
investment in time and commitment to 
change, broadcasting organizations who 
make the effort will be best positioned to 
leverage the value of their creative assets 
in the competitive digital media future. 

Mansergh, a frequent RW contributor, 
is DOE of KQED Public Radio in San 
Francisco and a self-described 
"Metadata Geek." This article is based 
on his experience of working with meta-
data and solutions he's developed for 
KQED.. 

8› See why more broadcasters are choosing Nautel. 
k  Nautel's integrated digital solutions make your move to HD Radio easy and economical. Call Nautel to learn 

nautel more about the exciting solutions highlighted below and see how Nautel is Making Digital Radio Work. 

XR Family of AM Transmitters for Digital and Analog 

with power outputs from lkW - 50kVV. 

V1, Nautel's new 1kW FM Transmitter: 

Complete FM HD Radio transmitter sit(' 

solution in just 6RU. 

dim Win a Cambrige Soundworks HD Radio Receiver Enter at www.nomoresecrets.com 

HD Radio 
Pore Meal. Clear Radaa 

V Series FM Transmitters: 

Now twice as many V series transmitters for your Digital or Analog FM needs. 

Nautel Reliable HD Transport Suite: 

Nautel's award winning studio to transmitter IP 

communications solution. Supported on Harris, 

BE and Nautel transmitters. 

Making Digital Radio Work. 
') 947.3693 infcnautel com j www.nautel cor 

: • • : Liity Digital Corp. All rights reserved, 
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RemoteMix 4 Thrives in Field 
A Flexible Tool, This Portable Audio 

Remote Mixer 'Connects All the Dots' 

by Frank Beacham 

After 15 years, Joe Klinger has con-
nected all the dots with the new 
RemoteMix 4. 
He has built a super portable audio 

remote mixer that combines most of his 
other telephone-centric devices into a 
powerful single unit. 

First, it's a four-channel field audio 
mixer combined with a four-channel 
headphone amplifier. Then he added a 
phone line hybrid and keypad, a universal 
PBX handset interface, a wired hookup 
to a cell phone, and — just in case you 
need it — a Bluetooth cellphone adapter. 

It all comes together in a single, bat-
tery-operated 3.8 pound unit a bit smaller 
than a lunch box (9.5 inches x 8 inches x 
3 inches). 

Now, I must admit it took a bit of time 
to wrap my brain around this remarkable 
device, as each product I have used indi-
vidually. But the idea of wrapping them 
all together in a single box is a bit over-
whelming. 

Just as the well-written literature says, 
this is more than just a field audio mixer. 
Rather, it is a "communications interface." 
The parts were designed to work together 
and save setup time in the field. 

Once you get the hang of it and under-
stand the many ways to use the RemoteMix 
4, it becomes a remarkably flexible tool. 

Before we go any further, you need to 
understand that Joe Klinger is an impor-
tant name in radio broadcasting. As the 
man behind JK Audio, Klinger is among 
the most significant figures in getting 
audio into and out of your telephone. 
Forget RadioShack and the other makers 
of all those cheap telephone interfaces. 
When JK Audio started 15 years ago, 

it made a few inexpensive — yet bullet-
proof — phone interfaces. Now the com-
pany, based in Sandwich, Ill., has dramat-
ically expanded into a full- service 
business with a range of mixers, bridges, 
hybrids, interfaces, taps and amplifiers. 

It is a wonderful American success story 

with the RemoteMix 4 as its top product. 
For radio stations, the RemoteMix 4 is 

ideal as the front end for live remotes. 
Use it as a phone line hybrid, calling into 
your studio talk show hybrid. Or use it as 
a front-end mixer for your POTS, ISDN 
or IP codec. Or use it with your laptop 
codec. It does it all. 

The mixer will first attempt to connect 
in "hands-free" mode to a cell phone. If 

before sending the signal down the line. 
For television applications, the unit 

does IFB; but we are focused on radio 
here, so let's target a sports remote. It's 
as simple as connecting the RemoteMix4 
to a single phone line, dialing up the sta-
tion on the keypad and checking the con-
nection with the telephone headset. If 
everything works, you're on the air. 

If there is no analog phone line, use a cell 
phone — either through the headphone jack 
or with a wireless Bluetooth connection. 

The mixer also can be used with wire-

RemoteMix 4" 
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this type of connection is not available, it 
will connect to any other product, such as 
a notebook or portable that allows a 
Bluetooth wireless connection. This 
wireless headphone mode offers a full 
audio bandwidth stereo connection. 

Mic inputs 1 and 2 come only with 48 
volt phantom power switches. Inputs 3 
and 4 add a 40 dB pad for a line-level 
balanced input. A stereo 3.5 mm line-lev-
el input is available for stereo recorders. 
A master output contains the sum of all 
four XLRs and the 3.5 mm input. Audio 
is at full 20 Hz to 20 kHz bandwidth. 

Each of the four mono headphone jacks 
can be set to hear either a mix of local 
microphone and line inputs, or the return 
from the phone line, which will include a 
lesser amount of your local mix. 
An Ri-11 phone line jack connects to a 

single analog line. Another jack connects to 
the handset jack on a PBX television. An 
ABC switch adjusts it for electret-, dynam-
ic- or carbon-type element in the handset. 
A soft limiter prevents overdriving the 

phone line interfaces, while the mixer 
XLR output offers full-range sound. Bass 
boost adds some low end to the feed 

• 

Product Showcase 

:St 

Model RFC-1/B Remote Facilites Controller 

• control transmiter from any telephone 

• 8-64 channels of telemetry and control 

• programmable control by date and time 

• optional printer and modem adapters 

• programmable telemetry alarms 

• integrated rack panel 

615.228.3500 
wwwsinesystems.com 

less analog (bag) telephones in conjunc-
tion with their proprietary fax/modem 
adapters. In this case, the fax/modem 
adapter should be connected to the Ri-11 
phone line jack. 

The mixer runs on a pair of 9 volt bat-
teries or through a 100-240 volt desktop-
style power supply (supplied). Phantom 
power can use a lot of electricity, so it 
only runs if any of the rear-panel 48 volt 
switches are set to "on" position. Low-
noise, low-power ICs are used throughout 
to preserve battery life. Use one battery 
or two. Separate compartments are for 
hot-swapping batteries. 

Battery life is hard to gauge, but 
Klinger estimates seven hours through a 
cellphone using Bluetooth wireless tech-
nology at a distance of one meter; nine 

Product Capsule: 
JK Audio RemoteMix 4 

Portable Audio Remote Mixer 

Thumbs Up 

Combines telephone-centric 

devices into one unit 

Bluetooth cellphone adapter 

Astounding' flexibility 

Smaller than a lunch box 

Thumbs Down 

— / Some wireless phones generate 
excessive RF noise, resulting in 

11" 'chattering' or 'motor boat' sound 

PRICE: S1,395 

CONTACT: JK Audio at (815) 786-29 
or visit wwwjkaudio.com. 

hours through the phone line hybrid, 
using a phantom-powered microphone; 
or 10 hours through the phone line hybrid 
using dynamic microphones. 

Also, the wireless interface on the 
RemoteMix 4 works well with most cellu-
lar telephones. However, some wireless 
telephones generate excessive RF noise 
which can be can be heard as a "chattering" 
or "motor boat" sound. The noise from 
these particular telephones will be unac-
ceptable for most broadcast applications. 

Priced at $ 1,395, the RemoteMix 4 is 
the ideal combination of components and 
functionality for an American remote radio 
broadcast. Its flexibility is astounding and 
it is ready for any situation you hand it. 

At first its full complement of features 
may throw you, but everything is there for 
a reason. Once you get the full picture of 
its features, there's no turning back. 

Frank Beacham also writes for RW's 
sister publication TV Technology. e 

PRODUCT GUIDE 

Audio-Technica Debuts AT2020 USB 
Audio-Technica introduced the AT2020 USB car-

dioid condenser microphone, based on its AT2020 
and featuring a low-mass diaphragm. 

The AT2020 USB has a USB digital output and is 
suitable for digitally capturing music or acoustic 
audio sources using recording software. 

The company says the Mac- and Windows-com-
patible AT2020 USB offers articulation and intelligi-
bility for field recording, podcasting and voiceover 
use. Low self-noise and extended frequency response 
make the AT2020 USB a suitable device for various 
digital recording setups. It has a fixed cardioid polar 
pattern to allow isolation of the desired sound source. 

The AT2020 USB is powered from a USB bus and 
includes a tripod desk stand, stand mount, USB cable 
and soft protective carrying pouch. 

The AT2020 USB retails for $249. 
For more information, visit contact Audio-Technica at (330) 686-2600 or visit 

www.audio-technica.com. 



ONE 
Harris The ONE choice for end-to-end radio solutions. 

ZXTM Series 
FM tr - mode transmitters featuring 

multip e PA modules and power 

supplies for maximum redundancy. 

When used with the FlexStar— HDx 

Exciter, the ZX Series can operale in 

either digital only or FM/FM-HD. ZX 

transmitters are available from 500 W 

to 35C 0 VV. 

HD Radic is a trademark of iBiquity Digital Corporation. 

FlexStar' 
HDx Exciter brings HD Radio and 

analog audio to a new level. Featuring 

real-time adaptive correction for 

increased power and efficiency 

and the latest iBiquity platform in 

HD Radio —Exgine — HDx Exciter 

unlocks new revenue streams. 

Destiny' 3DX-50 
High, efficient, medium-wave 

transmitter, and the latest in the 

DX family of world-class digital 

AM transmitters. Fully compatible 

with HD Radio and DRM. Harris AM 

transmitters are available from 1 kW 

to 2 MW. 

PR&E NetWaveTM 
Mca netv. c, • -enabled, high-

performance radio broadcast console 

packed with features that are perfect 

for srr all to medium studios. Share all 

your studio resources throupout the 

facility with the Harris- VistaMax"' 

audio management system. 

From AM/FM and HD RadioTM and DRM transmission to program audio transport to consoles to broadcast 
studios   Harris offers you the best products and systems in the business backed by outstanding 
customer service. 

For more information visit www.broadcast.harris.com/radio, call +1 800 622 0022 or broackastsales@harris.com. 

Harris is the ONE company delivering interoperable workflow solutions across the entire broadcast delivery chain with a single, integrated approach. 
Business Operations • Media Management • Newsrooms & Editing • Core Processing • Channel Release • Media Transport • TRANSMISSION 
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assuredcommunicationse wervir.harris.com 

Broadcast Communications • Defense Communications Systems • Government Communication Systems • Harris Stratex Networks 
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iKey Plus Useful, Though Not Ideal 
Handheld Recorder Uses USB Drives, Records 

WAY MP3, Though 'Arm' 

by Paul Kaminski 

If you travel with an iPod and you 
make recordings in the field, GCI 
Technologies has developed a tool that 
will help you put that iPod to work: the 
iKey Plus audio recorder. 

It records to a USB flash drive as its 
native format; that means you do not 
need any card readers to start processing 
audio. The iKey Plus, if you haven't 
guessed, also will record to either a 
Windows-driven or Apple iPod for even 
more storage. It is a record-only unit. 

The iKey Plus records in stereo, which 
means for deadline news work you'll 
either convert the track to mono, or split 
the track and use one channel when you 
open the file in your audio editing pro-
gram. Of course, if you are making a 
stereo recording, skip this step. Select a 
recording format between WAV ( 16 bit, 
44.1 kHz sampling rate) and MP3 files at 
sample rates from 128 to 320 kbps. If 
you use Windows, the size of the WAV 
file your computer can process is limited 
to 2 GB. A WAV file takes up to 10 MB 
per minute in stereo. 

The device needs four alkaline batter-
ies; it will recharge NiMH batteries when 
you power the unit with the supplied AC-
DC power transformer. Access the bat-
tery compartment by undoing four 
thumbscrews. 

Published specifications indicate 
approximately a four-hour battery life 
with alkaline batteries. The device ships 
with black, red and silver metal plates; 

Time Is a Limitation 

we opted to use the silver-colored plate. 
Arming the recorder takes some get-

ting used to. You have to press the record 
button, wait for the LEDs to flash and 
then the recorder will roll, and record 
onto a USB jump drive. A set of LEDs 
will indicate recording level. They are a 
little hard to see in the sunlight. 
When you are finished recording, you 

hit the record button again, wait for a 
series of LED flashes and then you can 
remove the USB jump drive and insert it 
in your USB-equipped computer. 

The operator's manual is exactly correct 
about what happens when you don't follow 
the ejection procedure for a USB drive — 
nothing shows up on the USB drive when 
you plug it in to your computer. 

PRODUCT GUIDE 

Air 1 Suitable for On-Air, 

Remotes, Podcasting 
Wheatstone says the compact Audioarts Air 1 radio console retains the features 

and interconnect system of much larger consoles, and is suitable for on-air, produc-
tion, news applications, remotes and podcasting. 

The Air 1's low-profile frame is 2-1/2 inches high and comes with tabletop 
mount with direct access TRS rear connectors. 

Features include bottom-mounted programmable DIP switches, professional and 
consumer input gains, universal power supply, six stereo lines, two stereo program 
bus outputs, split cue for headphone and monitor, VU meters and two mic chan-
nels. 

The Air 1 is now shipping. 
For more information, visit contact Wheatstone at (252) 638-7000 or visit 

www.audioartsengineering.com. 

It's essentially plug-and-play for a 
Windows-driven iPod; you'll take some 
extra steps with an Apple-driven iPod. 
Set or adjust levels while recording, and 
use a set of headphones/ear buds to mon-
itor the sound. The LEDs also indicate 
when the USB drive is full and when the 
batteries are getting low. Quality time 
with the manual will explain all combi-
nations. 

On- and off-track 
We used the iKey Plus to record voice 

tracks when covering the NASCAR Cham-
pionship Weekend in Homes end, Ha. 

The little windscreens on the supplied 
plug-in mic were lost early in the game. 

Product Capsule: 
iKey Plus Location 

Audio Recorder 

Thumbs Up 
/ Palm-sized 

* / Uses USB; no adapters/card 

readers needed 

/ Records WAV and MP3; MP3 

sample rates from I 28-320 kbps 

,/ AC adapter charges AA batteries 

/ Operator can monitor, adjust 

record signal while recording 

/ RCA line inputs for phono 

and line level (- I 0) recordirg 

Thumbs Down 
/ Microphone level too low when 

using outboard mics 

/ Supplied mic works okay, but .1 windscreens are easy to lose 
/ Arming sequence slow, not intuitive; 

may miss audio unless pre-rolling 

/ File-saving sequence slow 

PRICE: S239 

CONTACT: GO Technologies Corp. al 

17321 738-9003 or visit ikey-audio.coM 

of a mixer, the iKey makes an effective 
backup recording of a line-level signal. 

For instance, if the main outputs of a 
recording mixer are going to a laptop or 
other recording device, the RCA tape 
outs could be connected to the iKey. So if 
the main recording device goes down, or 
crashes in the middle of a live perform-
ance, the iKey can record everything that 
runs through the RCA outs of the mixer 
in stereo onto the USB stick or iPod. 

It also can be connected to a turntable 
so analog phonograph recordings from an 
LP, for instance, can be digitally record-
ed. In the real world, those RCA "tape 

The iKey Plus is palm-sized so you 

can hold it close to the newsmaker 

to record sound. 

The mic is sensitive enough to discern 
the presence of plosives if the mic were 
held too close to the mouth. Any lava-
liere-sized windscreen would fit the 
plug-in mic. 
With a shotgun (Audio-Technica 

AT897) and an omni-directional hand mic 
(Shure SM63) plugged into an XLR 
female to 1/8th inch TRS male cord, the 
iKey Plus could only record at —20 level 
even with all the gain turned up. With the 
supplied stereo plug-in condenser mic, 
normal mic levels could be set. We tried 
this with two different units, and observed 
the same result with outboard mics. 

That said, if connected with a 2 GB 
USB drive, and to an RCA line level out-
put on RCA-style phono plugs, a reporter 
can leave the iKey connected to a line-
level output from a mult box (a news 
conference, for example) and record that 
audio, while chasing a newsmaker in 
another location. If your machines must 
perform more than one task, that may 
limit your flexibility. 

If a reporter or operation needs record 
and playback function in all of its field 
audio recorders, then the iKey will fill the 
record half of that requirement in real 
time. The playback is delayed by the time 
necessary to take the USB drive from the 
iKey and mount it to a computer. 

Plugged into the RCA tape out jacks 

out" or similar outputs are usually avail-
able if you check with the sound techni-
cian before the event. 

The iKey Plus is palm-sized so you 
can use it in an impromptu media avail-
ability, holding it close to the newsmaker 
to record sound. If you do use it that way, 
you might want to invest in another sup-
plied condenser mic for the iKey Plus as 
a backup, in case the original gets lost. 
The iKey Plus would not be my pri-

mary radio ENG recorder because of the 
inability to use standard professional 
XLR connected mics and record at nomi-
nal mic level, and the time necessary to 
arm the recorder. In a breaking situation, 
you need to be able to start to record 
immediately. 

But the iKey will perform well as a 
backup recorder, with the proper RCA 
adapter cords to record a line-level output 
from either a mult box or RCA tape out 
jacks from a mixer. The supplied stereo 
electret condenser microphone is useful 
for voice tracks and impromptu audio if 
you can remember to start the recorder 
before you elbow your way into a gaggle 
of reporters crowded around a newsmaker. 

Paul Kaminski, RW's "Radio Road 
Warrior," is news director for the Motor 
Sports Radio Network; he also reports 
for CBS News Radio. Contact him at 
motorsportsradio@msrpk.com. 
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TASCAM DR-1 

Includes Mics, 

1 GB SD Card 
TASCAM debuted the DR-1 portable 

digital recorder, which it says captures 
hours of music using built-in mics to its 1 
GB SD card. 

A pair of microphones 
is mounted on a vari-

able angle mecha-
nism, which 

allows the 
recorder to 

record 
from 

"almost 
anywhere," 
according to 
TASCAM. The 
unit includes a 1 GB 
SD card for recording at MP3 or WAV 
file formats. 

The DR-1 also includes auto gain con-
trol and analog limiting to ease setup, and 
a low-frequency cutoff to eliminate han-
dling or wind noise. 

Additional features include a stereo con-
denser microphone, 48 or 44.1 kHz/24 bit 
recording resolution; switchable low cut 
filter; rechargeable Lithium-Ion battery, 
USB 2.0 connection to computer; tuner 
and vocal cancel features; and an overdub 
function to record narration, singing or 
instruments over an existing record 

The DR-1 retails for $299. 
For more information, contact 

TASCAM at (323) 726-0303 or visit 
www.tascam.com. 

Timer Panel Lets 

Board Ops Access 

Timekeeping Suite 
Axia Audio will soon release an addi-

tion to its line of studio accessories for 
the Element broadcast console: the 
Element Touchscreen Timer Panel. 

Board operators and hosts using 
Element consoles have access to a time-
keeping suite using console-mounted 
controls. The Element Touchscreen Timer 
Panel gives studio guests, producers and 
show hosts access to these functions as 
well via touch-sensitive interface. 

Features include digital and analog 
time-of-day clocks, configurable for 12-
or 24-hour display; an elapsed- time 
counter with freeze and pause functions; 
an adjustable event countdown timer; the 
ability to be slaved to the console timer, 
act as timer master or operate independ-
ently; expansion ports that host up to five 
more Element studio accessories; a Web 
server for easy configuration; the option 
to be desk- or tunet-mounted (using an 
accessory mounting frame). 

Other studio accessories for the 
Element include a range of programma-
ble SmartSwitch Studio Accessory Panels 
with backlit LCD displays; and various 
headphone selector and mic control pan-
els for talent and producers. 

For more information, contact Axia 
Audio at (216) 241-7225 or visit 
www.axiaaudio.com. 

Omnia One FM, 8X Now Shipping 
Omnia Audio is shipping two Additional highlights include a 

processors for multicast broadcast- selectable phase rotator; and inte-
ing: Omnia One FM and Omnia.8X. NIP grated digital stereo generator with 

The company says the Omnia One advanced peak control, two corn-
FM enables stations in any size mar- posite MPX outputs, SCA input 
ket to attain "major-market sound." Omnia.8X and 19 kHz output. 

Omnia One FM features the same processing topology from The Omnia One FM retails for $2,995. 
the original Omnia FM, and includes a wideband AGC/leveler, The company also is shipping the Omnia.8X, which simul-
four-band AGC and a separate four-band limiter section with taneously processes eight stereo audio channels. Audio I/O 
precision crossover, enters and exits on a Livewire Ethernet port, ready to connect 

The unit also includes Omnia's pre-emphasized final hm- to an Axia IP-Audio network. Users without an Axia network 
iter/clipper. can pair Omnia.8X with an Axia Audio Node for standalone 

The wideband AGC enables smooth, "hand on the pot" gain I/0 on traditional XLRs. 
riding; the four-band AGC adds consistency and builds density Features include eight stereo processors in one 2 RU chas-
before the limiter stages; and the four-band peak limiter uses feed- sis, each with three bands of AGC. 
back limiters for the lower two bands (optimized for bass punch Omnia.8X retails for $4,995. 
and lower midrange warmth) and feed-forward limiters for the For more information, contact Omnia Audio at (216) 241-
upper two bands (optimized for sparkling upper mids and highs). 7225 or visit www.omniaaudio.com. 

Kunz DIGITAL 
Our Product Line For 2008 

All- In-One Digital On-Air Console 

11WADIS D.C.II 

Modular Customizable Digital Audio Console 
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Cennium 

Customizable Digital Audio Console 

KLOTZ DIGITAL Mixing Consoles - Leaving Nothing to be Desired 

+1- 866-GO-KLOTZ 
DIGITAL 

www.klotzdigital.com 
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Klotz Upgrades Aeon 

Digital Mixing Console 
Klotz Digital added two upgrades to its digital on-air mixing console, Aeon. 
For integration into the studio environment and interfacing with third-party equipment, the 

company now offers MADI interface cards for the Aeon. The MADI 
cards can be configured to 56- or 64-channel mode. 

The second added feature is the audio networking of 
Aeons via Octo-Bus. This feature provides the 
opportunity to link several Aeon consoles or con-
nect the console to the Main Control Room (MCR) 
via Cat-5 cabling providing eight bi-directional channels 
per bus. Each Octo-Bus card features four bus lines; free busses 
can be used for Octo-Bus break-in and break-out boxes tying micro-
phones or headphones for monitoring purposes into the system, for example. 

For more information, contact Klotz Digital at (678) 966-9900 or visit 
www.klotzdigital.com. 

IreSixMix does real radio on your laptop! 
10 inputs, built-in USB, and real radio features! 
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SPC2000 Suitable 

For Call Screening, 

Tx Remote Interface 
RAM says its Model SPC2000 com-

puter is an ultra-quiet design suitable for 
numerous broadcast uses. 

It features a mini 1U rack-mountable 
chassis; front-panel CD/DVD drive; and 
front-panel flash drive. There also are two 
USB ports on the front and rear panels. 

Additionally, the front has LEDs for 
power, hard drive activity, network activi-
ty and system overheat. 

The SPC2000 also features ACPI/APM 
power management; power-on mode con-

trol for AC power loss recovery; external 
modem remote ring-on; CPU/chassis tem-
perature monitoring; and DMI support. 

Broadcast applications include on-air 
call screener PC; Internet streaming 
encoder; transmitter remote control inter-
face; studio Internet access; network serv-
er interface; automation system interface; 
and production software administrator. 

Additional highlights include 1 GB 
RAM, Intel Core 2 Duo 1.8 GHz proces-
sor; Seagate 80 GB 7200 rpm hard drive; 
Intel Gigabit Ethernet; and a three-year 
system warranty. 

For more information, contact RAM 
Broadcast Systems at (800) 779-7575 or 
visit www.ramsyscom.com. 

Auralex Among 

VocalBooth.com 

Upgrades 
VocalBooth.com says it has added 

upgrade options to its line of custom 
booths. 

They include Auralex acoustic foam 

available in 10 colors, hardwood floors 
with sound dampening sub-floors, fabric-
wrapped acoustic foam wall sound 
absorbers and quiet ventilation systems. 
Other customizations include interior and 
exterior colors, foams, fabrics, windows, 
floors and industrial casters. 

The company also is offering products 
like amplifier enclosures in four sizes, and 
turnkey packages that include recording 
interfaces, microphones, monitors, ceiling 
mount booms, headphones and cabling. 

VocalBooth.com rooms are enclosed 
systems with active ventilation, lighting, 
cable passage and optional windows. 
Standard sizes range from 4 feet by 4 
feet, up to 16 feet by 16 feet. 

For more information, visit www. 
vocalbooth.com. 
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M-Audio Helps Podcast 'Clean Up' 
by Ronald Nutter 
Help Desk Editor 
Network World 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. Having had a 
background in broadcasting for several 
years, I realized interviewing people for 
my Network World podcast, "Ron 
Nutter's Help Desk Tool Chest," 
would present new challenges I hadn't 
yet encountered. I am located in the 
Midwest, and those being interviewed 
may be elsewhere in the country or the 
world, so I invested in a phone line 
interface to connect between my studio 
mixer and the outside world. 

The results I got were less than what I 
had expected. I was limited to talking to a 
single individual unless I paid even more 
for using conference bridge service or 
had everyone at one location on a poten-
tially noisy speakerphone. 
I was introduced to the M-Audio Fast 

Track Pro USB Audio/MIDI interface box 
while looking for better ways to get quali-
ty audio for the studio interviews. Using 
this device in conjunction with Skype, I 
now had a way to get close to studio 
audio quality without having to use an 
ISDN line or other advanced technology, 
or having the people being interviewed 
travel to my studio for the recording. 

Skype's the limit 
L sing Skype for interviews has been 

easier and less costly than the teleconfer-
ence solutions I have used in the past. 

The Fast Track Pro interface couldn't 
be easier to use. I just connect it between a 
Mac Mini or Windows system, and my 
studio mixer. This allows me to introduce 
audio processing possibilities to clean up 
or enhance the audio before being handed 
off to the digital recorder without time-
consuming post product editor/processing. 

The operation of this product is as 
close as I have come to a plug-and-play 
device. 

If for some reason the Skype client you 
use doesn't pick up on the Fast 
Track Pro 

being 
connected to the 

computer, either restarting 
the Skype client or adjusting the audio 
properties to force the use of the M-Audio 
device will take care of the minimal setup 
that needs to be done. 
An interesting side benefit is that the 

sounds involved in using the chat func-
tions of the Skype client are kept out of 
the audio being sent to the mixer. This 
allows a chat window to be open between 
my co-host and me to handle questions 
during the show without having to stop 
the show or interrupt the guest. 

Although you have the option of using 
an external power supply, I haven't found 
that I need to use one. The Mac Mini I 
use in studio as my digital audio worksta-
tion has been more than up to the task of 
serving as power supply to the Fast Track 
Pro and as the source of audio. This helps 
keep cable clutter to a minimum. 

If you run into a situation where you 
aren't getting enough power from the 
USB port the Fast Track Pro connects to, 

you have the option to use an external 
power supply for the Fast Track Pro. 

Another benefit is that this box is com-
pact and rugged, making it easy to move as 

needed or take with me. This allows 
me to get almost studio-quality 

audio, and have a co-
host appear on the 

podcast with 
me in one 
part of the 
country 
and the 
guest being 

interviewed 
being in a differ-

ent state or country. 
What minimal cabling you need 

between the computer running the Skype 
client and the mixer is easy to recreate 
without having to create a detailed docu-
ment that has to be followed precisely in 
order for things to work. 

gear could not be easier. I run the USB 
cable from the M-Audio device to the 
Mac Mini that serves as my interface to 
Skype. I connect the Mic 1 connector on 
the front, to one of the Aux Send connec-
tors on my mixer. I take TRS Output 1 to 
the one of the line in connections on the 
mixer. Both connections running from the 
M-Audio to my mixer are done using 
short balanced cables. Leave the gain 
turned up on the M-Audio all the way. 

Phantom menace 
If you are using a condenser mic that 

requires phantom power, make sure you 
have the phantom power turned off on the 
M-Audio. If you have it on, you will get 
voltage feedback between the M-Audio 
and your mixer that will sound like a 
motorboat engine running at slow idle. 
Remember to turn off the Aux Send feeds 
on the input channel to which you con-
nect the M-Audio to prevent feedback. 
Once you have things set up, you can 
drive the audio levels and audio process-
ing from your mixer. 
When using an alternative audio 

This box is compact and rugged, 

making it easy to move as needed 

or take with me. 

One of the guests I interviewed for my 
podcast is using the Fast Track Pro and a 
Heil PR 40 studio ink for the podcast he 
does, and for doing guest segments on pod-
casts such as mine. You have the option of 
using a condenser mic, as the Pro can sup-
ply power to the microphone, or using a 
mic such as the Heil PR 40 or PR 20, 
which do not have that requirement. 

Connecting the M-Audio to my studio 

source such as Skype, you will run into 
various issues depending on the sound 
card present in the computer you are 
using. We know that not all sound cards 
are created equal. While you can try dif-
ferent audio cards, disabling the onboard 
sound card may be easier said than done; 
and do you really have the time to spend 
trying different cards, tweaking drivers 

See FAST TRACK, page 33 

iMedialLogger 
Radio's #1 Digital Logger is about to get even more versatile 

iMediaLogger Version 3 is coming soon with more features and a companion 

Unux based archive publishing product called WebSecure + 

Available in 1, 2, 4, 8 and 12 record channels, any channel is user defined capable of 

simultaneous logging, Best of Show recording, mic skimming and podcasting. Also versatile 

fcr archiving, competition monitoring, network show recording and Audio On Demand 
fL nctions. 
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VoxPro 4.1 Adds Podcast Wizard 
Audion Labs added a publication wizard to VoxPro 4.1 that 

allows users to podcast recordings. 
The wizard can be used to generate RSS files, compress audio to 

MP3 format and upload files to a Web site. 
Additionally, a new search function has been added (in the main 

File menu), allowing file names to be searched for particular combi-
nations. A search run by a normal user searches through folders to 
which that user has access. A search run by the administrator 
searches through each folder in each account. 

Users may now record two-channel input into a mono mix, pro-
ducing a "two-track mono" file (a recording with identical data on 
both channels). This setting is available in the user's Settings menu. 
To guarantee no clipping, the volume of each channel is decreased 
by 6 dB before the two signals are mixed. 
A headroom slider has been added above the VU meters. This slider 

functions as a "vertical zoom," allowing low-level signals to be seen and 
edited. Moving the slider changes the scale on the VU meters as well. 
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Your Station's Content Comes to Life Here 
Welcome to the place where creativity originates, inspiration conies alive and 

dreams become reality. Since day one, the mission and focus of the NAB Show' 

have remained unchanged: to deliver it all to you— everything from content .11 

creation to acquisition to distribution, and everything in between— in one pl 

This includes the education, networking opportunities. advanced toots, latest 

technologies and end-to-end solutions you've only dreamed about. If you're in 
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Energize your content and your career this year. 
Be our guest: use pass code A520 at www.nabshow.comaree 
to register for your FREE NAB Show Exhibits Pass. 

www.nabshow.com 

The top of the scale corresponds to the 
value on the slider knob itself (the 
amount of headroom), while the 0 dB 
point on the scale corresponds to the top 
of the range of the waveform window. It 
is possible to add ID3 tags to files that are 
being exported in MP3 format. A noise 
reduction effect has been added, which 
the company says is effective in removing 
hum and hiss from recordings. 
The waveform display now displays 

peak values rather than average values. 
Because of this, the administrator's 
Headroom setting has been removed and 
the vertical scale of the display is now 
always full-scale; there is no extra room 
above the top border of the display for 
each channel. 

Thus, the waveform display now 
matches the levels shown in the VU meter 
(actually a Peak Program Meter), is con-
sistent with the display in Zoomed mode, 
and conforms with standard practice in 
other popular audio editing applications. 

The interface to the Automatic Gain 
Control (AGC) has been revised, and the 
AGC algorithm itself has been signifi-
cantly improved, says Audion Labs. A 
peak level setting has been added. 

The Markers window no longer opens 
automatically whenever a file containing 
markers is opened. The Markers window 
opens when the user adds a marker, clicks 
on a marker in the timeline or explicitly 
opens it from the main Marker menu. 

To conform with common Windows 
practice, users now have the option of 
overwriting duplicate files during import, 
export and copy operations. 

The VU meters are now always live, and 
display signal input when in Standby mode. 

For technical and legal reasons, the CD 
Ripping function has been removed from 
VoxPro. 

VoxPro 4.1 retails for $999. 
For more information, including pric-

ing, contact Audion Labs at (206) 842-
5202 or visit www.audionlabs.com. 

Coming up in 
Buyer's Guide 

Microphones & 
Audio Monitors 

April 9 

Transmitters 

May 7 

Audio Processing 

June 4 

Write to RW 
Send e-mail to radioworld@ 

nbmedia.com with "Letter to the 
Editor" in the subject field; fax to 
(703) 852-4585; or mail to Reader's 
Forum, Radio World, 5285 Shawnee 
Road, Suite 100, Alexandria, VA 
22312-2334. 
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ASI6622/20 Offer Multiple Play, Record Streams 
The ASI6622 and ASI6620 multi- stream PCI-Express sound cards from 

AudioScience provide four or six mono/stereo play streams that are mixed to 
two balanced stereo outputs, and two or four mono/stereo record 
streams fed from two balanced stereo inputs, and feature the 
company's "anything to anywhere" mixing and routing. 
The ASI6622 provides both balanced analog and 

AES/EBU inputs and outputs. The ASI6620 has analog I/O 
only. The maximum analog input and output level is +24 
dBu. A choice of uncompressed PCM, MPEG Layer H and 
MP3 is available for both recording and playback. 
Compression is handled by a floating point DSP, allowing the 
host computer to focus on other tasks. 

DSP-based functionality includes MRX multi-rate mixing 
technology, which allows streams of different sample rates and 
formats to be mixed digitally. TSX time scaling allows compres-
sion/expansion of any or all playback streams in real time with no 
change in pitch. 

Fast Track 
Continued from page 31 

and getting everything to work together? 
I sure don't, and that is where the M-
Audio Fast Track has let me concentrate 
on recording the podcast instead of 
spending hours getting everything to 
work the way I need it to. 
I have tried several microphones with 

this configuration. The first one I used 
was an Audio-Technica AT2020, which 
requires phantom power. As I upgraded 
the studio equipment, I moved to a Heil 
PR 40, which does not need phantom 
power. Both worked well. 

Especially with condenser-type micro-
phones, you will find that you need to 
leave the gain for the channel to which 
you are connecting the microphone 
turned up all the way (if you plug the 
microphone into the M-Audio instead of 
your mixer). For remote use of the M-
Audio you will probably need to connect 
the microphone this way to avoid having 
to take the mixer along. 

Whether using a Windows- or Mac-
based machine as your Skype platform, 
the CD that comes with the M-Audio will 
get you up and running. After you get 
things going, I would suggest going to 
M-Audio's Web site to get the latest driv-
ers for the platform you are using. Even if 
you don't have problems as you work 
with the M-Audio box, it is a good idea 
to check back periodically for updated 
drivers to help avoid problems and keep 
things running optimally. 
I am in pre-production planning on a 

second podcast where use of the Fast Track 
Pro is being integrated into the studio setup 
I will need. You will be hard-pressed to 
find a more cost-effective or versatile 
device to use for live remote broadcasting. 

The Fast Track Pro retails for $249.95. 
M-Audio also is shipping Fast Track 

Ultra, an 8x8 audio intetface with MIDI 
that features high-speed USB 2.0 connec-
tivity; MX Core DSP mixer; and four pre-
amps with the company's Octane technol-
ogy. It is suitable for mobile and desktop 
production. Features include six channels 
of analog inputs and outputs; two-chan-
nel digital S/PDIF I/O; and two dedicat-
ed inserts on the first two channels, facili-
tating the insertion of outboard 
processing before AID conversion. 

The Fast Track Ultra carries an MSRP 
of $449.95. 

For more information, contact 
M-Audio at (626) 633-9050 or visit 
www.m-audio.com. 

Additional highlights of the ASI6622 include AES/EBU 
inputs and outputs with sample rate converters on all 
inputs (only); dedicated AES/EBU and Word clock Sync 
input (ASI6622 only); SoundGuard transient voltage 
suppression on all I/0; short-length PCI card format; 
and up to four cards in one system. Windows 
2000/XP/Server 2003 [Vista and Linux software 
drivers are available. 

The ASI6622/20 supports two adapter modes. 
The 4-Play mode supports four play streams, two 
record streams and two out streams with full mix-

ing capabilities. The 6-Play mode supports six play 
streams, four record streams and two out streams with full mix-

ing capabilities. 
The ASI6620 lists for $995; the ASI6622 lists for $2,495. 
For more information, contact AudioScience at (302) 324-5333 or visit 

www.audioscience.com. 

Google Radio Automation 
Why we can't wait till NAB 

That's when we're introducing Google Radio Automation. 

It's he first and only third generation system in the industry, 

from the team with 34 years of innovation history that brought 

you -iuch industry standards as Maestro and SS32. 

Google Radio Automation is not just changing the way station 

automation systems affect how you work and drive revenues— it's 

redefining the space itself. Google Radio Automation will be 

unmatched in the industry. 

So nark your calendar for the April 14 NAB Show in Vegas and 

visit our booth. Google Radio Automation is coming, and we just 

can't wait. 

Google Radio Automation 
Visit Us At NAB Booth #N6607 

1-800-726-8877 

Go gle 
station automation: google.com/radioautomation 
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KQED Upgrades Production With Dalet 
Pubcaster Selects DaletPlus Radio Suite for Its 

`Ubiquitous' Access to Editing and Production Tools 

by Daniel Mansergh 
Chief Engineer 
KOED(FM) Public Radio 

SAN FRANCISCO KQED(FM) Public 
Radio is a unique broadcasting organiza-
tion, building a substantial and loyal audi-
ence of listener-supporters through a con-
sistent focus on high-quality non-
commercial local, national and internation-
al news and information programming. 

The success of this strategy requires an 
equally unique combination of systems to 
support the requirements of our news-
room and editorial staff, production and 
recording units, multi-channel broadcast 
operations, remote bureaus and digital 
content distribution platforms. 

Although a multi-year comprehensive 
redesign of KQED's San Francisco head-
quarters was just completed in 2006, the 
rate of technological change and a com-
mitment to continuous improvement with-
in the organization requires ongoing eval-
uation of our tools to ensure we can 
continue to deliver consistently high-qual-
ity programming as efficiently as possible. 

As part of that effort, in early 2007 we 
began planning an upgrade to our core pro-
duction, automation and newsroom sys-
tems to replace aging hardware, improve 
system redundancy and add new informa-
tion management and workflow features. 

Integration now 
As we evaluated potential solutions, 

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES 

1 
...like promotions that are easy to sell, a pleasure to air, and make 
I you lots of money? We're all about that. Please take 
a moment to visit GRACEBROADCAST.COM and check out our :30-
and :60-second " Sales Boosters." FREE demos, money-making 
sales helps, and ridiculously healthy returns await. 

Neat Ideas. Free Demos. 

GRACE BROADCAST SALES Que,tion0 Call ts. toll-free ( 888)472-2388 

Sound Ideas for Building Business" www.gracebroadcast.com 
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Free Demo & De-tails at 
GraceBroacicast corn 

é 

21 taggable :20's - just *169 complete! 

Market Exelueivd • Pee W IC & Ntaik at 
Graeogtoacleast.com 

toll-free 
(81N) 4-72-22?8 lust Ta& Sell, and Run.'" 

BIG SOUND • SMALL PRICE 

WANT MORE SPRING BILLING? 

fo 

I CLASS 
of2008 

21 :30-second salutes (:201:10) 
Pniduced • lu.1 Tag. ›c11& Run' • SIM 

GBS Sales Boosters Mean Business! 
Ine›penstve • Market Exclusive • Ready to Sell & Air! 

FREE DEMOS & SALES TIPS! 
GraceBroadcast.com 

sell more °del -888-472-2388 make more money 

ATTENTION PROVIDERS! 

Promote your services to Radio Worlds readers. Reach Radio Station 

owners/managers and engineers with your message. 

For information on affordable advertising call Claudia at 
1-703-8524611 or email cvanveen@nbmedia.com. 

one key requirement stood above all oth-
ers: integration. In the news cycle, time 
to air is a critical factor and the advan-
tages of having a single platform used by 
reporters, editors, production engineers, 
on-air announcers and news anchors are 
measured in seconds. 

Ubiquitous access to editing tools, 
production resources and a searchable 

air operation. Reporters record telephone 
interviews or pull files from flash 
recorders directly into the system at their 
desks, where they can be trimmed and 
made available for immediate playout in 
the next newscast. 

Sixteen ActiveLog recorders operate 
behind the scenes, continuously record-
ing program streams from the Public 
Radio Satellite System, ongoing produc-
tions in the control rooms and other 
audio sources as required to ensure that 
nothing is missed. 

Engineer Danny Bringer cues host Dave Iverson to begin KQED's live 
call-in show, 'Forum,' as Dan Zoll looks on from the producers desk. 

archive through a common application 
fosters collaboration, speed the editorial 
process and minimizes training require-
ments. To efficiently support digital dis-
tribution technologies that rely on rich 
metadata along with audio assets, side-
by-side data management and audio pro-
duction tools and improved workflow 
tracking are essential. 

After looking at the available options, 
we decided to install Dalet's DaletPlus 
Radio Suite 1.4. We had made the same 
decision (for many of the same reasons) 

InterWebPlus allows remote access to 
core assets in the database, and allows 
direct filing into the system from our 
bureaus throughout the state and 
reporters in the field. Robust workflow 
features tie it all together, allowing edi-
tors to track production status and make 
new assignments without leaving their 
desks. 

Northern California Public Broadcasting 
Inc. (NCPB) (www.ncpb.com) is the most-
watched public television, and most-lis-
tened-to public radio, broadcaster in the 

Access to editing tools, production 

resources and a searchable archive 

through a common application 

speed the editorial process. 

when we installed Dalet as our first 
automation, production and newsroom 
system in 2002. 
The tight integration between the 

newsroom, production and on-air features 
in our existing system had served us well; 
and the enhanced metadata and asset 
management features, multi-format audio 
support and easily extensible database 
platform of the new system promise to 
aid our digital content strategies as we 
move to offer our productions to listeners 
worldwide through new programming 
distribution channels. 

Seventy-five DaletPlus clients are 
deployed throughout the KQED Public 
Radio facility, allowing all staff members 
to use the system in their daily work, 
whether it is reporting, production or on-

country. NCPB owns and operates public 
television stations KQED 9, San Francisco; 
KTEH 54, San Jose; and KQET 25, 
Watsonville/Monterey; public radio stations 
KQED(FM), San Francisco and KQEI 
(FM), Sacramento; KQED's Education 
Network (EdNet); and the Interactive plat-
forms KQED.org and KTEH.org. 

Audiences and users also can access 
NCPB content through digital television 
channels KQED HD, KQED Encore, 
KQED World, KQED Life, KQED Kids 
and KQED PBS Kids Sprout; and stream 
or download available content on 
www.lcqed.org. 

For more information, including pric-
ing, contact Dalet Digital Media in New 
York at (212) 269-6700 or visit 
www.dalet.com. 
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TECH UPDATES 

Sony Acid Pro 6 Adds Record, MIDI Functions 
Sony says it has updated its Acid Pro 

loop-based music creation and produc-
tion software with several enhancements 
to the recording and MIDI capabilities of 
the program. 

Added digital music workstation tech-
nologies include multi-track audio and 
MIDI recording; inline MIDI editing; 
MIDI filtering and processing; VSTi 
parameter automation; record input mon-
itoring; and Drum Map editing. 

Multi-track audio and MIDI recording 
let the user simultaneously record multi-
ple tracks of audio and MIDI into the 
Acid timeline through various methods, 
including step recording, punch in/out 
and continuous looping. 

Layout multiple media files per track, 
including one-shots, beat-mapped events, 
loops and disk-based files with added 
crossfade capabilities. 

MIDI data can be manipulated on the 
Acid timeline, using either a piano roll or 
a drum grid interface. Edit note position, 
velocity, pitch bend and controller infor-
mation using a visual approach in the 
main multi-track interface. 

Acid Pro 6 provides processing of 
MIDI data directly on the timeline, includ-
ing quantization, swing, editing of veloci-
ty values and event duration changes. 

Airshift Studio LT 

Thinks It's a 

Production Tool 
Airshift Media says its Airshift Studio 

LT radio automation software doubles as 
a production system with many features, 
and provides the presenter with various 
tools to improve a show. 

While helping the DJ in the studio by 
replacing the stack of CD and cart players 
with a single screen, Airshift Studio pro-
vides additional information about the 
music, allows staff to communicate 
through an instant messenger, receives 
and creates news using standard RSS for-
mat and publishes podcasts. 
The company says the news browser 

"narrows the gap" between news produc-
tion and live show; news stories also can 
be written while in the studio. 

Airshift Studio can be integrated with 
third-party audio editors, and users can cre-
ate podcasts and RSS feeds directly from 
the studio without additional modules. 
Airshift Media says its production tools 
make it suitable for community radio. 
The software runs on Windows XP, 

Mac and Linux systems. The company 
says it is as easy to install as a CD player. 
Features include audio editing, text writ-
ing, a graphical voice-tracking tool, 
newswires and a text editor, in addition to 
music clock design, scheduling and copy-
right reporting. 

The music library has support for meta-
data, including images for value-added 
services such as HD Radio. Airshift 
Studio also produces statistics and report-
ing, such as copyright reports, playlists, 
top 40 lists and music summaries. 

Airshift Studio supports several audio 
formats including MP3 and linear, and 
supports Unicode characters. Other high-
lights include instant messaging, support 
for most audio editors, an event calendar 
and an SQL database. 

For more information, visit www. 
airshift.tv. 

Using automation envelopes, Acid Pro 
6 provides increased mixing flexibility 
for VST instrument parameters. 

The Drum Map Editor creates custom 
Drum Map templates to ease working in 
the Drum Grid. 

Acid Pro 6 also provides for the cre-
ation of project sections that let users 
more efficiently rearrange time-based 
segments of audio and MIDI events 
located across multiple tracks; and the 
multi-track workflow provides users with 
the ability to monitor audio signals with 
real-time track effect DSP during record-
ing sessions. 

Additional highlights include one-the-
fly punch- in recording; enveloped 
automation recording; track record 

meters; MIDI track envelopes for con-
trollers; dual/multi-core processor sup-
port; MIDI file import and export; and 
MIDI Quantize and Velocity fillers. 

"Starting with a new high-performance 
multi- threaded audio engine, we've 
reengineered Acid Pro 6 to perform faster 
and more efficiently, not only on dual-
core and multiprocessor systems but also 
on single-CPU machines, providing more 
efficient track buffering for higher per-
formance at lower latencies," said Sony 
Media Software Vice President of 
Marketing Dave Chaimson. 

Acid Pro 6 carries an MSRP of $399. 
For more information, contact 

(800) 686-SONY (7669) or visit 
www.sony.com/mediasoftware. 

CBSWESTWOODONECLEARCHANNELUNIVISION 
APCHICAGOPUBLICRADIOJAIVIESMADISONUNIVERSITY 

PALEVCENTERFORI3ROADCASTIN, RADIONIARTI 

Our clients are a diverse goup. Designing and installing systems that can handle their different 
audio routing and extensive control demands requires on intense attention to detail. From simple 

standalone consoles to multi-station networks with speeddlight connectivity and zero audio 
latency, our soluticns need to be as flexible as their programming and production needs. 

And the hardware has to be bulletproof, intuitive for their talent, modular and 
easily programmable to keep up with their ever-changing demands. 

What will SAS do for you2 We'll listen. Carefulfy. Then we'll help fine-tune your vision to make 
your system a reality. Well partner and work with you every step of the way, from budgeting, 

to planning, to installation, to 24/7 support to make your life easy. 

We'll always be there when you need us. Call us or visit our web site to learn how 
you can become an SAS Connected Digital Network. 
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Pictured is our installation in the New York studios 
of Unansion, integrated by CSC Broadcasting, Inc. 
Photos by George Snure, CBC. 

See us at NAB Booth #N6520 
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WQXR Converts to Hard Disk With Netia 
Station Stores 10,000+ CD Library, Streamlines 

Production Via Radio-Assist 7.5, Isilon IQ 

by Harold E Chambers III 
Director of Operations 
and Distribution 

WOXR(FM) 

NEW YORK With nearly a million lis-
teners tuning in each week, WQXR(FM) 
96.3 has long been the most-listened-to 
classical station in the United States. Our 
station, founded in 1936, also was the 
country's first commercial classical 
music radio station; and it has been 
owned and operated by the New York 
Times Co. since 1944. 
WQXR features not only classical 

music, but also regular news, analysis 
and commentary from correspondents of 
The New York Times. The signal, broad-
cast from atop the Empire State 
Building, reaches the five boroughs of 
New York City, Northern New Jersey, 
much of Long Island, Westchester, 
Rockland and Putnam Counties and 
Fairfield County, Conn. 

In the fall of 2007, we undertook an 
upgrade of the WQXR facilities with the 
aim of enabling creation of more pro-
gramming on additional outlets. We 
decided that the first step in performing a 
major studio overhaul would be the 
installation of a system that would allow 
us to convert our library of more than 

10,000 CDs to a hard disk-based system. 
With the flexibility provided by this 
more efficient production environment, 
our staff would be better equipped to 
create new content for a variety of distri-
bution platforms. 

After evaluating different product 
options that address production and stor-
age, we opted to implement an integrated 
solution comprising Netia's Radio-Assist 
7.5 range of digital audio software pro-
grams and Isilon Systems' Isilon IQ clus-
tered storage system. Together the two 
solutions enable secure, highly automated 
production and broadcast operations. 

The Radio-Assist Multimix module lets users fine-tune the playlist. 

You Asked for It and We Listened — 

Radio. It's among the most important 
things in your life. Only another radio person a 
can understand how you can be so passionate 'It' 
about it. Now you can share the world of 
radio in a new format with a FREE digital 
subscription to the #1 technical radio 
publication: Radio World. 

Digital subscribers get all the same great 
features of the print edition and then some, 
with links to manufacturer Web sites and rich 
media content. You'll receive an email 
notification when the issue is ready to view: 

Just click on the link provided and it's all right 
there in your browser. Read the issue on line 
or print out the pages — it's your choice! 

To sign up for your FREE digital 

subscription, simply go to 

http://www.myrwmag.corn 
and fill out the form.* 

• Signing up for the digital edition of Radio World in no way affects your 

subscription to the print edition. 
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Now installed within our Fifth Avenue 
facilities, Netia's Radio-Assist provides 
the comprehensive production environ-
ment and database management tools we 
require for streamlined production. 
Isilon's storage systems offer the density 
and reliability we need for storage of 
audio content from thousands of CDs. 

Consistency is key 
Within the Netia Radio-Assist soft-

ware, we use the DBShare database 
management module to ensure the con-
sistency of media stored within the Isilon 
IQ clustered storage system. 
DBShare performs systematic and 

synchronous redundancy checks of all 
the metadata produced by the system, 
thus safeguarding the stability of data-
base contents. Because our databases are 
synchronized automatically, we enjoy 
transparent redundancy and the confi-
dence that those databases will be 
restored automatically and reliably in the 
event of any incident. 

The Isilon IQ storage system software 
further protects both file integrity and the 
accessibility of our media assets through a 
range of data security software. 
SnapshotIQ enables instant global snap-
shots of the server system, while SynclQ 
supports for synchronization and replica-
tion processes. Isilon's SmartConnect 
Advanced software allows us to optimize 
the number of client connections based on 
Network File System (NFS) and Common 
Internet File System (CIFS) protocols. 

Installed in conjunction with Radio-
Assist, and the DBShare module in par-
ticular, Isilon IQ gives us the generous 
storage capacity we require, along with 
simple management tools and a high lev-
el of data security. 

The complete transition of our pro-
duction activities onto the Radio-Assist 
platform has significantly increased the 
efficiency of our operations, and it will 
soon allow us to provide our listeners 
with new services that complement our 
audio content. 
Among the planned benefits of the 

integrated Netia/Isilon system will be 
our ability to make now-playing infor-
mation available to online listeners in 
real time. This popular feature will link 
our radio offering to our Web presence 
and allows those who tune in at 
www.wqxr.com to identify classical 
pieces and recordings as they listen. 

For more information, including pric-
ing, contact Netia at (888) 207-2480 or 
visit www.netia.net. 

TECH UPDATE 

Buril Integrates Audio, Newsroom 
Burli's newsroom production software includes a multi-track audio editor. 

Audio produced in the multi-track is integrated into the newsroom system. Users 
don't have to transfer or save their work across workstations or applications, and 
system administrators avoid issues related to linking other editors to the newsroom 
system, according to the company. 

• 
awe., 
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Producers can use Burli's editor to edit interviews or add intros and music when 
assembling current-affairs programs for broadcast. Editing tools for journalists 
include label clips, ad markers and fades. 

Combined with Burli's Virtual Newsroom feature, laptop users can drag-and-
drop clips from the newsroom, another correspondent or the station's archive, and 
then file the finished package into the newsroom via drag-and-drop. 

For more information, contact Burli Software in British Columbia at (604) 684-
3140 or visit www.burli.com. 
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Sound matters—that's why the MicroTrack"' recorder has become the only choice for audio professionals worldwide. Now 

M-Audio has designed the MicroTrack II with even higher audio quality, an extended input gain range and multiple workflow 

enhancements including faster file transfer rate. With this unbeatable combination of fLnctionality and fidelity, MicroTrack II 
represents a new standard for mobile digital recording—delivering superior results for broadcast, interviews and E NG. 

• 2-channel WAV and MP3 recording and playback with 

BWF file marking ability 

• new analog input limiter 

• extended input gain range 

• balanced 1/4" TRS inputs with line inputs and 

48V phantom-powered mic preamps 

• drag-and-drop file transfer to PC and Mac via high-speed USB 2.0 

• storage via CompactFlash or Microdrives (not included) 

Mic-oTrack II is available now at your preferred professional broadcast retailer. 

111 

Includes stereo electret microphone. earbuds. 

headphone extension cable with lapel clip. 

power supply. USB cable (A to Mini 13) 

and protective carrymg case with mic pouch. 

c 2008 Avid Technology. Inc. All rights reserved. Avid. M-Audio. tie > logo" and lecroTrack are either trademark; or registered tradema-ks of Avia Tedmoloçy.. T A ...:-
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TASCAM GigaStudio Offers 

128 GB, Plug-In Hosting 

TASCAM says its GigaStudio 4 sampling workstation supports 64 bit operating sys-
tems like XP64 and Windows Vista 64, allowing users to access up to 128 GB of RAM 
for loading sample libraries and compositional templates. 

GigaStudio 4 also hosts VSTi and GVI virtual instruments, loading or stacking instru-
ments alongside GigaStudio instrument libraries. 
When hosted in GigaStudio 4, virtual instruments based on TASCAM's GVI gain 

the advantages of kernel-level processing, offering lower latency than other host appli-
cations, according to the company. Upgrades from GigaStudio 3 include an "all-new" 
QuickSound database tool, additions to the QuickEdit interface and user interface 
improvements. 

Additional high-
lights include unlim-
ited polyphony, 96 
kHz/24 bit sample 
support, 128 MIDI 
channel playback 
and embedded 
GigaPulse convolu-
tion reverb. The 
iMIDI rule program-
ming includes legato 
mode, round-robin, 
alternation, porta-
mento and dynamic 
expression filters to 
add realism to sam-
pled performances. 

GigaStudio 4 
supports Windows XP and Windows Vista (32 and 64 bit versions). TASCAM also 
offers GVI 4, a plug-in instrument powered by Giga technology offering both Mac and 
PC support. 

GigaStudio 4 retails for $599. 
For more information, contact TASCAM at (323) 726-0303 or visit www. 

tascam.com. 

AEO Mar4Suite Adds 

Audio Mix Editor 
The AEQ Mar4Suite Pro system offers audio production tools 

allows integration of additional modules for added features. The c 
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Mar4Suite Pro Audio Mix Editor 

for broadcast, and 
ompany says it can 
accommodate 
more than 300 
workstations in a 
single network. 

The Mar4Suite 
Pro architecture 
was built around 
the Microsoft 
SQL Server data-
base engine, and 
incorporates func-
tions to maximize 
broadcast and 
data security, ac-
cording to AEQ. 
Added features 
include an audio 
mix editor that 
lets users graphi-
cally mix sound 
on the playlist 
itself, and a mul-
ti-track editor. 

Also information managers have been added to facilitate the tasks of information 
selection and organization, such as Remote, Favorites, References and On-the-Fly and 
Global searching. 

The Mar4Suite Track audio mix editor also prepares introductions and, essentially, 
gets the program ready for live or recorded broadcast. It can manage up to 32 mono or 
stereo tracks of linear audio or MPEG, and also WAV format. Functions include merge, 
stretch, pitch shifting, reverse, noise gate, normalize and Direct-X. 

Modules include Mar4S Data Manager, for the storing and organization of informa-
tion within the Mar4Suite application; Mar4S Player, the software module integrated in 
Mar4Suite to manage playout; Mar4S Track; Mar4S News, which includes the recep-
tion and management of news from an external news agency receiver; and Mar4S Cont, 
the module for continuity applications. 

The software runs on PCs with Microsoft operating systems and Digigram audio cards. 
For more information, contact AEQ at (800) 728-0536 or visit www. 

aeqbroadcast.com. 

Adobe Audition 3 Adds 

Tools to Ease Editing 
Adobe Audition 3 audio production software 

helps stations create music and radio spots and 
restore imperfect recordings with editing tools. 
Added features include VSTi virtual instrument 
support with MIDI piano roll, improved spectral 
editing options, fast fade and crossfade controls 
and improved multi-core support. 

The company says effects such as Analog Delay, 
Convolution Reverb and Tube-modeled Compressor 
provide new sonic options, while the Guitar Suite 
adds analog-modeled effects to dry guitar tracks. 
Radius time stretching from iZotope lets users 
change tempo and pitch independently. 

Multi-core processor support and an optimized 
mixing engine are highlights. The company says 
Adobe Audition 3 helps users save time by allowing them to work with more tracks 
and effects on the same machine, according to Adobe. On-clip fade handles, a dedi-
cated Top/Tail mode in Edit View, automatic cross fades and the ability to edit 
grouped clips together ease mixing and editing. 

The addition of the Marquee tool to the Spectral Pan and Spectral Phase displays 
means users can visually isolate and edit any sound based on time, frequency or pan 
location. 

Adobe Audition 3 retails for $349. 
For more information, contact Adobe Systems at (415) 532-0583 or visit 

www.adobe.com. 

ADOBE AUDITION 3 

360 Systems' IR2 Has 

Ethernet Networking 
360 Systems says its Instant 

Replay' audio clip player added 
Ethernet networking that lets 
the user leverage Internet and 
e-mail technology for on-the-
fly updates to stored sound clip 
libraries. IR2 includes a 100 
MB Ethernet port for transfer-
ring files to and from a PC. 

Producers can record audio 
directly onto hard disk. Editing 
software enables head-and-tail 
trims, fade-ins and fade-outs 
and gain changes. Fifty "hot keys" enable instant playback of sound effects from 
10 banks of 50 clips; another 500 clips can be stored on the hard disk. 

Users can build and store multiple playlists of audio clips in sequence, and store 
up to 24 hours of stereo digital audio on the internal hard drive. Audio clips can be 
transferred to and from a PC via point-and-click. Last-minute additions can be 
immediately retrieved over the Web and uploaded for live entertainment or produc-
tion applications. One-touch back-ups also can be performed, providing an extra 
measure of protection for critical content. 

Other IR' features include WAV file support; 16 and 24 bit recording formats; 
and balanced and unbalanced audio inputs and outputs. Production teams have 
more flexibility to load clips from a range of audio sources, including PC audio 
editing programs, CDs and digital music players, according to the company. 
360 Systems also offers the Short/cut 2000 two-track editor, with editing features 

such as Cut, Copy, Insert, Erase, Fade in and out, Cross-fade, Level change, and 
several single-track operations. 

For more information, including pricing, contact 360 Systems at (818)991-0360 
or visit www.360systems.com. 
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Digidesign Touts Pro Tools 7.4's 

Elastic Time Tool 
Digidesign released version 7.4 of Pro Tools and Pro Tools HD software. It 

says the Elastic Time music composition and production tool tops the list of new 
features. 

Elastic Time lets users change the tempo and timing of loops, music, dialog 
and other sound files in real time without cutting up audio tracks. Users can audi-
tion or import loops and audio files that sync with a session's tempo. Users also 
can use the Elastic Time feature to quantize audio to the session grid or extracted 
grooves, and fine-tune regions with control over each individual beat. 

Pro Tools 7.4 also provides improved networking capability with Avid Utility 
ISIS shared storage systems. Avid Unity ISIS offers a scalable, shared storage 
option for large, integrated post environments. With Pro Tools HD 7.4 software 
on Windows XP systems, editors can record and play back audio (and video) 
directly from qualified Avid ISIS shared storage systems. 

For more information, visit www.digidesign.com. 
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"I demand the best... 
the Aphex 230 is 
clearly the best." 

- Rick Dees 
"My voice is my on air signature. I want it to 

'jump' but also be clean, full and natural. Most 
final on-air processors are cranked to stun' 

and not very kind to voices. 
With the Aphex voice processor, 
both my voice and the voice of 

my sidekick Patti ` Longlegs' Lopez 
are incredibly open and present, 

even after going through the 
station's loudness box." 

The Aphex Model 230 Master Voice Channel 
is a combination of proprietary technologies 

and the highest quality components. 
Its performance cannot be duplicated by 

any other product or combination of products, 
hardware or software, at any price. 

If you demand the best for voice 
processing, demand the Aphex Model 230. 

See Us At NAB Booth # N5617 

www.aphex.com 
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TECH UPDATE 

DAVID Systems Adds DigaToolbar to Audio Editors 

DAVID Systems says it has developed several new 
applications to enhance the power of its audio editors 
to share content across the Internet, speed newsroom 
workflows and simplify access to media applications 
on workstations. 

The DigaToolbar is a dashboard that centralizes 
communication and launches other applications. It 
can be used to set up and recall certain screen config-
urations, and keeps users aware of events such as sto-
ry assignments, new and updated entries and reports 
from newswires. 

DigaToolbar is a modular system with a plug-in 
structure that allows certain third-party systems to 
use the toolbar as a platform. It uses little screen 
space and its placement can be selected according to 
personal preference. 

Wherever a user logs in, DigaToolbar loads individual 
settings from the DigaSystem registry. The DigaToolbar 
also has a function that displays a real-time clock on the 
screen as well as one that shows time in another zone. 

A producer for German pubcaster Bavarian 
Broadcasting uses DAVID'S DigaTool dashboard. 

USE THE COUPON BELOW AND 

SAVE 10% ON YOUR NEXT ORDER! 

LFreeland Products, Inc. 
Rbuleder of Quality Tubes Since 1940 

www.freelandproducts.com 
75412 Highway 25, Covington, LA 70435 

800-624-7626 ' 985-893-1243 Fax 985-892-7323 

E-mail Ireeland-inc.com@lreeland-inc.com 
Are you looking for ways to cut your engineering 
budget, while maintaining the highest quality 
for your station? 
We offer a great warranty, quick service and technical 
support for our customers 24/7. We can bank your 
rebuilt tube too, until you need it, just ask. 
We have a LARGE stock of commonly 
used tubes ready to ship. If you're in 
a hurry we can ship from stock. 
Call 800-624-7626 for more information! 

11 Take 10% off the cost ol your next Rebuilt Transmitter Tube. 10 

-moat subs are net VALID-
Tins original cumin MUST 8CC81111181111 

Radi° the used tubs when sending ter relndld. wodd 

The 
Short/cut 
Replacement 

I ern ove I alit-Over 

Auto Network 
Room to Room 

MP3 - WAV - IAIMA 

AGC - Search By Title 

Advanced Effects 

And Fast! 

audionlabs.com 

206 842 5292 x203 
Available at all 

broadcast distributors 

The Story Editor is a pre-production tool for com-
bining text and audio in a single application. The com-
pany says the look and feel are similar to the Reporter 
Box, a component of DAVID Systems' audio editors. 
It consists of audio and text elements as well as com-
mands. Features include spell and grammar check; a 
thesaurus; notes; clip lists; durations and other helpful 
features like drap-and-drop functionality between 
StoryEditor and news feed or DigaSystem editors. 

For fast, secure transfer of media files via IP con-
nections including firewall support and automatic 
resumption of aborted broadcasts, DAVID offers 
DigaTrans IP, which sends data as "named account" 
and converts files automatically if required. 
DigaTrans IP is being used to share content instanta-
neously among remote bureaus, market clusters and 
production houses. 

For more information, including pricing, contact 
DAVID Systems at (888) 374-3040 or visit 
www.davidsystems.us. 

Where quality and price 
eet in perfect balance. 

Still the Most InnOvat v® 
Broadea 

An 
Sti 
Support Since 1985. 

• 

• • . 
www.bext.com 

ecuu 
nEiaaf 9 
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bext@bext.com 619 239 8462 
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Mr GORMAN REDLICH 

DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITOR 

_ .E3 

1111 !-t • — 

• 

MODEL CMR — Remote Controllable 

Digital Antenna Monitor — 2 tower 

Price $3200 additonal towers $200 each 

The Model CMR is a state of the art instrument of unequalled 

accuracy and stability. With typical modulation, the CMR's true 

ratio readout is a factor of 10 more stable than instruments 

that measure normalized amplitude. 

• True Ratio reading. Non-Reference and Reference ampli-

tudes are separately measured and divided electronically 

to give an accurate digital reading. 

• Stable, accurate phase reading with automatic phase sign. 

• Amplitude or True Ratio may be selected for measurement 

with a front panel switch. 

• Dual Surge Protection. 

Gorman Redlich 
257 W. Union Street Athens, Oh 45701 

Phone: 740-593-3150 Fax: 740-592-3898 

jimg@gorman-redlich.com 

www.gorman-redlich.com 



"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of he equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers. 

ACOUSITICS 

AcousticsFirst 
=888-765-2900 

Full product line for sound 

control & noise elimination. 

www.acousticsfirst.com 

AMPLIFIERS 

'WANT TO BUY 
7.:ollector wants to buy old vin-
'age sr eaker & amplifier, 
VIcIntosl-, Marantz, Electro 
Joice Jensen, Altec, Tannoy, 
:ishe ., Dinaco, Cash- pick up 
773-339-H35 

ANTENNAS/ 

TOWERS/CABLES  

WANT TO SELL 

AM Ground Systems Co. 

Ground System 
Cons:ructon. Evaluation & Repair 

1-877-766-2999 
Comple! AN" liad,e Ground System Serve", 

f. 
TOWER SIGNS 

FCC COMPLIANCE 

AM î: FM Tower Signs 

ASR-Tower Registration 
Standard & Custom signs 
Guy Wee Protectors - Ant. Tags 

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS 
antennalDemsn.com 

Free Catalog 
610-458-8418 

www antennalD.com 

FM Antenna - ERI 3 Bay Low 
power - Tuned to 96.7Mhz 
Stored ndoors - $700.00 
Contact Mark McVey 641 799-
1507 - Or Mark Denney General 
Manager 560 465-7225 - KMEM 
FM - Memphis, Missouri 

Fort Wor h 36- inch faced used 
tower_ 11 20-foot sections 
including one base section. 
$4500 OBO Contact: Neil 
Lipetzky, Partner/Manager, 
KMOM-FIV1 & KABD-FM, 
426 N. Highway 281, #4, 
Aberdeen, SD 57401. 
PH 605/725-5551. 
neil@dakotabroadcasting.com 

Rohn 18-inch faced used tower. 
18 10-foot sections including 
one base section. $2700 
OBO Contact: Neil Lipetzky, 
Partner/Manager, KMOM-FM 
& KABD-FM, 426 N. Highway 
281, #4, Aberdeen, SD 
57401. PH 605/725-5551. 
neil@dakotabroadcasting.com 

Shively model 6813 medium 
power 3-bay FM/HD antenna for 
104.7 w/radomes $3,500 - Mr. 
Kim Love, kimlove@sheridan-
media.com - (307) 672-7421 

AUDIO PROCESSING 

(INCLUDES ON-All!" 

WANT TO SELL 
AUDIO PROCESSORS: (2) 
Texar Audio Prisms and (1) 
Urban Optimod 8100A1. Used 
until 2006 at WLMI-FM in 
Kane, PA. Asking $1500 for 
the pair of Audio Prisms and 
$2500 for the Urban. Call Jeff 
Andrulonis at 814-837-9711. 

Symetrics A-220 Stereo 
Amplifier - $90.00 "as is" plus 
shipping. E-mail mraley@bbn-
radio.org for a picture or Mike at 
(704) 523-5555 

RIS Model 416 DA. Will let go 
for $30.00 plus S&H. Please 
e-mail mraley@bbnradio.org 
for pictures and information. 

WANT TO BUY 
AM station in Utah looking to 
purchase AM processing 
equipment. Seeking one or two 
Orban-Optimod 9000A or 
9100B. Call Steve at KVEL in 
Vernal Utah. 435-789-0920 

AUTOMATION 

EQUIPMENT 

WANT TO SELL 
Now available, radio automa-
tion for the Linux operating 
system. Schedule music, voice 
track, create shells, auto or 
announcer assist mode, set 
intro and ending cues, hit the 
vocal every time with your 
voice tracks, execute exact 
time events, join networks, and 
more. The software is free, 
there is a small duplication fee. 
For more info call 
406.665.1832. 

WANT TO BUY 
Arrakis Digilink 3's. Prefer 
working condition but will con-
sider if nonworking. Please 
include any accessories such 
as keyboards, monitors, 
mouse, switchers, etc. We will 
make or consider offers and 
will help with shipping costs. 
Contact Lane Goodwin of East 
Arkansas Broadcasters 
Monday thru Friday 9arr till 
5pm CST. 870-238-8141, or 
eabstudios@cablelynx.corr 

COMPLETE 

FACILITIES 

WANT TO SELL 

NEW OR USED S 
COMPLETE PACKAGES 

STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER 
/ANTENNA OR ANY COMBI-

NATION OF ABOVE. 
-LEASE OPTIONS-

-EMERGENCY RENTALS-
-REMOTE BROADCAST 

RENTALS-

SCMS. Inc. (800) 438-6010 
S.You Know We Know Radio. 

CONSOLES/MIXERS 

WANT TO SELL 
Console for sale as is. Harris 
Stereo 5 - $250.00 - Co itact 
Mark McVey 641 799-1507 - Or 
Mark Denney General Manager 
660 465-7225 - KMEM FM - 
Memphis, Missouri 

Gates Stereo 80 Console - 8 
Inputs, $ 150 dollars - Coltact 
Mark McVey 641 799-1507 - Or 
Mark Denney General Manager 
660 465-7225 - KMEM FM - 
Memphis, Missouri 

LPB Blue 5c consoles - We've 
got about six of them in good 
condition. We will let them go 
"as is" for $300.00 each plus 
S&H. Contact Mike Raley at 
(704) 523-5555 or e• mail 
mraley@bbnradio.org for photos. 

LIMITERS/AUDIO 

PROCESSING 

WANT TO BUY 

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's 
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's, 
any Pultec EQ's & any other old 
tube compressor/limiters, call 
after 3PM CST - 214 738-7873 or 
sixtiesradio@yahoo.com 

Looking to Buy or Sell 
Used Equipment? 

odia Wrld 
Broadcast Equipment 

Exchange 

MICROPHONES 

WANT TO BUY 
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any 
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air 
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214 
738-7873 or 
sixtiesradio@yahoo.com 

MISCELLANEOUS  

MUM 11110AMIS Atil PlA111111001715, 
ne .v & rebuilt for Elcom, Karns, CCA, 
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435 
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164 
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821 

WANT TO SELL 
One CeLabs Linejack - 
works fine - $100.00 - Carroll 
Buckley - KXO Radio, 760-352-
1230 or jcb@kxoradio.com 

One Zercom Max Z - works 
fine - $100.00 - Carroll Buckley 
- KXO Radio, 760-352-1230 or 
jcb@locoradio.com 

BBE 362NR Sonic Maximizer + 
Noise Reduction $135.00 plus 
shipping. Contact mraley@ 
bbnradio.org for picture 

CRL Stereo Matrix processor 
SMP 900A - $75.00 plus S&H 
mraley@bbnradio.org 

Four RU DA4d distribution Amp 
$55.00 each which includes ship-
ping. mraley@bbnradio.org for 
pictures 

McMartin MS-25B Amplifier - 
$7.00. e-mail mraley@bbnra-
dio.org for information or call 
(704) 523-5555 

Sound Enhancer IS 5022 
Professional ISP - $425.00 
plus shipping. Contact mra-
ley@bbnradio.org for picture 

Tascam PA-20 Dual Power 
Amp (rack mount). $72.00 plus 
S&H mraley@bbnradio.org 

Two (2) bulk demagnetizers - 
Sell for $10.00 each. E-mail 
mraley@bbnradio.org 

Two CRL Dynafex DX-2 Audio 
Noise Reduction $60.00 (ship-
ping included). Contact 
mraley@bbnradio.org 

Two Realistic MPA-20/ 
120v PA Amps. $20.00 each 
which includes shipping. 
Mraley@bbnradio.org for 
pictures. 

Yellow Strobe lights (5) $15 
each. mraley@bbnradio.org 
for picture 

eoft O. tffleollt. at Tamale 

ow 11........... 

Monet' of e. 2007 "Cool Stuff" A ward! 

The Leader in Broadcast 
Engineering Software 

7 ', • 
••11.ipt ,r‘ 

17. .tt It Ill 

Stiacin 

Professional Software packages for FCC 
applications and predicting cc verage 

4i Create stunning "real-world" coverage maps aild 
interference studies using Longley-Rice, PTP, FCC. 

ITU-R P.1546-1, and Okamura/Hata with Prot:1.a 3"" 

Search for FM channels under spacings and 

contour to contour protection using FMCommandern" 

• Prepare AM skywave and groundwave allocaton 

studies and map FCC contours with AM-Pro 2Tm 

w Plot SIL paths over 3D terrain with Terrain- 3D T"' 

Quality custom mapping and FCC 

engineering consulting available. 

o-sortcorn (800)743-3684 

One "ON Air" light $15E.00 
e-mail mraley@bbnradio.org 
for picture. 

WANT TO BUY 
Collector want to buy: old vin-
tage pro gears, compressor/ 
limiter, microphone, mixing 
consoles, amplifiers, mit pre-
amps, speakers. turntatles. 
ED working or not, working 
transformers ( UTC Western 
Electric), Fairchild, Western 
Electric, Langevin, RCA, 
Gates. Urei, Altec, Pt.'tec, 
Collins. Cash - pick up 
773-339-9035 

EGUIPMENT/EXPERIE NICE 
NEEDED Olney, Marlland 
public high school beginning 
radio project needs any kind of 
help you can lend: gear, studio 
fittings, expertise, hands. 
Contact Jeff Deitchman at 
jeffrey_a_deitchman@mcpsmd.org 
or call 301 924-3235 

I'm looking for San Francisco 
radio recordings from the 
1920's through the 1980's. 
For example newscast, talk 
shows, music shows, live band 
remotes, etc. Stations like KGO, 
KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, XDIA, 
KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS, 
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc... 
Feel free to call me at 415-383-
6216 or you can email me at 
ronwtamm@yahoo.com 

www.radloworld.CM 

Equipment Wanted: old, obso-
lete, or unused signal process-
ing, recording, ano playback 
equipment. Limiters. preamps, 
EQ, mixirg desks, micro-
phones, tape machines (cas-
sette and reel), etc. Donations 
gladly accepted; asking prices 
considered. 443-854-0725 or 
ajkivi@gmail.com. 

DONATIONS NEEDED 
All Volunteer. Non-profit Low 
Power community'adios sta-
tions need Equipment. Will 
offer tax deduction letter, You 
determine donation value, We 
will pay shipping. Equipment 
shared between three 
Wisconsin stations. Looking 
for Mics, 1ixers, feld equip-
ment, etc. You name it. Email: 
Dan@WIECradio.org 

MONITORS 

WANT TO SELL 
Three ( 3) Belar RFA-1 ampli-
fiers (88.9. 92.5, 89.5) - good 
condition will let go "as is" for 
$150.00 each. Please contact 
mraley@bbnradio.org or call 
(704) 523-5555 for pictures or 
informatior! 

We have 4 Gentner VRC 2000 
remote control units. Fail 
safe device not included just 
the remote control unit. Will 
sell "as is" for $300.00 each 
plus s&h. Please contact Mike 
at mraleyObbnradio.org for a 
picture or more information. 

Call 
Claudia 
(703) 

852-4611   

Buying Or Setting 
Used 
E ui ment? 

( • ( 

RcidL WAlci 
Broadcast Equipment Exchange 
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Consultants 
Consulting Communications Engineers 

EMC Test Lab 
• FCC Applti ations and ngineering 

• Frequent y Seau hes and Coordination 

• AMTM-CATV•ITES1 PTV 

• [MC Test Lab-FCC ancl European ( W() 

•_} OWL ENGINEERING, INC 
info* owleng ‘,”, 651-784-7445 Fax (661) 784-7641 

5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55128 i 

GRAHAM BROCK, INC.  
EI:11‘,. 1,1 11,11\1111 ,\SIATAN I • 

I oil 'sill., nui, Mhea.lthIn I,, 
(Fprralion AM/FM/IY/At X >emir,. 

Had Utirk:Antenna and 

lksiyat 

tlyy•r 45 retirs ernzinerrittg 
and tiiiraaIZiit ex/x.rienev 

912-638-8028 

202-393-5133 

of n n grahamhnick.com 

Doug Vernier 
TelecurnmuulcatIon Consultants  

Broadcast Engineering Consulting 
AM/FM/TV/LPTV/DTV 

Custom mapping service 
Frequency searches 

Propagation prediction 
FCC application preparation 

NP ft 
—sSoftwTre«ryomr".enur PC 

(8 0 0) 743-3684 
www.v-soft.com 

RECEIVERS/ 

TRANSCEIVERS 

WANT TO SELL 

Marti Receiver - Works Well - 
161.73 Mhz - $400 - Contact 
Mark McVey 641 799-1507 - Or 
Mark Denney General Manager 
660 465-7225 - KMEM FM - 
Memphis, Missouri 

REMOTE & 

MICROWAVE 

WANT TO SELL 

WE RENT FOR LESS 

Blueboxes FM Exciters 
Zephyrs FM Power Amps 
POTS Codecs STL's 
RF/Audio Gear Test Equipment 

It we don't have it, we will get it! 

SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040 

"You Know We Know Radio" 

STATIONS 

WANT TO SELL 
AM Station in Rome. NY 
REDUCED PRICE plus FM 
translators in Bradenton. FL 
and central Florida and Jack-
sonville, NC. Visit www. 
bbnradio.org/sale for specifics. 

RADIO MANAGERS: make 08 
great...Buy your own!! AM's, 
FM, Combos, and Clusters for 
sale: Large, Medium and 
Small Southern markets. 
Take charge of your life and 
call today! 256-613-2630 — 
Dave Hedrick & Associates 

STUDIO ACCES-

SORIES/SUPPORT 

WANT TO SELL 
Four (4) Audio Arts R-60 man-
uals for $10.00 each ( price 
includes shipping). E-mail 
mraley@bbnradio.org or call 
(704) 523-5555 for more infor-
mation. 

Serving Broadcasters 
Since 1948 

9049 Shady Gravy Court 
Gaithersburg MD 10877 

Mullaney (101)911 0115 
rngineering. Inc. Fax ( 501)590-9757 

amber UM multaneyemulienornim 

R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E. 
& ASSOCIATES, P.C. 
ALLOCATION STUDIES 

I-, .1 Jr cl! 

RELD WORK A SPECIALITY 

•AM I 
ïeitenn: a:ife rce 7v , ••,,,a,,,!;1 
ine.asueinell & ptool • , acility Kiwi-there, lui 
• RAf puittastyleistiiielM 
mails RADiabiri 
le/1rd ,Asks, • CATO I fokary. Te.firo 

ate711011CONTICS OSMA swesersonents 

rmburrow@eomcast.net 

304-258-7921 • Cell 301-938-0985 

Rst8 
AA 

STUDIO-

TRANSMITTER 

LINKS (STL) 

AND RPU 

WANT TO SELL 

Superior Broadcast 
Equipment STL pair (one 
transmitter and one receiver), 
same specs as Energy-Onix 
STL-1 - $800 - Mr. Kim Love, 
kimlove@sheridanmedia.com - 
(307) 672-7421 

Two sets of Energy- Unix 
STL-1 10W analog composite 
STLs (Transmitter and receiver 
pairs) - $1,000 per set - 
Mr. Kim Love, kimlove@ 
sheridanmedia.com 
(307) 672-7421 

Starguide Ill Satellite Receiver 
w/o audio cards- newly rebuilt 
- $750.00 - Carroll Buckley - 
KX0 Radio, 760-352-1230 or 
jcb@kxoradio.com 

TAPES/CARTS/ 

REELS/CDs 

WANT TO SELL 

REEL-TO-REEL: Otan i MX-
5050 reel to reel. Gently used 
until 2006 at WLM1-FM in Kane, 
PA. Asking $995. Call Jeff 
Andrulonis at 814-837-9711. 

WANT TO BUY 
Large or small collections of 
16" transcriptions or 12" tran-
scriptions, not commercial 
LPs. Bill Cook, 719-687-6357. 

Schnader telescriptions 16 
mm musical films produced in 
the early 50s. Bill Cook, 
719-687-6357. 

www.radioworld.com 
vnvw.radioworld.com 
www.radloworld.com 

The Coverage Map Store 

R EALcoverage.com 

High Performance Engineering 

for Maximum Coverage 

ge  

(CMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES. INC 
MfOLVIC,RO.00AS, C0.9400.5 

AM,FM, Ncoverege&Upgrades 
Broadcasnransmissionfecility 
design 
FCCapplicationspreparation-
constructionpenritandlicense 
engineering 

ClarenceM.Beverage4auraMiituani 

P &Boni 130 Tel:(856)985-0077 
Marlton.NJ08053 Fax:(856)985-8124 

• WWW.COMmtec hrf.com 
N 

TELEPHONE 

EQUIPMENT/ 

HYBRIDS 

WANT TO SELL 

Symetrix TI - 101 Telephone 
Interface - works fine - 
$150.00 - Carroll Buckley - 
KX0 Radio, 760-352-1230 or 
icb@kxoradio.com 

ua Ole web al www.rAlloboticom 

101 Demoreet Sq aE. Demorest GA - 70b 754.?/25 

• Real Time 3-D Displays 
• Interference calculations 

• Cost effective mapping 

• Fully Integrated databases 

• Used by the FCC 
• Latest standards built-in 

TURNTABLES 

WANT TO SELL 

Technics SL1200 MK2 
Turntables - works fine - 
$200.00 each - Carroll Buckley 
- KXO Radio, 760-352-1230 or 
jcb@kxoradio.com 

www.radloworld.com 

DISTRIBUTOR 
DIRECTORY 

The following distributors serving the 
broadcast industry would be glad to help you 

with any of your requirements. 

CORNELL-DUBILIER 
MICA CAPACITORS 

FROM STOCK 

JENNINGS VACUUM 
CAPACITORS 

FROM STOCK 

JENNINGS VACUUM 
RELAYS 

SURCOM ASSOCIATES 
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A 
Carlsbad. California 92008 

(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759 
c-inail: link (9'surcomcoin m eh: wwn.surcom.com 

Call me tor 
your next transmitter 

or antenna' 

INC. 
Of) YOU KNOW WE KNOW RADIO! 

John Ladmess 

Sales 
210-775-2725 

P O. Box 932 • Cibolo, TX 78108 

johnl@scmsinc.com 
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT SALES AND RENTALS ear. 

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS 

WANT TO SELL 
Cunningham Model CM 30-50 
Rack Mt Tube Type AM 
Transmitter - FCC Approved - 
50 Watts on 1620 khz- Slightly 
used Great Condition. $530.00 
firm. Carrier-Current tuner, 
manuals, spare final and ship-
ping included. Email shawn@ 
musicchanne1101.com for pics. 
Call 214-977-6169 

Harris Z6HD+ 2.5KW Analog/ 
HO transmitter - single phase 
- 240V 60Hz - Tuned to 104.7 - 
Includes Bird inline power 
meter and model 3129 display 
panel. Does not include exciter 
- $17,500 - Mr. Kim Love, 
kimlove@sheridanmedia.com - 
(307) 672-7421 

Marti Transmitter - RPT 40 - 
Needs Final Amp Repair, $250 
or if purchased with receiver 
$100 - Contact Mark McVey 
641 799-1507 - Or Mark 
Denney General Manager 660 
465-7225 - KMEM FM - 
Memphis, Missouri 

TRANSMITTER GATES - 
MF10H3 Tuned to 100.. Mhz - 
(NO Tubes) - Needs work in PA 
current metering circuit - Rated 
power 10,000 Watts - Manual 
included - Must pick up - 
$1000.00 - Contact Mark 
McVey 641 799-1507 - Or 
Mark Denney General Manager 
660 465-7225 - KMEM FM - 
Memphis, Missouri 

OFF THE AIR? 

Emergency Back-up Rentals 

FM Exciters - STLs - 
FM Pwr Amps - Antennas - 

Studio & Test Equipment 

SCMS Inc (800) 438-6040 
S "You Know We Know Radio" S 

TRANSMITTER: Harris FM 
3.5K transmitter and MX-15 
exciter. 3500 watts tuned to 
103.9FM. Currently used as 
backup transmitter for WLMI-
FM in Kane, PA. Asking 
$8,000. Call Jeff Andrulonis at 
814-837-9711. 

,Transcom 
uorporation 

www.fmamtv.com 

Used AM and FM 
Transmitters from 
Leading Manufacturers 

Contact us for quotes on: 
• Custom Retuning 
• New Cable 
• New Antennas 
• New STL & Remote controls 

o...'" . • • .." 

transcom@fmamtv.com 

215-938-7304 800-441-8454 215-938-7361(fax) 

Two AM MW-10 Transmitter, 
One On 1030, In WV- One On 
1040, In NC - Assemble One 
From 2.Keep Remainder For 
Spare Parts. Make Offer. 
Contact Vernon H. Baker WPAR 
FM 540-961-2377 or 
vbaker@vtacs.com 

Energy Onix Legenc 1500C 
Solid State Transmitter Call 
Greg at 660-747-9191 

Mosley Lan link 900 - Call 
Greg at 660-747-9191 

CCA AM 10,000 D — Call John 
KQSS 928-595-0623 between 
10 & 6 PM Pacific Time. 

FM Translator at 104.5 — 
Manchester, KY Call Joey 
Kesler 606-843-9999 

WANT TO BUY 

67 kHz (SCA Channel 1 Used or 
repairable (with manuals if avail-
able) — call John 517-316-5307 

AM Phasors, Phasor Parts, 
Phase Monitors, Rf Switches, 
AM Transmitters. Continental 
Communications 314-664-4497, 
Contcomm@Sbcglobal.Net 

PROMOTE 

YOUR 

BUSINESS! 

ADVERTISE! 

Call Claudia: 

703-852-4611 
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NEW TUBE 

ECONCO NEW TUBES 
New tubes are now manufactured by ECONCO at 

our award winning facility in Woodland California! 

Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high 

quality power tube rebuilding. 

TEL 800-532-6626 

INTL: +1-530-662-7553 

FAX: + 1-530-666-7760 

www.econco.com 

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL 

TUBES & COMPONENTS 

D C Electronics 

An International 
Distributor of RF Components 

Tubes 
NEW & REBUILT 

TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT. STLS, ANTENNAS, 

RADIO DATA SYSTEM (FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY) 

EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK 

RPU MOSFETS VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS 

SVE TLANJA 

i3E51 eiCeS 

P.O. Box 6409 
Spring Hill. FL 34611 BEST SERVICE 

elr.ile Ivym.damdcelecTrusicacom 

_ 

Commemlealorag Pew, habeaan.. 

Pro-Tek® 

EEV 
BROAID,AS I IX.. 

USA DISTRIBUTOR 

To Order: 
1-800-881-2374 

Outside U.S. (352) 592-7800 
Se Habla Español 

RIO CIE 

eRomou,sroce 

352-592-784X) 

Fax 352-596-48X4 

RF PARTS CO. 
Se Habla Español We Export 

EIMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA 
New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping 

otorola Toshiba SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors 

737-2787 760-744-0700 
rfperfparts.corh www.rfparts.com 

FOR THE BEST PRICE 
& 24 Hr sence on trons,niltsng tabes & sock-
ets/ports, ae, & rebuilt con Goodrich Ent. at 
402-493-1184 day or night, 
swew.goodridienterpreseisemen. 

RIMIP IOW •wl« n pm MC mot, 

WmArbormi./A0 MENII Mum MIMEOS IT MR MO 

9 Make Your Move. 

For nlorm ion contact 

Claudia Van Veen at 

703-852-4611 

or conminen nbinetlia com 

NEW TUBE 

EMPLOYMENT 
HELP WANTED 

Rode !Dodd. 
ADVERTISING SALES MANAGER 

Radio World Newsp3per has an excellent opportunity for an experienced display and 
online advertising salesperson to manage the Western territory. Job responsibilities include 
the ability to manage sales in multiple publications simultaneously in a very fast-paced envi-
ronment. Must be organized, articulate, creative, tenacious and a self-motivated team player. 

The candidate will have proven abilities to develop and maintain ongoing business relation-
ships with current clients and be capable of prospecting for new business. Must have the abil-
ity to communicate effectively and tactfully with persons on all levels, in person, via email and 
on the telephone. 

  REQUIREMENTS   
The ideal candidate will have knowledge and a passion for the radio industry. A college 

degree in sales/marketing, advertising, business or related field is desired but not mandatory. 

Equivalent work experience of 3+ years in print and digital advertising sales or marketing and 
promotions department are required. Excellent verbal and written communications skills a 
must. Proficiency in MS Office and interaction through online communication required. 
Must be able to maintain a satellite office in home environment. Territory travel and tradeshow 
attendence required. Salary plus commission package and benefits. 

Qualified candidates -nay send their resume and salary requirements in 

confidence to the Dinctor of Human Resources of New Bay Media LLC. NewBay 
Attention: Ray Vollmer, resume@nbmedia.com. No phone calls please. Media 

BACKYARD BROADCASTING SOUTH DAKOTA, LLC. 
Backyard Broadcasting :South Dakota. LLC is seeking qualified 

self motivated radio broadcast Assistant Chief Engineer. Candidates 
must possess knowledge in electronic repair and maintenance. 

RF repair and maintenance. computer operation, and computer repair. 
Previous Radio Broadcast Engineering experience is a plus. 

IF you are not afraid of the fast paced world of Radio Broadcasting, 
send your resune and salary requirements to: 

Craig Hodgson, VP /Gerteral Manager, Backyard Broadcasting 
South Dakota, LLC. KELO-AM. KELO-FM, KRRO-FM KSOB-FM, 

KXOL-FM. KS-AM, KTWB-FM, KWSN-AM, 
500 South Phillip! Avenue, Sioux Falls, SD 57104 

Siouxfallscareerseb-ibradio.com or fax to 605-271-5819. 
No phone calls please. 

Backyard BrOE dcasting-South Dakota LLC. 

Reach broadcast Professionals1 
For more information, including rates & 

deadlines, call Claudia Van Veen at 

1-703-852-4611. 

Advertist 
bee 

Buying used equipment? 

Selling used equipment? 

•IOU IRE IN 

THE RIGHT 
PLACE' 

rt7)djf 
tr. rlp.Pr i-4-1 

Broadcast I-imminent 
Exchanor 

For more information, call 
Claudia Van Veen 
at 703-852-4611. 

or cvanveen@nbmedia.com 

1 

ta 

Call Claudia for 

details at 

E" 
habi 
Iling 
r use 
ipment 

or e-mail 

cvanveen@nbnedia.com 

POSITIONS WANTED 

Fresh new broadcaster! Under-
graduate degree in marketing 
and journalism with college 
internship experience. Interest-
ed in on-air, board ops, sales, 
and marketing/promotions. 
Contact Joe (918) 809-9460 
jkgosu©hotmail.com 

Lots of energy, dedicated and 
loyal - plus a little goofy! Good 
on-air, GREAT Promotions! 
Love to have fun on-air/behind 
scenes! Erick Wynn 817-361-
6022, brendawilliam9035@ 
sbcglobal.net 

Bilingual with DRS, Cool Edit, 
and customer service seeks 
position in the broadcasting 
industry as an On-Air 
Personality, Voice-Over talent 
and/or Copywriter. Christela 
469-879-7258 

Upbeat on-air presence, ex-
tremely conversational. Fluent 
with technical editing capabili-
ties, Camera and board-opera-
tions. Creative writing, thor-
ough show prep plus Jour-
nalism experience. Jerreshia 
Manuel 817-926-4266, 
resha192002@yahoo.com 

Extremely knowledgeable and 
articulate racing writer/ 
talk show host Adam Amick is 
available for shows, correspon-
dent, features, etc. Check out 
www.bleacherreport.com or 
www.rubbinsracingshow.com 
for samples. Call 214-384-5812 
or email: 
adam@rubbinsracingshow.com 

Are you a small m irket sta-
tion needing a good nuts & 
bolts engineer in the LA area? 
I will make your station shine! 
CET, fully FCC jcensed. 
Available for Full/Part-time/ 
Contract work. Available 
immediately. Mitchell 
Rakoff, 917-324-8466, 
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com 

Innovative, organized, cre-
ative, fresh, mature - no wife, 
kids, or mortgage - just radio! 
Take me to the people! Clifton 
Shackelford - 214-750-5411, 
shaql4d1@sbcglobal.net 

Top broadcasting graduate. 
Excelled in advanced produc-
tion, with an engaging 
on-air personality. Quick learn-
er and positive team player. 
Vital asset to any company. 
Call Chris (918) 806-2567 
j.chrisjohnston@hotmail.com 

ADS Ger POSTED THEM? BUSINESS DAY 
AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS, 

COMSINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR 
RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER 

EMPLOYMENT SECTION ..ND REALLY 
COVER THE BROADCAST INDIATRY 

AND THEN SOA.E. 

www.rodiow. rld.com 
CelL asume Van Veen Our FTMIb. deleih 

- 
 enbnredia.€ 
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ADVERTISER INDEX  AM Should Rely on 
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers. 

Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy. 

ADVERTISER WEB SITE URL 1,. 

39 Aphex Systems 

24 Arrakis Systems Inc. 

40 Audion Labs 

8 AudioScience Inc. 

9 Axia - A Telos Company 

15 Axia - A Telos Company 

40 Bext, Inc 

23 Broadcast Electronics 

3 BSW 

4 Burk Technology 

18 Comet North America 

7 Comrex Corporation 

1 Continental Electronics Corp. 

22 DaySequerra/ATI 

14 ESE 

40 Freeland Products, Inc. 

19 Global Security Systems 

33 Google Inc. 

40 Gorman Redlich Mfg 

34 Grace Broadcast Sales 

27 Harris Corporation 

30 Henry Engineering 

12 lnovonics Inc 

29 Klotz Digital Audio Systems Inc 

6 Logitek 

37 M-Audio 

21 Musicam - USA 

25 Nautel Ltd. 

13 Omnia - A Telos Company 

17 Omnia - A Telos Company 

31 OMT Technologies/Media Touch 

5 Radio Systems Inc 

35 Sierra Automated Systems 

26 Sine Systems 

11 Tieline Technology 

16 Titus Labs 

47 Vorsis 

48 Vorsis 

2 Wheatstone Corporation 

www.aphex.com 

www.arrakis-systems.com 

www.audionlabs.com 

www.audioscience.com 

www.axiaaudio.com 

www.axiaaudio.com 

www.bext.com 

www.bdcast.com 

www.bswusa.com 

www.burk.com 

www.cometna.com 

www.comrex.com 

www.contelec.com 

www.daysequerra.com 

www.ese-web.com 

www.freelandproducts.com 

www.gssnet.us 

www.google.com/ads/asaudio 

www.gorman-redlich.com 

www.gracebroadcast.com 

www.broadcast.harris.com 

www.henryeng.com 

www.inovon.com 

www.klotzdigital.com 

www.logitekaudio.com 

www.m-audio.com 

www.musicamusa.com 

www.nautel.com 

www.omniaaudio.com 

www.omniaaudio.com 

www.omt.net 

www.radiosystems.com 

www.sasaudio.com 

www.sinesystems.com 

www.tieline.com 

www.tituslabs.com 

www.vorsis.com 

www.vorsis.com 

www.wheatstone.com 

- 
The Newspaper for Radio Managers and Engineers 

Our readers have 
something to say 

I enjoy Radio World because 

of its unique ability to cover a 

wide range of radio industry 

topics, from the highly 

technical, to the general-

interest level for the less 

technically inclined reader 

Richard D'Angelo 
North American Shortwave Assn. 

Wyomissing, Pa. 

GUEST 

Its True Strengths 
Is IBOC an Attempt to Turn the Band Into Something 

It Can Never Be: A Digital Transmission Medium? 

by Randall "Bear" Bradley 

IBOC doesn't matter. It is no good, but 
it doesn't matter. It creates awful hash, 
but it doesn't matter. 

Don't get me wrong. I love radio, I 
loved AM radio. I remember driving my 
1961 Valiant station wagon with a Slant-6 
engine on a summer trip out in the middle 
of the Utah desert at night on some end-
less two-lane road and finding nothing on 
the dial but WABC. I remember how the 
big NYC stations of the ' 60s, WABC, 
WOR and WCBS used to bomb in upstate, 
125 miles north of NYC. No more; they're 
hard to hear today on their "new" trans-
mitters, at their "new" transmitter sites. 

Endangered species 
Like it or not, radio is obsolete tech-

nology. 
It is only 20 seconds into the future 

when Wi-Fi will be ubiquitous, every-
where that is important. When that hap-
pens, and it will happen, having 1,000 
channels of mobile audio at your beck 
and call will be the norm. 
Who will listen to or care about radio 

then? Why will anyone listen to or care 
about radio then? Ask yourselves this 
question now, and come up with a good 
answer quickly. This includes both AM 
and FM broadcasting. 
No matter how you slice the pie, 

broadcast radio as it is will become a 
minority portion of a larger thing. The 
task before this industry is to at least keep 
AM radio from becoming extinct entirely. 
IBOC is an attempt in vain to turn AM 

broadcast into something it is not, and 
can never become: a digital transmission 
medium. That makes it a mistake of 
colossal proportion. 

Let's be clear about this. Sure it could 
be switched to 100 percent IBOC trans-
mission, right? But that is not going to 
eclipse or affect the oncoming of true digi-
tal programming using other technologies. 
My position is that going to "digital" 

will in fact cause AM broadcast to 
become superfluous and, if nothing is to 
change the present path, die completely 
in not too long a period of time. 

What is the alternative? The alternative 
is for the AM broadcasters who still have 
control over the medium to recognize that 
their "cash cow" is headed off a big cliff, 
and stop trying to ride the milking 
machine off the cliff with their golden calf. 
AM broadcasters need to figure out 

exactly what makes listening to AM radio 
attractive to the public. In other words, 
re-learn the lessons of the greatest eras of 
AM broadcasting; find those that are 
unique to AM, classic, universal and that 
still work. Find the true strengths. 
Then rebuild, develop, sell and use 

The alternative to AM extinction? 
The author says AM broadcasters 
who still have control over the 

medium should recognize that their 
'cash cow is headed off a big cliff. 

AM radio that way. That's clearly not 
what we have today; it's clearly not what 
IBOC advocates want or intend; and it is 
in my view an unenlightened process that 
will almost surely lead to the demise of 
AM broadcast radio in the not too distant 
future. It's pretty much a case of "re-
arranging the deck chairs on the Titanic." 

With the huge installed base of AM 
radios still around, there is yet a chance. 
A better idea is to see the future of AM 
broadcast as an opportunity for a renais-
sance of a unique artform and medium 
unavailable any other way. 

Randall "Bear" Bradley, WB2GCR, is 
the founder of Bear Labs, a "micro-busi-
ness that specializes in the design, build-
ing and sale of high-quality audio equip-
ment." Visit www.bearlabs.com. 

AMBER 
Continued from page 45 

disappearance. Shortly after, a driver for 
a North Texas towing company heard the 
alert and recalled bringing in a car 
matching the alert description. Dis-
covering the automobile in an impound 
lot, they found the five-month-old still 
asleep in the back seat. 

Had the radio alert not been aired, it 
could have been days until law enforce-
ment found the car. This alert prevented a 
tragedy as have other AMBER Alert pro-
grams nationwide, which have helped 
save the lives of 192 children. 
The AMBER Alert program has 

spread far beyond radio. Outdoor adver-
tising, for instance, deploys digital bill-
boards to post AMBER Alerts along 
highly-traveled routes across the country. 
Educational programs have been devel-
oped to teach law enforcement agencies 
and broadcasters how to create and 
implement programs in their community. 
I have read where the Department of 

Justice estimates there are up to 4,600 
stranger abductions per year, about 12 per 
day. It is clear that serving the public 
interest with the AMBER Alert is a good 
idea for radio. It is a program with 
national awareness but it is entirely 
dependent upon local implementation. 

J.D. Freeman is president and market 
manager for Clear Channel Radio, 
Dallas-Fort Worth. e 
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AMBER Alerts Show Power o 
Their Service to the Public Is Good for Radio Too, 

But Success Depends Upon Local Implementation 
by JO. Freeman 

Over the past 10 years, AMBER Alerts 
have become a highly recognized force in 
the recovery of missing children in 
America. Named after Amber Hagerman 
of Arlington, Texas, who was abducted 
and murdered in January, 1996, the alerts 
have now been implemented in more than 
115 communities. 
The program has created national 

awareness, but its success depends entire-
ly upon local implementation. 
To understand the effectiveness of 

AMBER Alerts, it is worthwhile to review 
some of its history. Nine-year old Amber 
was abducted from her suburban Arlington 
neighborhood while riding her bike. The 
kidnapping was witnessed by a man who 
saw Amber being yanked from her bike 
and thrown into the front seat of a truck. 

The witness informed the police that 
the vehicle was a dark-colored, short-bed 
pickup truck. While not much of a 
description, if this information had been 
broadcast to the public it could have acti-
vated eyeballs on the road during the crit-
ical search period, perhaps leading to a 
happier outcome. 

Statistics have shown that, when it 
comes to returning a child home safely, 
the first two hours following an abduction 
are the most integral. The longer it takes 
to recover a child, the more likely it is 
that the child will be harmed. 

It is chilling to think in these terms, but 
necessary in order to protect our children. 

Voice of the people 
moved to Dallas shortly after Amber 

Hagerman was murdered. It was apparent 
that the community of Arlington and the 
surrounding areas were experiencing a 
crisis within their community. The 
tragedy shook the emotions of everyone, 
and immediately following it, radio sta-
tions received phone calls and letters sug-
gesting the broadcast community consid-
er taking action to improve information 
sharing within the community in 
instances of abduction. 

In April of 1996, a task force of mem-
bers of the ARMS Radio Broadcast 
Association in Dallas began working on 
the alert program. This local radio associ-
ation put aside competitive differences to 
address the needs of the community — a 
hallmark of radio broadcasters across the 

f Local Radio 
country, whom I have seen assist in crises 
that are sometimes the result of natural 
disasters, sometimes man-made. 
The radio task force began working 

with Dee Anderson from the Arlington 
Police Department to create a plan that 
would provide access to the local radio 
stations airwaves in the event of an 
abduction. Providing this access, though, 
initially raised some red flags on the part 
of broadcasters and both sides of local 
law enforcement. 
Law enforcement needed to do its job 

without interference, and broadcasters 
wanted to do their job without compro-
mising the alert system. Lengthy meet-
ings were held to create the template for 
the plan through the balance of the year, 
and multiple tests were conducted by 
Dallas-Fort Worth broadcasters. 

The primary EAS stations in the mar-
kets, WBAP and KRLD, agreed to air the 
messages immediately and communicate 
the announcement with all radio stations 
in the area. It was the responsibility of 
the other market stations to air the alerts 
as soon as possible. 

The criteria and guidelines were 
developed between the police and broad-
casters within the market. It was a long 
process but one that allowed law enforce-
ment and broadcasters to air their con-

cerns and create a foundation that was 
easy to replicate. 

Soon other markets became interested 
in creating their own system, and 
AMBER Alert systems became fully 
functional by June of 1997. 

Radio works 
The original guidelines listed below 

for activating an AMBER Alert in Dallas-
Fort Worth are the foundation for the 
"guidance" currently in use by the U.S. 
Department of Justice. 

1. Law enforcement must confirm that 
an abduction has taken place. 

2. The child must be at risk of serious 
injury or death. 

3. There must be sufficient descriptive 
information of the child, captor or cap-
tor's vehicle to issue an alert. 

4. The child must be 17 years old or 
younger. 

The effectiveness of radio with the alert 
program was demonstrated in Dallas on a 
cold night in the middle of winter when a 
woman parked her car in a no-parking fire 
lane and hurried into a laundromat, leav-
ing her five-month old daughter in the 
back seat asleep. Returning, she found her 
car and baby were gone. 

She called 911 and an Amber Alert 
was issued giving a detailed description 
of the vehicle, the child and the area of 

See AMBER, previous page 

AMBER Plans 
A merica's M issing: 

B roadcast Emergency Response 
August 2007 

AK 
AL 
AR 
AZ 
CA 
CO 
CT 
DC 
DE 
FL 

GA 
HI 
LA 
ID 
IL 
IN 
KS 
KY 
LA 
MA 
MD 
ME 
MI 
MN 
MO 
MS 
MT 
NC 
ND 
NE 
NH 
NJ 
NM 
NV 
NY 
OH 
OK 
OR 
PA 
PR 
RI 
SC 
SD 
TN 
Tx 
UT 
VA 
VI 
VT 
WA 
WI 
WV 
WY 

STATE-WIDE PLANS 

"AMBER Plan Alert" 
"AMBER Plan" 
"Morgan Nick Alert" 
"Arizona AMBER Nee 
"California Child Safety AMBER Network" 
"AMER Plan" 
"Connecticut AMBER Alert" 
"DC AMBER Plan" 
"AMBER Plan" 
"Florxlia AMBER Plan" 

Flordia Emergency Missing Child Nert 
"Lines CALL" 
"MAILE AMBER Alert" 
"AMBER Alert Plan" 
"AMBER Alert" 
"AMBER Alert Notification Plan" 
"AMBER Nett" 
"AMBER Plan" 
"Kentucky AMBER Alert System" 
'AMBER Plan' 
"AMBER Alert Plan" 
"AMBER Plan" 
"AMBER Alert Program" 
"AMBER Alert of Michigan" 
"AMBER Plan" 
"ALERT Missouri" 
"AMBER Alert" 
"Montana AMBER Nee 
"North Carolina AMBER Alert System" 
"AMBER Alert Plan" 
"AMBER Plan" 
"Child Abduction Emergency Alert Plan" 
"AMBER Plan" 
"New Mexico AMBER Alert" 
"Nevada AMBER Alert Child Abduction Plan" 
"AMBER Alert" 
"Ohio AMBER Plan" 
"Oklahoma AMBER Plan" 
"AMBER Plan" 
"Pennsylvania AMBER Plan" 
"Plan Alerta AMBER" 
"AMBER Alert" 
"AMBER Alert" 
"Child Abduction AMBER Alert" 
"Tennessee AMBER Ned Plan" 
"AMBER Alert Network" 
"AMBER Alert" 
"AMBER Alert System" 
"Virgin islands' AMBER Alert Plan" 
"Vermont AMBER Child Abduction Alert" 
"Washington - AMBER Plan" 
"AMBER Nee 
"West Virginia AMBER Alert System" 
"Wyoming AMBER Alert Plan" 

REGIONAL PLANS 

CA Los Angeles County, CA - "California Child Safety 
AMBER Network" 

ILJNO Belleville; St, John, MO; SL Louis, MO • "St. Louis 
Area Regional AMBER. Alert" (SARRA) 

MO Joplin - "Child Abduction Alert System (CASS)" 
MO Nodaway County plues rive others - "Northwestern 

Missouri AMBER Plan" 
OH Crawford County plus six others - "North Central 

AMBER Alert Plan" 
OH Cuyahoga County plus eight others 

"Northeast Ohio AMBER Alert Plan" 
OH Franklin County plus six others 

"Mid-Ohio AMBER Alert Plan" 
OH/KY/IN Greater Cincinnati, Northern KY; Souttaastem IN - 

"Cincinnati/N.Kentucky/SE Indiana Child 
Abduction Alert Plan (CAAF)" 

OH Montgomery County and others in Miami Valley - 
"Miami Valley AMBER Alert Plan" 

Knoxville - "East Tennessee AMBER Alert Plan" 
Abilene Region - "AMBER Alert Netrwciii 
Amarillo Region - "AMBER Alert Plan" 
Austin Region - "Capital Area AMBER Plan" 
Brazos Valley Region - "AMBER Alert Plan" 
Cooke, Grayson and Fannin Counties - "Texorna Plan" 
Corpus Christi Region - "AMBERT Alert Plan" 
Dallas/Fort Worth Region -"AMBER Min" 
El Paso Region - "Maria Alert" 
Houston Region - "Houston Regional <MBER 

Plan" 
Jasper, Newton, Tyler, Orange, Jeffers>n and 

Hardin Counties • "South East Texts AMBER 
Alert Plan" 

TX Lubbock County - "Lubbock AMBER Ken Plan" 
TX Permian Basin Region - "AMBER Alert Plan" 
TX South Texas Region - "Houston Regional AMBER 

Plan" 
TX Waco Region - "AMBER Alert Plan" 
VA Accomac - "Eastern Shore Virginia AMBER Plan" 
VA Newport News - "Hampton Roads Regional AMBER 

Plan" 
VA Richmond - "Richmond Regional AMBffl Alert 

Plan" 
WA King County - "AMBER Alert Plan" 
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Total AMBER AMBER Plans - 119 

Statewide AMBER Plana 

plus District of Columbia, 

Puerto Rico and 

Virgin Islands - 53 

LOCAL PLANS 

AL Dothan - "AMBER Alert Plan" 
AL Tuscaloosa County - "AMBER Plan" 
CA Orange County - "CAR.E. Alert" - Child 

Abduction Regional Emergency Akin 
CA San Diego - "San Diego AMBER Alert Plan" 
HI HAMA County - "Hawaii County AMBER Alert" 
HI Honolulu « MAlLE Alert - %Unix Abducted in Life-

Threatening Emergency" 
HI Kauai County - "Kauai County AMBER Alert Plan" 
HI Maui County - "Maul County AMBER Alert Plan" 
IN Allen County, Fort Wayne and New Haven • 

"AMBER Plan" 
IN Portage -"Missing Child Alert Plan" 
KS Wichita -"AMBER Alert" 
MO Kansas City - 'AMBER Alert" 
MD West Fargo AMBER Alert Plan" 
NM Albuquerque - "AMBER Alert" 
OH Allen County - "AMBER Alert Plan" 
OH Athens County - "AMBER Nett Plan" 
OH Augdaize County - 'AMBER Alert Plan' 
OH Butler County - "AMBER Alert Plan" 
OH Carroll County • "AMBER Alert Plan" 
OH Clark County - "AMBER Alert Plan" 
OH Claimant County - "AMBER Alert Plan" 
OH Columbiana County - "AMBER AMR Plan" 
OH Coehocton County - "AMBER Ake Plan" 
OH Fulton County • 'AMBER Alen Plan' 
OH Harrison County - "AMBER Alert Plan" 
OH Lucas Courdy - "AMBER Alert Pine 
OH Mahonkig County - "AMBER Alert Plan" 
OH Mercer County - "AMBER Alert Plan" 
OH Pickaway County - "AMBER Alert Plan" 
OH Pike County - "AMBER Alert Plan" 
OH Ross County - "AMBER Alert Plan" 
OH Sandusky County - "AMBER Alert Plan" 
OH Stark County - "AMBER Alert Plan:" 
OH Tuscarawas County - "AMBER Alert Plan" 
OH Warren County - "AMBER Alert Plan" 
SD Yankton •"AMBER Alert" 
TN Memphis - "AMBER Alert" 
VA Roanoke -"Roanoke Valley AMBER Alert" 

Source 
National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, Alexandria, VA 
Environmental Systems Research Institute, Redlands, CA (ESRI) 
Mapping software donated to NCMEC by ESRI 

E Regional AMBER Plans - 28 

Local AMBER Plans - 38 
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Lessons From the HD2 Highway 
Consultant Fred Jacobs shared tips on his blog from HD2 

pathfinder Mark Pennington of WRIF(FM) in Detroit recently. 
We liked them too and share them here. 

Today's posting is a guest entry from RIFF2 Program Director 
Mark Pennington. It's a veritable "six-pack" (hey, we're in De-
troit) of ideas about how radio can better approach the program-
ming and strategic planning that ought to be a part of HD Radio. 
We have been critical of the lack of content and imagina-

tion on the vast majority of HD stations in this blog. Our 
belief is that few HD Radios will be sold until great content 
drives interest which will, in turn, drive sales. 

Clever ad campaigns, better store placement, deals with 
automakers and improved hardware are all well and good, but 
without great content, HD Radio won't work. To date, the 
results speak for themselves. 

With that in mind, think about Mark's great advice about 
how to do HD2 right, from the HD2 station recently honored 
by the NAB. 

1. Pick your format wisely. Make sure you have the right peo-
ple to accomplish your objective. If you work for an oldies 
station, for example, you might not have the people or talent 
in the building to pull off an alternative station. 

2. Experiment, experiment, experiment. It's a radio program-
mer's dream: a station without format restrictions, ratings or rev-
enue to worry about. Take advantage while you can. Try some-
thing new; if it doesn't work, tweak it. For example, we originally 
included hip-hop in the RIFF2 mix. After listening and getting 
audience feedback, it didn't work, so we scaled it back. 

3. Turn over some rocks when trying to find talent. Just 
because that intern in the hall doesn't have a deep broadcast-
ing voice doesn't mean he can't be good on the air. People are 
becoming accustomed to hearing content created by non-
broadcasters ... podcasts, video blogs etc. It's become more 
about the content then ever. On our staff, we have Justin and 
Jeremy, two guys from the promotion department who love 

video games. So we created a two-hour video game around 
them, part of what makes RIFF2 special. 

4. Tap into an internship program or local broadcasting 
school. Find people who are hungry and passionate. You will 
be pleasantly surprised if you take the time to work with them. 
HD Radio has a chance to become the new "farm system," 
which is vital for the overall health of our industry. 

5. Listen to your people. Just because you have been doing 
this for a while doesn't mean you know everything. Many of 
our ideas have come from the staff. We get together and talk 
about promotional stuff, music, etc. 
A prime example is the RIFF Music Awards campaign we 

are doing right now. The idea grew from a discussion about 
how corporate and un-cool the other music awards have 
become around town. Thousands of people have cast their 
votes for our awards on an HD2 station! 

6. Have fun! You have to have the right attitude and passion 
to make this work. If you treat this like a burden or one more 
thing that you have to do without getting paid more, the 
results are predictable. 

Have fun, be creative, enjoy the freedom, be a music fan 
again. In that spirit, I have done a holiday dinner with just the 
RIFF2 staff every year. We tend to forget how far a nice meal 
goes when you are a broke, starving broadcaster. I did the 
same thing when we won the NAB award. We made up 
plaques for everyone (costing us next to nothing), but you 
would think that we just gave them a Grammy Award. 

Fred Jacobs added a postscript: " When you read over 
Mark's ideas for building a great HD2 station, perhaps you 
thought this was pretty good advice for creating a successful 
HDI station. Indeed, it is." 

Find Jacobs' blog at www.jacobsmedia.com. Send us your 
own ideas about managing for HD2 success to 
radioworld@nbmedia.com. 

—RW 

•READER'S FORUN1• 

Meet Dave Royer 
Ty Ford ends his evaluation of a selected 

pressure gradient (ribbon) microphone and 
preamp combination, saying, "It's a quality 
piece, and getting good, quiet gain for rib-
bon mics in not easy. ("P-Solo Ribbon, 
Naked Eye: a Dynamic Duo," Jan. 16)." 

He's right. It isn't easy, but he needn't 
have had to take the pains he described in 
order to achieve that goal. 

For a number of years, Dave Royer has 
been offering his series of compact, 
rugged, wide-range ribbon mies with pre-
amps that handily overcome the deficien-
cies Mr. Ford decries. 

Royer Labs doesn't advertise in broad-
caster publications because his line is pri-
marily for high-end recording studio use. 
This might explain why Mr. Ford hasn't 
heard of them. Moreover, broadcasters 
don't have the EQ facilities he found neces-
sary to bring in to line the microphone and 
preamp combination he was analyzing. 
Wes Dooley's AEA offers a superb 

reproduction of the legendary RCA 44BX, 
yet boasting higher output and better fre-
quency response; but I don't find Audio 
Engineering Associates listed in Radio 
World's Source Book. And mies like 
RCA's 44BX and 77DX are not only too 
pricey, but too cumbersome for today's 
kind of broadcaster. 

By the way, I'll give Mr. Ford a "kilo-
buck" for each of those "77s" he unearthed 
in 1977. As for his remark to the effect that 
FM broadcasting requires a mie with better 
high-frequency response than with the 

famous old ribbons offered, I ask: For voice'? 
Oliver Berliner 
Bozman, Md. 

Follow the Money 
After reading Paul McLane's article, 

"We Need to Mend Some Fences" (Jan. 
16), I would like to respond. 
Comparing the sales of Rush Limbaugh 

bootlegged programs to the free airing of 
commercially-released music makes no 
sense to me. 

In one case, you have a talk show host 
who does not record and sell his past pro-
grams. He is paid on the spot for each 
program, as it airs. 

In the other case, you have a musician 
(or a record company) who makes money 
by the sale of CDs after (and because) 
they are played on the radio. No airplay, 
no sales, no money. 
Remember payola? Record companies 

used to pay big bucks under the table to 
get DJs to play the music they were pro-
moting. Many records were hits (so I 
hear) only because of payola. So what has 
changed to make it a bad thing rather than 
a good thing for radio stations to play 
music without payment changing hands? 

Record companies still spend a ton of 
money advertising their new releases in the 
trades. Isn't that because they want airplay? 

What would happen to CD sales if all 
music stations suddenly dropped music 
and became talk-only? Do you think the 
record companies would be happy? 

You talked about the big bucks that radio 
stations make from the free use of music. I 
am under the impression that many stations 
are struggling to stay afloat, what with the 
Internet and iPods. Charging stations to air 
music will, I believe, will be the straw that 
puts them out of business. Now how will 
that help the music business? 

Dan Hughes 
Champaign, Ill. 

History has shown that copyright and 
regulatory fees start off low but continue 
to rise. Like many broadcasters, I invest 
in my community by supporting local 
causes and financing fundraisers. Should 
this fee pass, I would be forced to cut 
back on these funds. 
I fear that with FEMA refusing to help 

our state on a recent ice storm, it is a sign 
that the communities are going to have to 
help each other, as the government is 
unable to do so. Then what about the writ-
ers? It only stands to reason that it would 
have an adverse effect on their fees. 
I agree an artist should have a say in 

how their work is used, but I know of no 
artist who would turn down airplay. If 
more money is needed than they should 
look to the labels, as that is their job. 
I hope your statement that radio will 

lose this fight won't come to pass, as it 
will hurt the communities that local radio 
serves the most. 

Linda Jones 
President 

One Ten Broadcast Group 
Seminole, Okla. 
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Would you process all these different voices 
the exact same way? Of COURSE Not! 

The new VORSIS M-1 Digital Microphone Processor is individually 
designed for ALL of your on-air talent at truly affordable prices. Only with 
the VORSIS M-1 do you get individual presets, fully adjustable compression 
and expansion, multi-band EQ (either pre or post dynamics), high and low 
pass filters, de-esser, and built-in phantom power. And all of it available via 
our easy-access graphic interface. The M-1 Digital Mic Processor — a new 
level in voice management. 

REDEFINING Digital 
Audio Processing  

copyright © 2007 by Wheatstone Corporation tel 252-638-7000 www.vorsis.com 



Don't Just Bring Your HD Channel Along for the Ride 
The VORSIS AP- 1000 has a completely separate fine grained 

processor dedicated just to HD, so you can tweak your HD 
sound to deal with bit reduced audio while leaving your FM 
sound uncompromised. 

Here's what professionals who've tried the 
AP-1000 have to say: 

"By far the best processor I've ever used." 

"It achieved greater loudness with a smoother 
sound right out of the box." 

"Your GUI is so well designed I didn't even need 
to read the manual to get started." 

"Love the box!!! The sound of the station is vastly 
improved...it's loud, wide and clear" 

REDEFINING nigitaI 
Audio Processing 
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